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ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS EXPERIENCES
November 2022 to January 2023
Prices are subject to change, particularly as fuel prices fluctuate. Please see pricing note below.

Experience and Dates Offered

Code

Mount Vinson
November 26 – December 7, 2022

VINS1

December 7 – December 18, 2022

VINS2

December 18 – December 29, 2022

VINS3

December 29, 2022 – January 9, 2023

VINS4

January 9 – January 20, 2023

VINS5

South Pole Flights
December 7 – December 12, 2022

SPF1

January 9 – January 14, 2023

SPF4

South Pole Overnight
December 29, 2022 – January 3, 2023

November 10 – November 18, 2022

EMPS1

November 18 – November 26, 2022

EMPS2

November 26 – December 4, 2022

EMPS3

Emperors & Explorers

$47,495

6 days

$54,500

6 days

$58,950

7 days

$68,650

9 days

$52,300

9 days

$79,990

12 days

$68,995

6 days

$27,750

EMPX4

Ski Last Degree
December 7 – December 18, 2022

LDG1

December 18 – December 29, 2022

LDG2

January 3 – January 14, 2023

LDG3

Antarctic Odyssey
January 9 – January 14, 2023

12 days

SPFO3

Emperor Penguins

December 4 – December 12, 2022

Price (USD)

SPFO2

South Pole Overnight at Three Glaciers Retreat
January 3 – January 9, 2023

Number
of Days

AOD1

Custom dates available upon inquiry
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ALE Experience Dates and Rates 2022

4741 South Commerce Drive
Murray, UT 84107 USA
+1 801-266-4876
www.antarctic-logistics.com

Experience and Dates Offered

Code

Climb Antarctica
December 18 – December 29, 2022

CLIMB1

January 9 – January 20, 2023

CLIMB2

Number
of Days

Price (USD)

12 days

$32,100

12 days

$32,100

12 days

$64,100

58 days

$76,500

53 days

$73,500

TBD

$96,500

7 days

$30,775

Custom dates available upon inquiry
Ski Antarctica
December 18 – December 29, 2022

SKI1

Custom dates available upon inquiry
Mount Sidley
January 9 – January 20, 2023

SIDLEY1

Ski South Pole-Hercules
November 18, 2022 – January 14, 2023

SKSP-HI

Ski South Pole-Messner
November 18, 2022 – January 9, 2023

SKSP-ME

Ski South Pole-Axel Heiberg
November 18, 2022 – December 29, 2022

SKSP-AH

Skydive Antarctica
January 3 – January 9, 2023

SKYD

Three Glaciers Retreat
Custom itineraries and pricing available upon inquiry

Custom
3GR

Custom Experiences: Our scheduled itineraries are just a starting point. You can combine trips, add-on scenic flights, or
tailor activities to match your interests. Please contact us to discuss the options.
Pricing Note: Prices shown are based on fuel costs as of April 20, 2022. We reserve the right to revise our prices in the
event of significant increases in the price of aviation kerosene and aircraft charter rates. Given the current volatility of fuel
prices, please anticipate this possibility.
Deposits: A deposit of $5000 (USD) per person is required to reserve space on any experience. Deposits are refundable
up to 90 days prior to departure (120 days for large groups), less a $1000 (USD) per person processing fee. Please refer
to our Terms & Conditions for our full cancellation policy.
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SKI LAST DEGREE
89˚S TO 90˚S

Ski the last 60 nautical miles (69 mi/111 km) to reach
the most southerly point on Earth and experience
firsthand the challenges faced by early explorers.

Ski Last Degree captures the essence of polar
exploration in an incredible twelve day expedition.
You’ll witness the stark beauty and silence of the
high polar plateau, feel the physical demands of sled
hauling, enjoy the bonds of friendship built through
shared challenge, and know that you have arrived at
the ultimate destination – the South Pole – through
your own effort and determination.

ITINERARY
Arrival Day

Punta Arenas, Chile

Pre-departure Day

Luggage Pick-Up & Briefing

Day 1

Fly to Antarctica

Day 2-3

Expedition Preparations

Day 4

Fly to 89°S

Day 5-9
Ski to the Pole

Day 10
Arrive at the Pole

Day 11

Return to Union Glacier

Day 12
Return to Chile

Flexible Departure Day
Fly Home

*Subject to change based on
weather and flight conditions.

ARRIVAL IN

PUNTA ARENAS
We ask you to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile at least
two full days prior to your scheduled Antarctic
flight in order to fully prepare you for your upcoming
expedition. These days also allow a buffer for flight
and luggage delays should your travels to Chile not
go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for
delayed passengers or luggage.
Do not forget to collect your checked luggage in
Santiago, before clearing customs! Upon arrival
in Chile, you will pass through immigration, collect
your checked luggage, go through customs, and then
go to the 3rd floor of the terminal and re-check your
bags for your domestic flight to Punta Arenas.
Upon arrival at Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo
International Airport (PUQ), our representative,
holding an ALE sign, will be waiting for you at the
exit of the luggage claim area and will transport you
to your hotel. Please notify our Punta Arenas
team if you are delayed or your arrival time
changes:
Guest Services Coordinator
guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com
+56 9 6832 7472
Guest Services Driver
+56 9 9640 0135
Office Address
Calle Bernardo O’Higgins 568
You will receive a Welcome Pack which includes your
Gear Check time, your Luggage Pick-Up time, and
the time of the Welcome & Safety Briefing. These
three events are required and very important steps in
preparing you for arrival in Antarctica.

Gear Check
We will arrange a specific time to come to your hotel
and review your personal clothing and equipment.
Please lay out all of the items on our Required
Clothing and Equipment List in your hotel room
so we can go through each item with you. We will
help sort the items to pack in your checked luggage
vs. your carry-on bag and what items to leave behind
in Punta Arenas.
Once the Gear Check is complete, we will accompany
you to our office where you can try on and check out
any rental boots you reserved in advance.

PRE-DEPARTURE DAY
Luggage Preparations
All luggage must comply with international air transport
regulations. Fuels or other hazardous substances are
prohibited on flights to Antarctica. Lithium batteries
are prohibited in checked luggage and must be packed
in your carry-on. For the safety of our staff, individual
bags must not weigh more than 66 lb (30 kg).

Checked Luggage

On the morning before your Antarctic flight, we will
come to your hotel at your scheduled Luggage
Pick-Up time to weigh and collect your checked
luggage & equipment. We collect luggage the day
before your flight to preload the aircraft and to be
ready to depart as soon as the weather is suitable.
Your checked luggage allowance on the flight from
Punta Arenas to Union Glacier is 55 lb (25 kg). Any
checked luggage in excess of this amount will be
charged at $30 USD per lb ($66 USD per kg).
You can pay in US cash or we can invoice you for the
excess luggage. Carry-on luggage and clothing worn
aboard the flight are not included in this allowance.
Keep in mind, you will not have access to your
checked luggage until it is delivered to your tent in
Antarctica, even if the flight is delayed. Do not put
anything in your checked luggage that you might
need during your stay in Punta Arenas, on the flight,
or for the first few hours in Antarctica.

CARRY-ON ITEMS

*Do NOT pack these items in your
checked luggage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport
Medications
Money
Cameras
Lithium batteries
Perishable food
Sunscreen and sunglasses
Clothing for your arrival in Antarctica

Carry-on Luggage

We recommend bringing all of your essential personal
belongings in a small backpack and wearing the outer
clothing you will need for your arrival in Antarctica
to board the aircraft. The Ilyushin-76 does not have
overhead bins, so your carry-on bag must fit below the
seat in front of you. Carry-on luggage is restricted
to 22” x 18” x 10” (56 cm x 46 cm x 26 cm).

Left Luggage

We encourage you to leave luggage in Punta Arenas
if there are items you do not need in Antarctica.
All left luggage will be stored at your hotel and our
staff will provide Left Luggage Tags with a tearoff claim receipt. Please give the bottom portion of
the tag to an ALE staff member BEFORE you depart
for Antarctica. In the event you stay at a different
hotel upon your return, our staff will need this claim
receipt to move your left luggage for you.

Welcome and Safety Briefing
The evening before your Antarctic flight, you are
invited to our office for an important safety briefing
to be followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. At the
briefing, we will describe the flight dispatch process,
update you on the current weather, and prepare you
for arrival at Union Glacier. Please stay to enjoy pisco
sours served over ancient Antarctic ice with your
fellow travelers.

FLY TO

ANTARCTICA
We will call you at your hotel in the morning to advise
you of current conditions in Antarctica. If the weather
is suitable for our flight, we will pick you up at your
hotel within the hour. Please meet us in the lobby
with hotel bills paid, ready to board the bus.
At the Punta Arenas airport, we board our chartered
jet for the 4¼ hour flight to Antarctica. Our route
crosses the Drake Passage, then follows the west
side of the Antarctic Peninsula and the spine of the
Ellsworth Mountains. We land on a naturally occurring
blue-ice runway on Union Glacier where you will take
your first steps on Antarctica.
Climb aboard one of our specially-adapted vans
for the 5 mi (8 km) shuttle to our main camp. Our
friendly staff will provide a welcome tour of camp
and show you to your tent.
*Every effort will be made to keep to the
scheduled flight date and we will depart
as soon as weather and runway conditions
permit. Please understand that delays are
common in Antarctic travel. All flights are
dependent on weather, aircraft serviceability,
and local conditions. Our staff will stay in close
contact with you and will provide you with
regular flight updates.

EXPEDITION
PREPARATIONS

You will spend a couple days at Union Glacier to test
your clothing and equipment and practice sled hauling
on a mini-expedition outside of camp with your team.
Then you’ll pack your sleds and ready for departure.

FLY TO

89˚S
Fly by ski aircraft to 89° South, 60 nautical miles
(69 mi/111 km) from the South Pole. As the aircraft
disappears from view, you’ll be struck by the stark
beauty and emptiness surrounding you. There is
nothing but snow and wide horizons in all directions.
Your team will pack sleds and ski a short distance
before setting up camp for your first night on
expedition.

SKI TO THE

POLE

Continuing your trek south, you’ll ski longer periods
each day to begin acclimatizing to the cold and
altitude. The elevation here is 9,300 ft (2835 m) but
to your body it will feel more like 11,000 ft (3300 m)
due to the lower atmospheric pressure at the poles.
Throughout the expedition you’ll notice the altitude’s
impact on your breathing and your stamina.
This journey is physically demanding. Your sled will
weigh approximately 66 lb (30 kg) and the snow
may be sculpted by the wind into steep ridges called
sastrugi, adding to the challenge. Acclimatizing
slowly gives your team its best chance for success.

A ‘typical’ day starts with breakfast at 8 am and the
team packed up and skiing by 10 am. You’ll make a
series of 1 hour marches, stopping for 5-10 minutes
each hour for a brief rest and snack break. You’ll
travel until about 7 pm and then stop to set up camp
and enjoy dinner together. As on all expeditions,
success is a team effort, with everyone helping to
pitch tents and prepare meals.
The Amundsen-Scott Station may be visible from
around 15 mi (24 km) away but those last miles can
seem the longest and may take another 1-2 days of
travel.

ARRIVE AT THE POLE
Finally, you’ll take the last steps to your goal and
reach the most southerly point on Earth – the
Geographic South Pole! Here, beneath your feet, all
360 lines of longitude meet and the ice is almost
10,000 ft (3000 m) thick.
Feel the satisfaction of having arrived here under your
own power and reflect on how it must have felt to
stand in this place over one hundred years ago, with
only the sound of the wind and an endless expanse
of white stretching northward in all directions.
If time allows and United States Antarctic Program
(USAP) staff are available, you will be escorted inside
Amundsen-Scott Station for a guided visit. You may
camp overnight at the South Pole until your pick-up
by ski aircraft.
The South Pole is an Antarctic Specially Managed
Area (ASMA #5). Please respect established protocols
while at the South Pole.

RETURN TO

UNION GLACIER
Our field staff will stay in close contact with Union
Glacier Camp to identify the best ‘weather window’ for
your return flight.
Depending on flights, your team’s celebration dinner
may take place at our South Pole camp or upon your
return to Union Glacier. You’ll receive a certificate to
commemorate your Ski Last Degree Expedition and
may have at least one day to explore more of Union
Glacier before departing Antarctica.

RETURN
TO CHILE

When weather and runway conditions permit, our
intercontinental aircraft will arrive at Union Glacier to
transport you back to Chile. Our staff will meet you at
the airport and transfer you back to your hotel.

FLY

HOME
We recommend booking your flight home one week
after your return Antarctic flight. If you purchase a
full-fare ticket, most airlines will allow you to move
your departure date. It is important to give yourself
a buffer as delays are common in Antarctic travel.
Our Punta Arenas team can provide a list of local tour
operators and excursions if you wish to explore Chile
before you return home.
When it is time for your flight home, our staff will
provide transportation from your hotel to the Punta
Arenas airport.

Weather

Temperatures ranging from -13°F to -40°F (-25°C
to -40°C) with wind-chill down to -50°F (-50°C).

Activity Level

Extremely Strenuous—skiing up to 9 hours per day
while pulling a 66 lb (30 kg) sled at a physiological
altitude of 11,000 ft (3350 m).

Requirements
Skiing and cold weather camping experience as
well as a high level of fitness. Participants must
undertake training for several months prior to the
expedition.

What’s Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers in Punta Arenas, Chile
Round trip flight to Antarctica from Punta Arenas
Flight to 89°S from Union Glacier
Flight to Union Glacier from South Pole
Meals and tented accommodation in Antarctica
Camping and skiing equipment
Expedition Guide
Celebration dinner and Certificate of Achievement
Checked luggage up to 55 lb (25 kg)

Not Included

• Insurance coverage—personal, medical,
evacuation, or otherwise
• Commercial flights to and from Punta Arenas
• Airport transfers outside of Punta Arenas
• Meals and accommodation in Punta Arenas
• Additional flights within Antarctica
• Personal equipment and clothing
• Expenses incurred due to delays
• Luggage over 55 lb (25 kg)
• Satellite phone charges

SKI LAST DEGREE REQUIRED CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT LIST
Conditions in Antarctica change drastically throughout our season and vary depending on your location. Temperatures can
reach as low as -40°F (-40°C) and as high as 23°F (-5°C) and can feel colder due to the prevailing headwind and altitude.
To be prepared for all conditions, it is important to have a selection of items you can mix and match. Skiing while towing a
sled generates heat and it is important to regulate your body temperature by selecting appropriate layers each day based
on the conditions. It is crucial to prevent sweating, as your sweat will freeze and render your high tech clothing useless.
Some days you will need more insulation than others, but in general a windproof outer layer and complete face protection
is always necessary. The layering system described below will keep you safe and comfortable in all conditions – it is also
the same system utilized by our Antarctic field staff.
Face, hands, feet, and thighs are especially vulnerable to cold injury. Pay particular attention when choosing boots, gloves,
mitts and face/head coverings.
This list is broken up into two sections with photos and descriptions of the more technical items up front and the complete
clothing and equipment checklist with required quantities at the back. The suggested items are examples of products that
meet the recommended criteria. Use them to compare specifications with your existing equipment or to find equivalent
products from manufacturers available where you live. It is essential that you have suitable equipment for this challenging
expedition. If in doubt, please contact us for further advice.

Base Layers
Materials

Merino Wool or Polyester, NO COTTON

Examples

Patagonia Capilene, Icebreaker, Brynje

Description

Your first layer consists of a long-sleeved top and
bottom. We recommend merino wool. If you cannot
wear wool, polyester is an alternate option. Do not
bring cotton as it traps moisture and can cause you
to chill more rapidly. Make sure these items are loose
fitting and not too tight.
Bring undergarments, sports bras, and/or camisoles
in a similar wicking material. It will not be practicable
to change underwear as often as you would at home
so it is a good idea to test fabric options before your
expedition. Try different options for a few days and pick
the most comfortable.
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Ski Last Degree Required Clothing and Equipment List

3478 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 USA
+1 801-266-4876
www.antarctic-logistics.com

Mid Layers
Materials

Merino Wool or Fleece

Examples

Patagonia R1-R3, Rab Power Stretch, Black Diamond
CoEfficient, Mountain Equipment Eclipse Pant

Description

Your second layer consists of a long-sleeved heavyweight
(expedition weight) base layer top and bottom or
lightweight stretch fleece top and bottom. Tops with
hoods and thumb holes are great as they seal the neck
and wrists to keep you warmer. Pockets are also useful
for keeping batteries warm.
Your third layer consists of a midweight fleece jacket.
It should be a full-zip jacket but a hood is not essential.
Multiple pockets are useful.

Alternate Bottom: Hiking/Trekking Pants

Also known as guide pants, a pair of lightweight pants
with some stretch can be layered over your base layers
when at Union Glacier Camp. But these are not essential
for the Ski Last Degree expedition itself.

Windproof Layers
Materials

Windproof Shell with optional Fur Ruff

Examples

Bergans Expedition Antarctic Jacket and Antarctic
Expedition Salopette, Baffin Soft Shell Hooded Jacket
and Pants, Arc-teryx Alpha SV Jacket and Bibs

Description

Next you will need a windproof jacket and pants. We
recommend windproof softshells as they tend to be
more breathable and more comfortable than waterproof
hardshells. However, if you already own a windproof
hardshell (Gore-tex) this will also be suitable. Wind
protection is the most important factor for this layer.
Your jacket should be long enough to keep your lower
back warm, but it does not need to cover your thighs. It
must have a generous hood but a fur ruff is optional. If you
purchase a jacket without a ruff, you can buy and sew one
to the inside edge of the hood. Wolverine is optimum but
wolf, coyote, husky, or fox fur ruffs will also work. These
are available from Apocalypse Design and Brenig.
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Your pants should have easy pull zippers for venting and
full side zips. A drop seat pant design is vital for using the
toilet if the pants have suspenders/braces or a salopette
(bibs) design. The thighs are an area which is vulnerable
to cold injury so avoid a tight fit and allow plenty of room
for insulating layers underneath.

Special Note: Clothing that combines ‘pile and pertex’ insulation and windproofing in one garment is often marketed as being ideal
for polar expeditions. However, the combination of the windproof outer layer and built-in insulation can be too hot at times and does
not allow the user to regulate layers in varying conditions. It is therefore not recommended for Ski Last Degree expeditions.

Down Layers
You will need several down options to provide protection against the coldest and windiest Antarctic
conditions. These items should all be sized to fit over your windproof layers.

Down Parka with Hood

Examples

Mountain Equipment Annapurna Jacket, Rab Neutrino
Endurance Jacket

Description

Your parka does not need to be the warmest model
available but should be expedition quality, rated -15°F
(-26°C) and have a generous hood.

Down Vest
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Examples

Patagonia Down Sweater Vest, Rab Microlight Down Vest

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS

Head
You will need several options to cover your head, neck, and face (mouth and nose) depending on
the temperature, wind conditions, and sun exposure.

Item 1: Hat or Beanie that
Covers Ears

Materials: Wool or Fleece

Item 2: Neck Gaiter or Buff
Materials: Fleece or

Polyester Microfiber

Item 3: Balaclava or
Face Mask
Materials: Power Stretch
Fleece or Windstopper

The face is especially vulnerable to cold injury on a Ski Last Degree expedition due to constant
headwinds. Complete face protection is essential. The objective is to be able to ski into a freezing
headwind with your face and head completely protected from the elements. Try combinations of
balaclava, face mask, hat and goggles together to ensure that there are no gaps—often a crescent
shape between the edge of goggle and a face mask or balaclava is hard to cover. You must be able
to breathe freely and moisture from your breath must be able to escape (so that goggles do not fog).

Eyes
Sunglasses and Hard Case

Materials

Non-metal frames with 100% UV protection

Examples

Julbo, Smith, Oakley

Description

Quality sunglasses are essential to prevent snow blindness.
Look for side-flaps or a contoured shape to prevent light
entering at the sides. Avoid metal frames; they can freeze to
your skin. Bring a hard case to protect them in your luggage.

Goggles

Materials

100% UV Protection

Examples

Julbo, Oakley, Smith, Abom

Description

Quality goggles are necessary for very cold or stormy
conditions. Dark orange or rose colored lenses are
recommended as they work in all light conditions.
Interchangeable lenses are a good option but be sure to
bring two identical goggle frames if using interchangeable
lenses. Goggles need to have excellent venting as lens
fogging is a common problem. If you wear prescription
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glasses, check to make sure your goggles fit over them
comfortably and won’t fog up inside the goggles.
On at least one pair of goggles we recommend sewing a
piece of windproof fleece or neoprene underneath the
nose to form a beak of material that will provide additional
protection in bad weather.

Hands
You will need a selection of gloves and mitts to protect your hands while performing a range of
tasks from setting up tents and taking photos which require dexterity, to skiing and standing still
which require insulation.
We recommend you bring gloves with wrist loops attached as many people take a glove or mitten
off and lose it in the strong wind. Look for gloves that come with “idiot loops” or bring some elastic
shock cord and your guide will show you how to make your own in Punta Arenas.

Thin Liner Gloves

Materials

Polyester, Merino Wool, or Silk

Examples

Seirus, Outdoor Research, Icebreaker

Description

Liner gloves can be layered under other gloves or mittens
for additional warmth. They also protect you if you need
to take off an outer glove or mitten in cold temperatures.
Having two pair allows you to switch out liners as they
become damp.

Thinsulate Gloves

Materials

Thinsulate, Fleece, or Wool

Examples

Rossignol, Ortovox, Norrona

Description

These are the main gloves that you will ski in. You
have the option of wearing them with or without the
liner gloves. We recommend gloves that use a mix of
Thinsulate and fleece for insulation.

Alternative Option: Wool Mittens

Your other option is to use wool mitts, usually called
Dachstein Mitts. These are designed to be oversized and
boiled to compress them into a tough, thick material.

Insulated Alpine Gloves

Materials

Synthetic Insulation

Examples

Black Diamond Enforcer or Guide Gloves

Description

Insulated gloves are useful when setting up camp.
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Thick Insulated Mittens

Materials

Synthetic Insulation

Examples

Mountain Equipment Fitzroy Mitten, Black Diamond Super
Light Mitten, Marmot Expedition Mitten

Description

You will need one pair of mittens with a high level of
insulation. Fully waterproof mountaineering mittens are
not necessary as they tend to be stiffer and more bulky
than what is needed for an Antarctic ski expedition. We
recommend synthetic (Primaloft) insulated mittens.

Pogies

Description

Thin Liner Socks

Materials

We will provide you with ski pole pogies—insulated ski
pole handle covers, like the insulated covers available for
motorcycle handlebars. These provide wind protection
and an additional layer of insulation to keep hands warm
while skiing.

Feet
Wool, Polyester, or Silk—NO COTTON

Examples

Smartwool, Bridgedale, Thorlo, Darn Tough, Injinji

Description

Toe socks are a good option to reduce blisters on and in
between toes.

Vapor Barrier Socks

Materials

Waterproof Nylon

Examples

Rab VB Socks, RBH Designs VaprThrm Hi-Rise Insulated
Socks

Description

Vapor barrier (VB) socks are worn between the liner lock
and the thicker insulating sock. They prevent moisture
from entering the sock and boot liner, allowing them to
maintain their insulating properties.
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Thick Heavyweight Socks

Materials

Wool or Wool Blend Socks

Examples

Smartwool, Bridgedale, Thorlo, Darn Tough

Other Footwear

Hiking Boots, Running Shoes, and Tent Booties
It’s nice to be able to take your polar boots off around
camp and in your tent. You can also wear hiking and
running shoes for activities around Union Glacier on
warmer days.

Sleeping
Sleeping temperatures will vary drastically during your expedition but you can expect some nights
of extreme cold. 24-hour solar radiation will warm the inside of tents but on cloudy days there is
little passive heating. Based on these conditions, we recommend bringing a 4-season down sleeping bag with a synthetic over-bag instead of a 5-season sleeping bag which may be too hot.

Sleeping Bag

Materials
Down

Examples

Feathered Friends Peregrine Ex -25, Mountain
Equipment Iceline, Marmot Col MemBrain

Description

You’ll need a quality four season sleeping bag rated -13°F
to -22°F (-25°C to -30°C). We recommend down as it is
much lighter and will pack smaller than synthetic bags.
Get a full body-length mummy bag with a generous hood
and full length zip. A little spare space inside is useful to
store water bottles, batteries, and other items you don’t
want to freeze.
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Insulated Overbag

Materials

Synthetic Insulation

Examples

PHD Overbag

Description

A synthetic-filled outer bag to be used on top of or over
your down sleeping bag on the coldest nights.

Foam Mat

Materials

Closed Cell Foam

Examples

Therm-a-Rest RidgeRest Solar or Classic

Description

Full-length, closed cell foam mat with textured surface.

Inflatable Mattress

Materials

Nylon, Polyester, Down

Examples

Exped Downmat, Therm-a-Rest NeoAir All Season

Description

You’ll need a full-length inflatable mattress. Look for the
warmest model available and don’t forget a repair kit!

Pee Bottle

Examples

Nalgene 32 or 48 oz Wide Mouth Water Bottle

Description

You will need your own container to urinate in. We
recommend a wide mouth water bottle that is marked
for urine or ‘pee’ and can be used at night in your tent
or while en-route on expedition. When in Union Glacier,
our staff will show you where to empty pee bottles
behind the toilet facility. Once inside 89°S, use your pee
bottle to collect urine while en-route and only empty it
at communal pee holes at camp sites. At the South Pole
and at ALE’s South Pole Camp, all human waste MUST be
collected and removed from the NGO camp.
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SKI LAST DEGREE CHECKLIST
You must bring ALL of the items on this list unless they are listed as optional. We will look for each item on this
list at your Gear Check in Punta Arenas. These items may not be available for purchase in Punta Arenas and we will not let
you board the aircraft to Antarctica without them.

#
Item
Base Layers
3+ pairs

Underwear, sports bras, etc.

2 pairs

Light or midweight bottoms

2

Check

Light or midweight tops

Mid Layers
1
1 pair
1
1 pair

Lightweight fleece top or expedition-weight base layer top
Lightweight fleece pants or expedition-weight base layer bottoms
Midweight fleece jacket
Hiking/trekking pants

Windproof Layers
1
1 pair

Windproof shell jacket with optional fur ruff attached to the hood
Windproof shell pants

Down Layers
1

Down parka with hood

1

Down vest

Headwear
1

Wool or fleece hat that cover the ears

2

Fleece neck gaiters or Buffs

1

Neoprene face mask (can substitute for a balaclava with built-in face mask)

1

Balaclava

1

Wide brim or baseball hat for sunny weather

Eyewear
2 pairs

Goggles

1 pair

Sunglasses

1

Optional

Hard sunglass case
Spare contact lenses or prescription glasses, if required

Gloves
2 pairs

Thin liner gloves

2 pairs

Thinsulate gloves or wool mittens

1 pair

Insulated alpine gloves

1 pair

Thick insulated mittens

10

Chemical hand warmers

Optional
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Elastic shock cord to make wrist loops for gloves
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#
Item
Footwear
3 pairs

Thin liner socks

1 pair

Vapor barrier socks

3 pairs

Thick heavyweight socks

1 pair

Hiking boots or running shoes

Optional

Check

Tent booties

Sleeping Equipment
1

Sleeping bag

1

Insulated overbag

1

Full-length, closed cell foam mat

1

Full-length inflatable mattress and repair kit

1

Eyeshade or eye mask for sleeping in 24-hour daylight

1 pair

Ear plugs

Ski Equipment
1 pair

Ski boots

1 pair

Intuition Mukluk Liner

1 pair

Backcountry nordic skis with boot compatible bindings

2 pairs

Half-length ski skins

1 tube

Ski skin adhesive

1 pair

Ski poles

Luggage
1

Large lightweight duffel bag (avoid heavy bags like The North Face Base Camp Duffel)

1

Carry-on backpack 22” x 18” x 10” (26cm x 46cm x 26cm).

4-6

Stuff sacks of different colors to organize items in the sled and tent

Other Equipment
2

32-oz Nalgene wide-mouth water bottles (option to substitute one for a stainless steel thermos
flask)

1

32-oz or 48 oz Nalgene wide-mouth water bottle (marked for pee)

2

Insulated covers for 32-oz Nalgene water bottles (Outdoor Research or Forty Below)

1

Plastic insulated mug with lid with wide bottom

1

Large lightweight non-breakable Lexan bowl or Fairshare Mug with lid

1 set

Lexan cutlery

1

4 fl oz pack of sunscreen with minimum SPF 50

1

Lip balm with minimum SPF 50

1

Small pocket knife

1

Watch with an alarm, new batteries, and a long wrist strap

1

Sewing and repair kit with duct tape

1

Personal toilet bag with pack towel, Wet Wipes, toothbrush, toothpaste, anti-bacterial gel, lotion,
contact solution, feminine products, etc.

1

Personal first-aid kit with Band-Aids, super glue, blister kit, foot powder, tape, antiseptic, pain
medication

As
needed

Personal medication. Bring enough for your expedition plus an additional 4 weeks’ supply.
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#
Item
Optional Electronics

Check

Optional

GPS

Optional

Camera, memory cards, accessories, and case

Optional

iPod or digital music player with two sets of headphones

Optional

Mobile phone

Optional

Batteries, chargers, adapters, and solar panels to support all of the devices you bring

Other Optional Items
Optional

Lightweight journal, sketchbook, pencils, pen, e-reader

Optional

Compass with global needle or weighted for the southern hemisphere

Optional

Christmas and birthday treats and gifts

Optional

Personal treats like candy bars, photos, favorite poem

Optional

US cash to purchase satellite phone cards or merchandise at Union Glacier Camp

Optional

Pee funnel for women (Freshette or Shewee)

Optional

Handkerchiefs/bandanas

Optional

Cotton t-shirts to wear at Union Glacier Camp
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SKI LAST DEGREE FITNESS PROGRAM
For many, Ski Last Degree will be one of the toughest challenges they ever undertake. This fitness program has been designed to
gradually increase your endurance, so that you can maintain eight hours of vigorous activity by the time you arrive in Antarctica.
This fitness program is suggested as a starting point and should be achievable for anyone, but it may start at too basic a level for
those with a higher level of fitness.
If you have any questions about your health, please contact your physician before starting this fitness program.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Week 1

Run:
5 min slow jog warm
up, followed by 3
X 4 min Threshold
Pace intervals, 2 min
recovery in between.
Cool down walk for
5 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
5 min slow jog warm
up, followed by 3
X 4 min Threshold
Pace intervals, 2 min
recovery in between.
Cool down walk for
5 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 30
min on level terrain,
on an easy surface.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 min slow jog
warm up, followed by
3 X 4 min Threshold
Pace intervals, 1 min
recovery in between.
Cool down walk for
5 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 2

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
10 min slow jog
warm up, followed by
3 X 5 min Threshold
Pace intervals, 1.5
min recovery in
between.
Cool down walk for
5 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 30
min on level terrain,
on an easy surface.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 3

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
15 min jog warm up,
followed by 3 X 6
min Threshold Pace
intervals, 1.5 min
recovery in between.
Cool down walk for
10 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 30
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.
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Ski Last Degree Fitness Program

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 1
hour on easy, level
terrain.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 3 min and
walk for 2 min for
a 1 hour period
at a steady and
sustainable pace on
a reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 min slow jog
warm up, followed by
3 X 5 min Threshold
Pace intervals, 1 min
recovery in between.
Cool down walk for
5 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
1 hour on mixed
terrain; try to
incorporate a couple
of moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 4 min and
walk for 1 min for
a 1 hour period
at a steady and
sustainable pace on
a reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 5 min and
walk for 1 min for
a 30 minute period
at a steady and
sustainable pace on
a reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
1 hour on mixed
terrain; try to
incorporate a couple
of moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 4 min and
walk for 1 min for
a 1.5 hour period
at a steady and
sustainable pace on
a reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

3478 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 USA
+1 801-266-4876
www.antarctic-logistics.com

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Week 4

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
1 hour, first 5 km no
walking, then 5 min
running and 1 min
walking to the end.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 30
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
5 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, try to
incorporate a couple
of moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 4 min and
walk for 1 min for
a 1.5 hour period
at a steady and
sustainable pace on
a reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 5

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
5 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 30
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 km, first 5 km no
walking, then 5 min
running and 1 min
walking to the end.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 40
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 5 min
walk for 1 min for
two hours on a
reasonably level
route.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, try to
incorporate a couple
of steeper hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 6

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
5 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 40
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
Run for 5 min and
walk for 1 min, for
2 hours on mixed
terrain. Try to
incorporate a couple
of moderate hills.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, try to
incorporate a couple
of steeper hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 7

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
5 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 40
min on mixed terrain,
try to incorporate a
couple of moderate
hills and some road
work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 km, first 5 km no
walking, then 5 min
running and 1 min
walking to the end.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for 1
hour on reasonably
level and easy
terrain.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
Run for 5 min and
walk for 1 min, for
2 hours on mixed
terrain. Try to
incorporate a couple
of moderate hills.
Finish with flexibility.

Backpack Hike:
3 hours. Pack a
reasonably heavy but
sustainable backpack
and head out for a
rigorous hike. Pick
some interesting hilly
terrain on rough trails
if possible.
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Week 8

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
10 min jog warm up,
followed by 30 min at
Threshold Pace. Cool
down jog for 10 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
1 hour on mixed
terrain, with some
steep hills and some
road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 km no walking,
followed by 10 min
cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
3 hours. Run the
first hour, run 5 min
and walk 1 min the
second hour, speed
trek the third hour.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, try to
incorporate a couple
of steeper hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Week 9

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
10 min jog warm up,
followed by 30 min at
Threshold Pace. Cool
down jog for 10 min.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
1 hour on mixed
terrain, with some
steep hills and some
road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
10 km no walking on
a reasonably level
route, followed by 10
min cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, with some
steep hills and some
road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
3 hours. Run the
first hour, run 5 min
and walk 1 min the
second hour, speed
trek the third hour.
Finish with flexibility.

Backpack Hike:
4 hours. Pack a
reasonably heavy but
sustainable backpack
and head out for a
rigorous hike. Pick
some interesting hilly
terrain on rough trails
if possible.

Week 10

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
10 km no walking on
a reasonably level
route, followed by 10
min cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
1.5 hours on mixed
terrain, with some
steep hills and some
road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Hill Running:
Warm up for 15 min
on the level followed
by 5 X 1.5 min hill
repeats (8% grade)
with 4 min recovery
in between. Over
the first 60 seconds
of each repeat build
to above Threshold
Pace. For the
following 30 seconds
increase effort to
maximum. Cool down
15 min.
Finish with Flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
15 km no walking on
a reasonably level
route, followed by 10
min cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
4 hours on mixed
terrain, try to
incorporate a couple
of steeper hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Week 11

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Hill Running:
Warm up for 15 min
on the level followed
by 6 X 2 min hill
repeats (8% grade)
with 4 min recovery
in between. Over
the first 60 seconds
of each repeat build
to above Threshold
Pace. For the
following 30 seconds
increase effort to
maximum. Cool down
15 min.
Finish with Flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, with some
moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
15 km no walking on
a reasonably level
route, followed by 10
min cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, with some
moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Run:
3 hours. Run the
first hour, run 5 min
and walk 1 min the
second and third
hours.
Finish with flexibility.

Backpack Hike:
4 hours. Pack a
reasonably heavy but
sustainable backpack.
And head out for
a brisk hike. Pick
some interesting hilly
terrain on rough trails
if possible.

Week 12

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Run:
15 km no walking
on a reasonably level
route, followed by 10
min cool down walk.
Finish with flexibility.

Tire Hike:
Drag your tires for
2 hours on mixed
terrain, with some
moderate hills and
some road work.
Finish with flexibility.

Hill Running:
Warm up for 15 min
on the level followed
by 7 X 2 min hill
repeats (8% grade)
with 4 min recovery
in between. Over
the first 60 seconds
of each repeat build
to above Threshold
Pace. For the
following 30 seconds
increase effort to
maximum. Cool down
15 min.
Finish with Flexibility.

Recovery day with
flexibility stretches.

Big Tire Hike
Weekend:
Take some camping
gear and make a trip
of it.
Drag your tires with a
backpack for 8 hours
on mixed terrain.
Stop every hour
for food and water.
Sustain a slow steady
pace.
Finish with flexibility.

Big Tire Hike
Weekend:
Drag your tires with a
backpack for 8 hours
on mixed terrain.
Stop every hour
for food and water.
Sustain a slow steady
pace.
Finish with flexibility.
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TRAINING NOTES
Threshold Pace

Hydration

Strength and Core Stability

Your strong but steady pace, it should feel comfortably
hard. By the time you reach the end of the work interval,
you should be ready for the recovery interval.

It is really important to stay well hydrated during all the
scheduled exercise. Invest in a hydration pack and make
sure you drink at least every 15 minutes on the longer
sessions. We would also recommend using a high energy,
electrolyte type supplement in your water.

In addition to this training program you should also seek to
undertake a regular program of strength and core stability
training specific to your body type. Work with weights and
strength exercises will all be beneficial for developing your
physical hardness.

Energy

Mental Training

For sessions of two hours or longer you should be taking
some high-energy snacks or bars to keep you going.

The mental challenges of the expedition are the hardest,
for many participants. Building up mental stamina is
important and takes practice. On the ice you will ski
everyday, whether you feel like it or not, so try to be
diligent with your training, even when you don’t want to.

Backpack Weight
A heavy but sustainable backpack would typically be
around 25% of your body weight.

Flexibility Stretches
See next sheet for some recommended leg and back
stretches, these would be a minimum and you might like
to add more depending on your body type.

Tires
You should have two standard sized car tires linked
together, with an approximately 7 ft (2 m) trace to pull
them from.

Tire Pulling Technique
Pull your tires preferably with the sledding harness that
you will use on the ice or if you are not planning to buy
your own, then you can use a good quality backpack with
a padded waistband. Pull from the waistband and make
sure it is slung low across your hips. Sledding harnesses
are available from www.acapulka.com or www.snowsled.
com. Always pull your tires using a pair of hiking poles.
Pulling your tires on roads in warm conditions will be
toughest, as they should want to stick to the tarred
surface. Focus on keeping your hands low in front and
beside you with your poles, quite long, going out behind
you, imagine all the power in your arms going back down
the poles and pushing back out behind you. Try to find
bumpy obstacles like logs and curbs to drag your tires
over, focus on bending your knees and throwing your
weight and shoulders forward to lever the tires over the
obstacle.
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Recovery Products
We highly recommend the use of specialist protein
recovery supplements after the longer sessions.

Shoes
There is a lot of running in the program as it is extremely
effective for building up endurance fitness. We highly
recommend visiting a specialist running shop that
conducts footfall testing to diagnose the best running
shoes and support for you.

Flexibility Within the Program
We appreciate that people have busy lives and have tried
to develop a program that is manageable within a normal
working week. If you have commitments that make a
particular day impossible then by all means move days
about, but try to stick to the principle of the program.

Cross Country Skiing
Not everyone will be in a part of the world where ski
training is possible, but any experience you can get will
be valuable. The more efficient you are at skiing, the less
energy you will waste.

Weight Gain and Eating
Try to put on a few extra pounds before starting the
expedition. The extra fat helps keep you warm and
provides reserves to fuel the intense exercise that you will
be doing. Expect to lose 15- 25 lbs during the expedition.
Also train to eat more, gradually building up your calorie
intake. It can take 2-4 months for the body to become
accustomed to eating larger portions and accessing the
calories.

Injuries
If you experience pain or injury during the training
program please contact your guide to discuss the best
way to proceed. Often it is best to reduce exercise to
a minimum to let the injury recover, but sometimes,
alternative exercise can be substituted.

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS

FLEXIBILITY STRETCHES
Lying Gluteal Stretch

Kneeling Hip Flexor

Bend knees so that your feet are flat on the
floor. Cross one leg over the thigh of other leg.
Pull your hands through the opening created
between your legs and grasp back of thigh
of lower leg with both hands. For a deeper
stretch place your hands just below the knee
of the bottom leg. As you hold, make sure
that you head is relaxed on the mat. Hold for
30 seconds and switch sides.

Kneel on the floor. Put one leg out in front of
you, knee bent at a 90° angle, the opposite
leg outstretched behind you. Press your hips
forward towards your front knee, keeping
your back as straight as possible. Hold this
position comfortably for 20 seconds and
switch legs.

Pigeon Pose
Begin this stretch on your elbows and knees.
Bring one leg across, in front of the opposite
knee. Slowly extend your back leg outwards until
it is straight behind you. Hold for 30 seconds.
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Cat/Camel Stretch
Begin on your hands and knees. Round your
back by contracting your abdominals and
tucking your pelvis. Then allow your back to
sag toward the floor as you lift your chest
forward. Hold briefly. Repeat three to five
times, slowly alternating between the two
positions.

Standing Calf Stretch

Short Adductor Stretch

Start by taking a large step forward. Use a wall
or something sturdy for balance if necessary.
With back foot flat on the floor and pointing
straight forward, slowly transfer weight onto
the front leg until you feel the stretch in the
calf of the back leg.

Sit on the floor with your knees bent and feet
together. Place your hands on your ankles
and push down gently on your knees with
your elbows to increase the stretch. Hold for
between 10 and 30 seconds.
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SKI SOUTH POLE: HERCULES INLET
THE ULTIMATE
CHALLENGE

Embark on an expedition that will test your strength,

endurance, and resolve and join an elite group who
have arrived at the Geographic South Pole under their
own power. Ski South Pole is the ultimate challenge,
a journey that spans an entire Antarctic season and
traverses 702 mi (1130 km) from Hercules Inlet, on
the edge of the frozen Antarctic continent, to the
Geographic South Pole.
You’ll travel by ski for 7-10 hours a day and pull a sled
with all of your supplies that weighs 132-177 lb (6080 kg). You’ll experience all types of weather, facing
constant winds, fields of sastrugi, and white-out
conditions. The route takes 50-60 days and climbs
gradually to more than 9300 ft (2800 m). Days are
filled with 24-hour daylight and an intense solitude
and tranquility that can be found almost nowhere
else on Earth.

ITINERARY
Arrival Day

Punta Arenas, Chile

Pre-departure Days

Gear Check and Briefing

Day 1

Fly to Antarctica

2-4

Day 2-4

5-33

Day 5-33

34-54

Expedition Preparations

Hercules Inlet to
Thiel Skiway

Day 34-54
Thiel Skiway to
South Pole

55

Day 55

56

Day 56

Return to Union Glacier

Return to Chile

Flexible Departure Day
Fly Home

*Subject to change based on
weather and flight conditions.

ARRIVAL IN

PUNTA ARENAS
We ask you to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile at least
five full days prior to your scheduled Antarctic
flight in order to fully prepare you for your upcoming
expedition. These days also allow a buffer for flight
and luggage delays should your travels to Chile not
go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for
delayed passengers or luggage.
Do not forget to collect your checked luggage in
Santiago, before clearing customs! Upon arrival
in Chile, you will pass through immigration, collect
your checked luggage, go through customs, and then
go to the 3rd floor of the terminal and re-check your
bags for your domestic flight to Punta Arenas.
Upon arrival at Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo
International Airport (PUQ), our representative,
holding an ALE sign, will be waiting for you at the
exit of the luggage claim area and will transport you
to your hotel. Please notify our Punta Arenas
team if you are delayed or your arrival time
changes:
Guest Services Coordinator
guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com
+56 9 6832 7472
Guest Services Driver
+56 9 9640 0135
Office Address
Calle Bernardo O’Higgins 568
You will receive a Welcome Pack which includes your
Gear Check time, your Luggage Pick-Up time, and
the time of the Welcome & Safety Briefing. These
three events are required and very important steps in
preparing you for arrival in Antarctica.

PRE-DEPARTURE DAYS
In Punta Arenas, you will meet your guide and team
members. Together you will prepare your food and
equipment, review the route and expedition plan, and
stay fit through training sessions.

Pick-Up time to weigh and collect your checked
luggage & equipment. We collect luggage the day
before your flight to preload the aircraft and to be
ready to depart as soon as the weather is suitable.

Gear Check

Your checked luggage allowance on the flight from
Punta Arenas to Union Glacier is 66 lb (30 kg). Any
checked luggage in excess of this amount will be
charged at $30 USD per lb ($66 USD per kg).
You can pay in US cash or we can invoice you for the
excess luggage. Carry-on luggage and clothing worn
aboard the flight are not included in this allowance.

Your guide will arrange a specific time to come to
your hotel and review your personal clothing and
equipment. Please lay out all of the items on our
Required Clothing and Equipment List in your
hotel room so your guide can go through each item
with you. Your guide will help sort the items to pack in
your checked luggage vs. your carry-on bag and what
items to leave behind in Punta Arenas.

Luggage Preparations
All luggage must comply with international air transport
regulations. Fuels or other hazardous substances are
prohibited on flights to Antarctica. Lithium batteries
are prohibited in checked luggage and must be packed
in your carry-on. For the safety of our staff, individual
bags must not weigh more than 66 lb (30 kg).

Checked Luggage

On the morning before your Antarctic flight, we will
come to your hotel at your scheduled Luggage

Keep in mind, you will not have access to your
checked luggage until it is delivered to your tent in
Antarctica, even if the flight is delayed. Do not put
anything in your checked luggage that you might
need during your stay in Punta Arenas, on the flight,
or for the first few hours in Antarctica.

Carry-on Luggage

We recommend bringing all of your essential personal
belongings in a small backpack and wearing the outer
clothing you will need for your arrival in Antarctica
to board the aircraft. The Ilyushin-76 does not have
overhead bins, so your carry-on bag must fit below the
seat in front of you. Carry-on luggage is restricted
to 22” x 18” x 10” (56 cm x 46 cm x 26 cm).

CARRY-ON ITEMS

*Do NOT pack these items in your
checked luggage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport
Medications
Money
Cameras
Lithium batteries
Perishable food
Sunscreen and sunglasses
Clothing for your arrival in Antarctica

Left Luggage

We encourage you to leave luggage in Punta Arenas
if there are items you do not need in Antarctica.
All left luggage will be stored at your hotel and our
staff will provide Left Luggage Tags with a tearoff claim receipt. Please give the bottom portion of
the tag to an ALE staff member BEFORE you depart
for Antarctica. In the event you stay at a different
hotel upon your return, our staff will need this claim
receipt to move your left luggage for you.

Welcome and Safety Briefing
The evening before your Antarctic flight, you are
invited to our office for an important safety briefing
to be followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. At the
briefing, we will describe the flight dispatch process,
update you on the current weather, and prepare you
for arrival at Union Glacier. Please stay to enjoy pisco
sours served over ancient Antarctic ice with your
fellow travelers.

FLY TO

ANTARCTICA
We will call you at your hotel in the morning to advise
you of current conditions in Antarctica. If the weather
is suitable for our flight, we will pick you up at your
hotel within the hour. Please meet us in the lobby
with hotel bills paid, ready to board the bus.
At the Punta Arenas airport, we board our chartered
jet for the 4¼ hour flight to Antarctica. Our route
crosses the Drake Passage, then follows the west
side of the Antarctic Peninsula and the spine of the
Ellsworth Mountains. We land on a naturally occurring
blue-ice runway on Union Glacier where you will take
your first steps on Antarctica.
Climb aboard one of our specially-adapted vans
for the 5 mi (8 km) shuttle to our main camp. Our
friendly staff will provide a welcome tour of camp
and show you to your tent.
*Every effort will be made to keep to the
scheduled flight date and we will depart
as soon as weather and runway conditions
permit. Please understand that delays are
common in Antarctic travel. All flights are
dependent on weather, aircraft serviceability,
and local conditions. Our staff will stay in close
contact with you and will provide you with
regular flight updates.

2-4

EXPEDITION
PREPARATIONS

You will spend several days at Union Glacier to test
your clothing and equipment and practice sled hauling
on an overnight mini-expedition outside of camp with
your team. Then you’ll pack your sleds and ready for
departure.

5-33

HERCULES INLET TO
THIEL SKIWAY

You will fly to the starting point at Hercules Inlet once
weather conditions permit. It’s a short flight by ski
aircraft to edge of the Antarctic continent on the Ronne
Ice Shelf. You’ll begin your South Pole trek skirting
around the Wilson Nunataks, then heading south
toward Patriot Hills. The first 3-4 days are especially
challenging, as your body becomes accustomed to the
rigors of sled hauling and you climb from sea level up
to 2600 ft (800 m).
Soon you leave behind the Ellsworth Mountains and
the terrain opens up to a vast white plain, with only
the occasional rocky summit marking our route. These
features, called nunataks, are the exposed peaks of
mountains submerged below thousands of feet of ice.
Your guide will set a structured schedule that allows
you to cover a reasonable daily distance. A typical

schedule starts with breakfast at 8 am and the team
packed and skiing by 10 am. You travel as a group,
making a series of 8, 1-hour marches with 5-10 minute
rest/snack breaks in between. The team will stop by
7 pm to set up camp and cook supper. Your team will
develop its own particular rhythm and your actual
travel time and daily distance will depend on your
combined strengths. There is time in the evening for
reading or other camp activity. 24-hour sunlight warms
your tents and clothing that is damp from perspiration
dries easily.
Throughout your journey you can expect constant
headwinds and temperatures from -13°F to -40°F
(-25°C to -40°C). Surface conditions will vary from
hard packed snow and blue-ice; to soft, level snow that
provides excellent travel; to fields of sastrugi, the windblown snow ridges that caused Scott and Amundsen
so much grief. At about 83˚S you’ll arrive at your first
re-supply and take a rest day to repair equipment, repack sleds, read letters from home and celebrate your
progress the edge of the Antarctic continent.
Continuing south, you’ll settle back into your travel
routine. Your second re-supply is at our Thiel Skiway
at 85°05’S 80°47’W, adjacent to the Thiel Mountains,
and roughly halfway to the Pole. Once again you’ll take
a rest day, changing into clean clothes and caching
unserviceable items.

34-54

THIEL SKIWAY TO

SOUTH POLE

Soon you’ll find yourself on the vast, featureless polar
plateau. This is the true heart of the Antarctic interior.
Those who have traveled here talk of feeling “more
alive than ever before” and of experiencing the awe
that comes from being in high places. Though the
plateau appears flat, you’ll climb nearly 2600 ft (800
m) in the second half of your journey. Large sastrugi
present a real challenge and require the support of
team members, especially in flat light conditions.
You’ll reach your final re-supply at about 87˚S. By
now, the simple routine and the physical demands of
the journey are familiar. The rest of the world, with
its colors, smells, haste and worries feels far away.
Amundsen-Scott station at the South Pole will be
visible from about 15 mi (24 km) away. Those last
miles can seem the longest and will take another 1-2
days of travel.

Finally, you’ll take the last steps to your goal and
join an elite group who have skied from the Antarctic
coast to the South Pole. Feel the satisfaction of
having arrived here through your own efforts and the
support of your team. The journey with all its highs
and lows and the knowledge that you have achieved
such a dream, will live with you forever.
If time allows and United States Antarctic Program
(USAP) staff are available, you will be escorted inside
Amundsen-Scott Station for a guided visit. You may
camp overnight at the South Pole until your pick-up
by ski aircraft.
The South Pole is an Antarctic Specially Managed
Area (ASMA #5). Please respect established protocols
while at the South Pole.

TO
55 RETURN
UNION GLACIER
Our field staff will stay in close contact with Union
Glacier Camp to identify the best ‘weather window’ for
your return flight.
Depending on flights, you may have at least one day
at the end of your experience to explore more of
Union Glacier. You will also enjoy a celebration dinner
and receive a certificate to commemorate your Ski
South Pole Expedition.

RETURN TO
56 CHILE
When weather and runway conditions permit, our
intercontinental aircraft will arrive at Union Glacier to
transport you back to Chile. Our staff will meet you at
the airport and transfer you back to your hotel.

FLY

HOME
We recommend booking your flight home one week
after your return Antarctic flight. If you purchase a
full-fare ticket, most airlines will allow you to move
your departure date. It is important to give yourself
a buffer as delays are common in Antarctic travel.
Our Punta Arenas team can provide a list of local tour
operators and excursions if you wish to explore Chile
before you return home.
When it is time for your flight home, our staff will
provide transportation from your hotel to the Punta
Arenas airport.

Weather

Temperatures ranging from -13°F to -40°F (-25°C
to -40°C) with wind-chill down to -50°F (-50°C).

Activity Level

Extremely Strenuous—skiing up to 10 hours per day
for over 50 days while pulling a 132-177 lb (60-80
kg) sled.

Requirements
Skiing and cold weather camping experience as
well as a high level of fitness. Participants must
undertake rigorous daily training for several months
prior to the expedition.

What’s Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers in Punta Arenas, Chile
Round trip flight to Antarctica from Punta Arenas
Flight to Hercules Inlet from Union Glacier
Flight to Union Glacier from South Pole
Meals and tented accommodation in Antarctica
Camping equipment, sled, and harness
Expedition Guide
Celebration dinner and Certificate of Achievement
Checked luggage up to 66 lb (30 kg)

Not Included

• Insurance coverage—personal, medical,
evacuation, or otherwise
• Commercial flights to and from Punta Arenas
• Airport transfers outside of Punta Arenas
• Meals and accommodation in Punta Arenas
• Additional flights within Antarctica
• Personal equipment and clothing
• Expenses incurred due to delays
• Luggage over 66 lb (30 kg)
• Satellite phone charges

SKI SOUTH POLE: MESSNER
THE ULTIMATE
CHALLENGE

Embark

on an expedition that will test
your strength, endurance, and resolve
to join an elite group who have arrived
at the Geographic South Pole under
their own power. Ski South Pole is the
ultimate challenge, a journey that spans
an entire Antarctic season and traverses
566 mi (911 km) from the Ronne Ice
Shelf, on the edge of the frozen Antarctic
continent, to the Geographic South Pole.
This scenic route is inspired by Reinhold
Messner’s 1989 epic Antarctic crossing
and offers a shorter but more committing
alternative to the Hercules Inlet route.
You’ll skirt the western flank of the

massive Foundation Ice Stream and the
Transantarctic Mountains then turn south
toward your final goal, the South Pole.
You’ll travel by ski for 7-10 hours a day
and pull a sled with all of your supplies
that weighs 132-177 lb (60 - 80 kg).
You’ll experience all types of weather,
facing constant winds, fields of sastrugi,
and white-out conditions. The route
takes up to 50 days and climbs gradually
to more than 9300 ft (2800 m). Days
are filled with 24-hour daylight and an
intense solitude and tranquility that can
be found almost nowhere else on Earth.

ITINERARY
Arrival Day

Punta Arenas, Chile

Pre-departure Days

Gear Check and Briefing

Day 1

Fly to Antarctica

2-4

Day 2-4

Expedition Preparations

Day 5-22

Start to
5-22 Messner
Thiel Skiway

23-48

Day 23-48
Thiel Skiway to
South Pole

49

Day 49

50

Day 50

Return to Union Glacier

Return to Chile

Flexible Departure Day
Fly Home

*Subject to change based on
weather and flight conditions.

ARRIVAL IN

PUNTA ARENAS
We ask you to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile at least
five full days prior to your scheduled Antarctic
flight in order to fully prepare you for your upcoming
expedition. These days also allow a buffer for flight
and luggage delays should your travels to Chile not
go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for
delayed passengers or luggage.
Do not forget to collect your checked luggage in
Santiago, before clearing customs! Upon arrival
in Chile, you will pass through immigration, collect
your checked luggage, go through customs, and then
go to the 3rd floor of the terminal and re-check your
bags for your domestic flight to Punta Arenas.
Upon arrival at Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo
International Airport (PUQ), our representative,
holding an ALE sign, will be waiting for you at the
exit of the luggage claim area and will transport you
to your hotel. Please notify our Punta Arenas
team if you are delayed or your arrival time
changes:
Guest Services Coordinator
guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com
+56 9 6832 7472
Guest Services Driver
+56 9 9640 0135
Office Address
Calle Bernardo O’Higgins 568
You will receive a Welcome Pack which includes your
Gear Check time, your Luggage Pick-Up time, and
the time of the Welcome & Safety Briefing. These
three events are required and very important steps in
preparing you for arrival in Antarctica.

PRE-DEPARTURE DAYS
In Punta Arenas, you will meet your guide and team
members. Together you will prepare your food and
equipment, review the route and expedition plan, and
stay fit through training sessions.

Pick-Up time to weigh and collect your checked
luggage & equipment. We collect luggage the day
before your flight to preload the aircraft and to be
ready to depart as soon as the weather is suitable.

Gear Check

Your checked luggage allowance on the flight from
Punta Arenas to Union Glacier is 66 lb (30 kg). Any
checked luggage in excess of this amount will be
charged at $30 USD per lb ($66 USD per kg).
You can pay in US cash or we can invoice you for the
excess luggage. Carry-on luggage and clothing worn
aboard the flight are not included in this allowance.

Your guide will arrange a specific time to come to
your hotel and review your personal clothing and
equipment. Please lay out all of the items on our
Required Clothing and Equipment List in your
hotel room so your guide can go through each item
with you. Your guide will help sort the items to pack in
your checked luggage vs. your carry-on bag and what
items to leave behind in Punta Arenas.

Luggage Preparations
All luggage must comply with international air transport
regulations. Fuels or other hazardous substances are
prohibited on flights to Antarctica. Lithium batteries
are prohibited in checked luggage and must be packed
in your carry-on. For the safety of our staff, individual
bags must not weigh more than 66 lb (30 kg).

Checked Luggage

On the morning before your Antarctic flight, we will
come to your hotel at your scheduled Luggage

Keep in mind, you will not have access to your
checked luggage until it is delivered to your tent in
Antarctica, even if the flight is delayed. Do not put
anything in your checked luggage that you might
need during your stay in Punta Arenas, on the flight,
or for the first few hours in Antarctica.

Carry-on Luggage

We recommend bringing all of your essential personal
belongings in a small backpack and wearing the outer
clothing you will need for your arrival in Antarctica
to board the aircraft. The Ilyushin-76 does not have
overhead bins, so your carry-on bag must fit below the
seat in front of you. Carry-on luggage is restricted
to 22” x 18” x 10” (56 cm x 46 cm x 26 cm).

CARRY-ON ITEMS

*Do NOT pack these items in your
checked luggage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport
Medications
Money
Cameras
Lithium batteries
Perishable food
Sunscreen and sunglasses
Clothing for your arrival in Antarctica

Left Luggage

We encourage you to leave luggage in Punta Arenas
if there are items you do not need in Antarctica.
All left luggage will be stored at your hotel and our
staff will provide Left Luggage Tags with a tearoff claim receipt. Please give the bottom portion of
the tag to an ALE staff member BEFORE you depart
for Antarctica. In the event you stay at a different
hotel upon your return, our staff will need this claim
receipt to move your left luggage for you.

Welcome and Safety Briefing
The evening before your Antarctic flight, you are
invited to our office for an important safety briefing
to be followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. At the
briefing, we will describe the flight dispatch process,
update you on the current weather, and prepare you
for arrival at Union Glacier. Please stay to enjoy pisco
sours served over ancient Antarctic ice with your
fellow travelers.

FLY TO

ANTARCTICA
We will call you at your hotel in the morning to advise
you of current conditions in Antarctica. If the weather
is suitable for our flight, we will pick you up at your
hotel within the hour. Please meet us in the lobby
with hotel bills paid, ready to board the bus.
At the Punta Arenas airport, we board our chartered
jet for the 4¼ hour flight to Antarctica. Our route
crosses the Drake Passage, then follows the west
side of the Antarctic Peninsula and the spine of the
Ellsworth Mountains. We land on a naturally occurring
blue-ice runway on Union Glacier where you will take
your first steps on Antarctica.
Climb aboard one of our specially-adapted vans
for the 5 mi (8 km) shuttle to our main camp. Our
friendly staff will provide a welcome tour of camp
and show you to your tent.
*Every effort will be made to keep to the
scheduled flight date and we will depart
as soon as weather and runway conditions
permit. Please understand that delays are
common in Antarctic travel. All flights are
dependent on weather, aircraft serviceability,
and local conditions. Our staff will stay in close
contact with you and will provide you with
regular flight updates.

2-4 EXPEDITION
PREPARATIONS
You will spend several days at Union Glacier to test
your clothing and equipment and practice sled hauling
on an overnight mini-expedition outside of camp with
your team. Then you’ll pack your sleds and ready for
departure.

5-22

MESSNER START TO
THIEL SKIWAY

The flight to the starting point takes about 90 minutes
by ski aircraft. You’ll travel east over the Ronne Ice
Shelf and land close to 82° 20’S 065°00W, at the edge
of the Antarctic continent. Here you’ll begin your 566
mi (911 km) ski to the South Pole. On this leg of the
journey, you’ll climb from sea level to about 4400 ft
(1340 m). The route skirts the massive Foundation
Ice Stream, bordering the Pensacola Mountains,
which may be visible on a clear day. Crevasse fields
caused by the ice stream’s flow extend many miles
beyond its margins so you’ll steer well to the west to
avoid them.
Temperatures will likely hover around -4˚F (-20˚C)
as the onset of the Antarctic summer is countered
by your climb to higher elevations. The first few days
of travel are especially challenging, as your body

becomes accustomed to the rigors of sled hauling.
Your guide will set a structured schedule that allows
you to cover a reasonable daily distance. A typical
schedule starts with breakfast at 8 am and the team
packed and skiing by 10 am. You’ll travel as a group,
skiing for 7-10 hours with regular breaks to eat and
drink. In the evening you’ll set up camp and melt
enough snow to drink, eat, and fill your bottles for
the following day. Your team will develop its own
particular rhythm and your actual travel time and daily
distance will depend on your combined strengths,
weather, and surface conditions. There may be time
in the evening for reading or other camp activities.
When the sky is clear, the sunlight will heat the tents
to a surprisingly warm and comfortable temperature,
allowing you to dry your gear for the next day.
Approaching Thiel Skiway in good weather, you
should be able to see Thiel Mountains. At Thiel
Skiway 85˚05’S 80˚47’W you’ll arrive at your first
re-supply and have the option to take a rest day to
repair equipment, re-pack sleds, read letters from
home, and celebrate your progress.

23-48

THIEL SKIWAY TO

SOUTH POLE

Leaving the Thiel Mountains behind, you’ll make
the steep climb up the buried escarpment of the
Transantarctic Mountains dividing east and west
Antarctica. Further steep climbing near 87˚S brings
you onto more level ground. By now you will have
experienced a variety of snow surfaces, from soft and
level snow that provides excellent travel conditions;
to hard packed snow; to fields of sastrugi, the windblown snow ridges that caused Scott and Amundsen
so much grief.
You’ll complete the 159 mi (257 km) to your second
re-supply cache at about 87° 23’S 082° 16’W. Here
you may take another rest day, re-pack sleds, and
have an opportunity to change into clean clothes,
that you have included in your re-supply. Ahead of
you will likely be the largest sastrugi of the trip which
can last for several days of arduous skiing, before
you reach better surfaces for the final ski to the Pole.
This final leg of your journey brings new challenges.
Your body is tired from many days of travel and
the repetitive routine wears on the mind. Your sled
and skis stick on the cold, dry snow, making each
step an effort. You are reminded of days spent tiredragging to train for this adventure. But there is a
beauty to this place and those who have travelled
here talk of feeling “more alive than ever before”
and of experiencing the awe that comes from

being in high remote places. The vast, featureless
plateau heightens the senses and brings you into the
moment, even as your mind wanders to thoughts of
historic expeditions or friends back home.
Amundsen-Scott Station at the South Pole will be
visible from about 15 mi (24 km) away. Those last
miles can seem the longest and will take you another
1-2 days of travel. Finally, you’ll take the last steps
to your goal, joining an elite group who have skied
from the Antarctic coast to the South Pole. Feel the
satisfaction of having arrived here through your own
efforts and the support of your team. The journey
with all its highs and lows and the knowledge that you
have achieved such a dream, will live with you forever.
The South Pole itself is a special place, steeped
in the history of polar travel. There is the famous
Ceremonial South Pole, surrounded by the flags
of the original Antarctic Treaty nations, and the
Geographic South Pole to visit and photograph. If
time allows and United States Antarctic Program
(USAP) staff are available, you will be escorted inside
Amundsen-Scott research station for a guided visit.
You may camp overnight at the South Pole until you
are picked up by ski aircraft.
The South Pole is an Antarctic Specially Managed
Area (ASMA#5). Please respect established protocols
while at the South Pole.

TO
49 RETURN
UNION GLACIER
Our field staff will stay in close contact with Union
Glacier Camp to identify the best ‘weather window’ for
your return flight.
Depending on flights, you may have at least one day
at the end of your experience to explore more of
Union Glacier. You will also enjoy a celebration dinner
and receive a certificate to commemorate your Ski
South Pole Expedition.

RETURN TO
50 CHILE
When weather and runway conditions permit, our
intercontinental aircraft will arrive at Union Glacier to
transport you back to Chile. Our staff will meet you at
the airport and transfer you back to your hotel.

FLY

HOME
We recommend booking your flight home one week
after your return Antarctic flight. If you purchase a
full-fare ticket, most airlines will allow you to move
your departure date. It is important to give yourself
a buffer as delays are common in Antarctic travel.
Our Punta Arenas team can provide a list of local tour
operators and excursions if you wish to explore Chile
before you return home.
When it is time for your flight home, our staff will
provide transportation from your hotel to the Punta
Arenas airport.

Weather

Temperatures ranging from -13°F to -40°F (-25°C
to -40°C) with wind-chill down to -50°F (-50°C).

Activity Level

Extremely Strenuous—skiing up to 10 hours per day
for up to 50 days while pulling a 132-177 lb (60-80
kg) sled.

Requirements
Skiing and cold weather camping experience as
well as a high level of fitness. Participants must
undertake rigorous daily training for several months
prior to the expedition.

What’s Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers in Punta Arenas, Chile
Round trip flight to Antarctica from Punta Arenas
Flight to Messner Start from Union Glacier
Flight to Union Glacier from South Pole
Meals and tented accommodation in Antarctica
Camping equipment, sled, and harness
Expedition Guide
Celebration dinner and Certificate of Achievement
Checked luggage up to 66 lb (30 kg)

Not Included

• Insurance coverage—personal, medical,
evacuation, or otherwise
• Commercial flights to and from Punta Arenas
• Airport transfers outside of Punta Arenas
• Meals and accommodation in Punta Arenas
• Additional flights within Antarctica
• Personal equipment and clothing
• Expenses incurred due to delays
• Luggage over 66 lb (30 kg)
• Satellite phone charges

SKI SOUTH POLE: AXEL HEIBERG
IN THE
OF

FOOTSTEPS

AMUNDSEN

Test your limits on an extreme expedition marked by

deep snow, steep climbs, and complex route-finding.
Traverse the same terrain Amundsen discovered
more than 100 years ago. Climb the steep Axel
Heiberg Glacier, bounded by majestic peaks on both
sides, and navigate your way around the infamous
maze of crevasses known as the Devil’s Ballroom.
While Amundsen traveled by dog sled, you’ll travel
by ski for 7-10 hours a day and pull your own sled
weighing 132-177 lb (60-80 kg). The challenges
continue on the polar plateau where elevations
reach almost 10,500 ft (3200 m) and temperatures
plummet. You’ll experience all types of weather,
facing constant winds, fields of sastrugi, and whiteout conditions. The rewards for your effort are
tangible as you reach the Geographic South Pole and
follow in the footsteps of Antarctica’s great explorers.

ITINERARY
Arrival Day

Punta Arenas, Chile

Pre-departure Days

Gear Check and Briefing

Day 1

Fly to Antarctica

2-4

Day 2-4

5-14

Day 5-14

Expedition Preparations

Axel Heiberg Glacier

Day 15-31

The Polar Plateau

Day 32-33

Return to Union Glacier

Day 34

Return to Chile

Flexible Departure Day
Fly Home

*Subject to change based on
weather and flight conditions.

ARRIVAL IN

PUNTA ARENAS
We ask you to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile at least
five full days prior to your scheduled Antarctic
flight in order to fully prepare you for your upcoming
expedition. These days also allow a buffer for flight
and luggage delays should your travels to Chile not
go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for
delayed passengers or luggage.
Do not forget to collect your checked luggage in
Santiago, before clearing customs! Upon arrival
in Chile, you will pass through immigration, collect
your checked luggage, go through customs, and then
go to the 3rd floor of the terminal and re-check your
bags for your domestic flight to Punta Arenas.
Upon arrival at Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo
International Airport (PUQ), our representative,
holding an ALE sign, will be waiting for you at the
exit of the luggage claim area and will transport you
to your hotel. Please notify our Punta Arenas
team if you are delayed or your arrival time
changes:
Guest Services Coordinator
guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com
+56 9 6832 7472
Guest Services Driver
+56 9 9640 0135
Office Address
Calle Bernardo O’Higgins 568
You will receive a Welcome Pack which includes your
Gear Check time, your Luggage Pick-Up time, and
the time of the Welcome & Safety Briefing. These
three events are required and very important steps in
preparing you for arrival in Antarctica.

PRE-DEPARTURE DAYS
In Punta Arenas, you will meet your guide and team
members. Together you will prepare your food and
equipment, review the route and expedition plan, and
stay fit through training sessions.

Pick-Up time to weigh and collect your checked
luggage & equipment. We collect luggage the day
before your flight to preload the aircraft and to be
ready to depart as soon as the weather is suitable.

Gear Check

Your checked luggage allowance on the flight from
Punta Arenas to Union Glacier is 66 lb (30 kg). Any
checked luggage in excess of this amount will be
charged at $30 USD per lb ($66 USD per kg).
You can pay in US cash or we can invoice you for the
excess luggage. Carry-on luggage and clothing worn
aboard the flight are not included in this allowance.

Your guide will arrange a specific time to come to
your hotel and review your personal clothing and
equipment. Please lay out all of the items on our
Required Clothing and Equipment List in your
hotel room so your guide can go through each item
with you. Your guide will help sort the items to pack in
your checked luggage vs. your carry-on bag and what
items to leave behind in Punta Arenas.

Luggage Preparations
All luggage must comply with international air transport
regulations. Fuels or other hazardous substances are
prohibited on flights to Antarctica. Lithium batteries
are prohibited in checked luggage and must be packed
in your carry-on. For the safety of our staff, individual
bags must not weigh more than 66 lb (30 kg).

Checked Luggage

On the morning before your Antarctic flight, we will
come to your hotel at your scheduled Luggage

Keep in mind, you will not have access to your
checked luggage until it is delivered to your tent in
Antarctica, even if the flight is delayed. Do not put
anything in your checked luggage that you might
need during your stay in Punta Arenas, on the flight,
or for the first few hours in Antarctica.

Carry-on Luggage

We recommend bringing all of your essential personal
belongings in a small backpack and wearing the outer
clothing you will need for your arrival in Antarctica
to board the aircraft. The Ilyushin-76 does not have
overhead bins, so your carry-on bag must fit below the
seat in front of you. Carry-on luggage is restricted
to 22” x 18” x 10” (56 cm x 46 cm x 26 cm).

CARRY-ON ITEMS

*Do NOT pack these items in your
checked luggage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport
Medications
Money
Cameras
Lithium batteries
Perishable food
Sunscreen and sunglasses
Clothing for your arrival in Antarctica

Left Luggage

We encourage you to leave luggage in Punta Arenas
if there are items you do not need in Antarctica.
All left luggage will be stored at your hotel and our
staff will provide Left Luggage Tags with a tearoff claim receipt. Please give the bottom portion of
the tag to an ALE staff member BEFORE you depart
for Antarctica. In the event you stay at a different
hotel upon your return, our staff will need this claim
receipt to move your left luggage for you.

Welcome and Safety Briefing
The evening before your Antarctic flight, you are
invited to our office for an important safety briefing
to be followed by cocktails and hors d’oeuvres. At the
briefing, we will describe the flight dispatch process,
update you on the current weather, and prepare you
for arrival at Union Glacier. Please stay to enjoy pisco
sours served over ancient Antarctic ice with your
fellow travelers.

FLY TO

ANTARCTICA
We will call you at your hotel in the morning to advise
you of current conditions in Antarctica. If the weather
is suitable for our flight, we will pick you up at your
hotel within the hour. Please meet us in the lobby
with hotel bills paid, ready to board the bus.
At the Punta Arenas airport, we board our chartered
jet for the 4¼ hour flight to Antarctica. Our route
crosses the Drake Passage, then follows the west
side of the Antarctic Peninsula and the spine of the
Ellsworth Mountains. We land on a naturally occurring
blue-ice runway on Union Glacier where you will take
your first steps on Antarctica.
Climb aboard one of our specially-adapted vans
for the 5 mi (8 km) shuttle to our main camp. Our
friendly staff will provide a welcome tour of camp
and show you to your tent.
*Every effort will be made to keep to the
scheduled flight date and we will depart
as soon as weather and runway conditions
permit. Please understand that delays are
common in Antarctic travel. All flights are
dependent on weather, aircraft serviceability,
and local conditions. Our staff will stay in close
contact with you and will provide you with
regular flight updates.

2-4 EXPEDITION
PREPARATIONS
You will spend several days at Union Glacier to test
your clothing and equipment and practice sled hauling
on an overnight mini-expedition outside of camp with
your team. Then you’ll pack your sleds and ready for
departure.

5-14

AXEL HEIBERG
GLACIER

The flight to your start point takes you over the empty
expanse of West Antarctica. Nearing the coast, you’ll
cross the Queen Maud Range and land on the Ross
Ice Shelf near the base of the Axel Heiberg Glacier.
The glacier tumbles down between magnificent
snow-covered summits and Mount Fridtjof Nansen
towers above you at nearly 13,353 feet (4070 m).
In Amundsen’s words, “Shining white, glowing blue,
black crevices lit up by the sun; this land looks like a
fairy tale.” This is your gateway to the polar plateau,
beckoning us south.

Your guide will set a structured schedule that allows
you to cover a reasonable daily distance. A typical
schedule starts with breakfast at 8am and the team
packed and skiing by 10 am. You’ll travel as a group,
making a series of eight, 1-hour marches with 5-10
minute rest/snack breaks in between. You will stop
by 7 pm to set up camp and cook supper. Your team
will develop its own particular rhythm and your actual
travel time and daily distance will depend on your
combined strengths.
The lower part of the glacier is gently sloped, but with
deep, soft snow making sled hauling a challenge.
Soon the terrain becomes very steep and broken.
You may need to relay sledges as you wade through
deep powder, wind your way between yawning
crevasses, and find a route up to the first terrace
below Amundsen’s Icefall.
You’ll follow Amundsen’s line around the chaotic
jumble of ice, heading for the base of Mount Don
Pedro Christophersen, then curving round onto the
upper terrace. Looking back down the glacier, “The
wildness of the landscape...is not to be described;
chasm after chasm, with great blocks of ice scattered
promiscuously about, gave one the impression that
here Nature was too powerful for us.”
You’ll trace the sweeping curve of the upper terrace
and, passing between Mounts Fridtjof Nansen and
Engelstad, leave behind the Axel Heiberg Glacier.

THE POLAR

PLATEAU
Here on the plateau you’ll face a new set of challenges.
You have climbed quickly from sea level to 9200 ft
(2800 m) and will feel the effects of altitude. The air
is much colder, the wind constant, and of the snow
surface Amundsen wrote, “A sledding trip through the
Sahara would not have offered a worse gliding surface.”
As you leave behind the mountains and set off across
the plateau, you’ll trend west to avoid the Devil’s
Glacier and Ballroom. These heavily crevassed areas
waylaid Amundsen in whiteout conditions, slowing
his progress south.
Temperatures plummet as you continue south and
gain elevation, climbing to 10,171 ft (3100 m) on Titan
Dome. Wind, cold and white-out are our constant
companions, challenging body, mind and spirit.
At 88° 23’S you’ll reach Shackleton’s Furthest South.
Amundsen paid tribute here to Shackleton—the
first man to penetrate the Antarctic Mountains and
set foot on the polar plateau. Imagine Amundsen’s
feelings as he skied further south than any human
being had been.

The last two degrees to the Pole may be the hardest
as you spend hours alone with your thoughts and
anticipation builds. Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station will be visible from about 15 mi (24 km)
away. Those last miles can seem the longest and will
take another 1-2 days of travel.
Finally, you’ll take the last steps to your goal,
completing one of the most challenging expeditions
imaginable. Feel the satisfaction of having arrived
here through your own efforts and the support of
your team. Embrace the spirit of those first men who
pioneered your route to the Pole.
If time allows and United Sates Antarctic Program
(USAP) staff are available, you will be escorted inside
Amundsen-Scott Station for a guided visit. You may
camp overnight at the South Pole until your pick-up
by ski aircraft.
The South Pole is an Antarctic Specially Managed
Area (ASMA#5). Please respect established protocols
while at the South Pole.

RETURN TO

UNION GLACIER
Our field staff will stay in close contact with Union
Glacier Camp to identify the best ‘weather window’ for
your return flight.
Depending on flights, you may have at least one day
at the end of your experience to explore more of
Union Glacier. You will also enjoy a celebration dinner
and receive a certificate to commemorate your Ski
South Pole Expedition.

RETURN TO CHILE
When weather and runway conditions permit, our
intercontinental aircraft will arrive at Union Glacier to
transport you back to Chile. Our staff will meet you at
the airport and transfer you back to your hotel.

FLY

HOME
We recommend booking your flight home one week
after your return Antarctic flight. If you purchase a
full-fare ticket, most airlines will allow you to move
your departure date. It is important to give yourself
a buffer as delays are common in Antarctic travel.
Our Punta Arenas team can provide a list of local tour
operators and excursions if you wish to explore Chile
before you return home.
When it is time for your flight home, our staff will
provide transportation from your hotel to the Punta
Arenas airport.

Weather

Temperatures ranging from -13°F to -40°F (-25°C
to -40°C) with wind-chill down to -50°F (-50°C).

Activity Level

Extremely Strenuous—skiing up to 10 hours per day
for over 30 days while pulling a 132-177 lb (60-80
kg) sled.

Requirements
Skiing and cold weather camping experience as
well as a high level of fitness. Participants must
undertake rigorous daily training for several months
prior to the expedition.

What’s Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers in Punta Arenas, Chile
Round trip flight to Antarctica from Punta Arenas
Flight to Axel Heiberg Glacier from Union Glacier
Flight to Union Glacier from South Pole
Meals and tented accommodation in Antarctica
Camping equipment, sled, and harness
Expedition Guide
Celebration dinner and Certificate of Achievement
Checked luggage up to 66 lb (30 kg)

Not Included

• Insurance coverage—personal, medical,
evacuation, or otherwise
• Commercial flights to and from Punta Arenas
• Airport transfers outside of Punta Arenas
• Meals and accommodation in Punta Arenas
• Additional flights within Antarctica
• Personal equipment and clothing
• Expenses incurred due to delays
• Luggage over 66 lb (30 kg)
• Satellite phone charges

SKI SOUTH POLE REQUIRED CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT LIST
Conditions in Antarctica change drastically throughout our season and vary depending on your location. Temperatures can reach
as low as -40°F (-40°C) and as high as 23°F (-5°C) and can feel colder due to the prevailing headwind.
To be prepared for all conditions, it is important to have a selection of items you can mix and match. Skiing while towing a sled
generates heat and it is important to regulate your body temperature by selecting appropriate layers each day based on the
conditions. It is crucial to prevent sweating, as your sweat will freeze and render your high tech clothing useless. Some days you
will need more insulation than others, but in general a windproof outer layer and complete face protection is always necessary.
The layering system described below will keep you safe and comfortable in all conditions – it is also the same system utilized
by our Antarctic field staff.
Face, hands, feet, and thighs are especially vulnerable to cold injury. Pay particular attention when choosing boots, gloves, mitts
and face/head coverings.
This list is broken up into two sections with photos and descriptions of the more technical items up front and the complete
clothing and equipment checklist with required quantities at the back. The suggested items are examples of products that meet
the recommended criteria. Use them to compare specifications with your existing equipment or to find equivalent products from
manufacturers available where you live. It is essential that you have suitable equipment for this challenging expedition. If in
doubt, please contact us for further advice.

Base Layers
Materials

Merino Wool or Polyester, NO COTTON

Examples

Patagonia, Icebreaker, Brynje

Description

Your first layer consists of a long-sleeved top and bottom.
We recommend merino wool. If you cannot wear wool,
polyester is an alternate option. Do not bring cotton as
it traps moisture and can cause you to chill more rapidly.
Make sure these items are loose fitting and not too tight.
Bring undergarments, sports bras, and/or camisoles in
a similar wicking material. It will not be practicable to
change underwear as often as you would at home so it is
a good idea to test fabric options before your expedition.
Try different options for a few days and pick the most
comfortable.

Alternative Bottom: Silk Leggings or Shorts

Silk leggings or shorts are an alternative option for your
bottom base layer as they may reduce the likelihood of
having chilblains and cold injury to the thighs.
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Mid Layers
Materials

Merino Wool or Fleece

Examples

Patagonia R1-R3, Rab Power Stretch, Black Diamond
CoEfficient, Mountain Equipment Eclipse Pant

Description

Your second layer consists of a long-sleeved heavyweight
(expedition weight) base layer top and bottom or
lightweight stretch fleece top and bottom. Tops with
hoods and thumb holes are great as they seal the neck
and wrists to keep you warmer. Pockets are also useful
for keeping batteries warm.
Your third layer consists of a midweight fleece jacket.
It should be a full-zip jacket but a hood is not essential.
Multiple pockets are useful.

Windproof Layers
Materials

Windproof Shell with Fur Ruff

Examples

Bergans Expedition Antarctic Jacket and Antarctic
Expedition Salopette, Baffin Soft Shell Hooded Jacket
and Pants, Arc-teryx Alpha SV Jacket and Bibs

Description

Next you will need a windproof jacket and pants. We
recommend windproof softshells as they tend to be
more breathable and more comfortable than waterproof
hardshells. However, if you already own a windproof
hardshell (Gore-tex) this will also be suitable. Wind
protection is the most important factor for this layer.
Your jacket should be long enough to keep your lower
back warm, but it does not need to cover your thighs.
It must have a generous hood with a fur ruff. If you
purchase a jacket without a ruff, buy and sew one to the
inside edge of the hood. Wolverine is optimum but wolf,
coyote, husky, or fox fur ruffs will also work. These are
available from Apocalypse Design and Brenig
Your pants should have easy pull zippers for venting and
full side zips. A drop seat pant design is vital for using the
toilet if the pants have suspenders/braces or a salopette
(bibs) design. The thighs are an area which is vulnerable
to cold injury so avoid a tight fit and allow plenty of room
for insulating layers underneath.
Special Note: Clothing that combines ‘pile and pertex’ insulation and windproofing in one garment is often marketed as being ideal
for polar expeditions. However, the combination of the windproof outer layer and built-in insulation can be too hot at times and does
not allow the user to regulate layers in varying conditions. It is therefore not recommended for Ski South Pole expeditions.
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Down Layers
You will need several down options to provide protection against the coldest and windiest Antarctic
conditions. These items should all be sized to fit over your windproof layers.

Down Parka with Hood

Examples

Mountain Equipment Annapurna Jacket, Rab Neutrino
Endurance Jacket

Description

Your parka does not need to be the warmest model
available but should be expedition quality, rated -31°F
(-31°C) and have a generous hood.

Lightweight Down Jacket

Examples

Down Vest

Examples

Down Skirt

Examples

Patagonia Down Sweater Hoody, Rab Microlight Alpine Jacket

Patagonia Down Sweater Vest, Rab Microlight Down Vest

Canada Goose Hybridge Lite Down Skirt, Skhoop

Description

A mid-length down skirt is very useful for both men and
women in protecting against “polar thigh” cold injury.
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Head
You will need several options to cover your head, neck, and face (mouth and nose) depending on
the temperature, wind conditions, and sun exposure.

Item 1: Hat or Beanie that
Covers Ears
Materials: Wool or Fleece

Item 2: Neck Gaiter or Buff
Materials: Fleece or

Polyester Microfiber

Item 3: Balaclava or
Face Mask
Materials: Power Stretch
Fleece or Windstopper

The face is especially vulnerable to cold injury on a Ski South Pole expedition due to constant
headwinds. Complete face protection is essential. The objective is to be able to ski into a freezing
headwind with your face and head completely protected from the elements. Try combinations of
balaclava, face mask, hat and goggles together to ensure that there are no gaps—often a crescent
shape between the edge of goggle and a face mask or balaclava is hard to cover. You must be able
to breathe freely and moisture from your breath must be able to escape (so that goggles do not fog).

Eyes
Sunglasses and Hard Case

Materials

Non-metal frames with 100% UV protection

Examples

Julbo, Smith, Oakley

Description

Quality sunglasses are essential to prevent snow blindness.
Look for side-flaps or a contoured shape to prevent light
entering at the sides. Avoid metal frames; they can freeze to
your skin. Bring a hard case to protect them in your luggage.

Goggles

Materials

100% UV Protection

Examples

Julbo, Oakley, Smith, Abom

Description

Quality goggles are necessary for very cold or stormy conditions.
Dark orange or rose colored lenses are recommended as they
work in all light conditions. Interchangeable lenses are a good
option but be sure to bring two identical goggle frames if
using interchangeable lenses. Goggles need to have excellent
venting as lens fogging is a common problem. If you wear
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prescription glasses, check to make sure your goggles fit over
them comfortably and won’t fog up inside the goggles.
On at least one pair of goggles sew a piece of windproof fleece
or neoprene underneath the nose to form a beak of material
that will provide additional protection in bad weather.

Hands
You will need a selection of gloves and mitts to protect your hands while performing a range of
tasks from setting up tents and taking photos which require dexterity, to skiing and standing still
which require insulation.
We recommend you bring gloves with wrist loops attached as many people take a glove or mitten
off and lose it in the strong wind. Look for gloves that come with “idiot loops” or bring some elastic
shock cord and your guide will show you how to make your own in Punta Arenas.

Thin Liner Gloves

Materials

Polyester, Merino Wool, or Silk

Examples

Seirus, Outdoor Research, Icebreaker

Description

Liner gloves can be layered under other gloves or mittens
for additional warmth. They also protect you if you need
to take off an outer glove or mitten in cold temperatures.
Having two pair allows you to switch out liners as they
become damp.

Thinsulate Gloves

Materials

Thinsulate, Fleece, or Wool

Examples

Rossignol, Ortovox, Norrona

Description

These are the main gloves that you will ski in. You
have the option of wearing them with or without the
liner gloves. We recommend gloves that use a mix of
Thinsulate and fleece for insulation.

Alternative Option: Wool Mittens

Your other option is to use wool mitts, usually called
Dachstein Mitts. These are designed to be oversized and
boiled to compress them into a tough, thick material.

Thick Insulated Mittens

Materials

Synthetic Insulation

Examples

Mountain Equipment Fitzroy Mitten, Black Diamond Super
Light Mitten, Marmot Expedition Mitten

Description

You will need one pair of mittens with a high level of
insulation. Fully waterproof mountaineering mittens are
not necessary as they tend to be stiffer and more bulky
than what is needed for an Antarctic ski expedition. We
recommend synthetic (Primaloft) insulated mittens.
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Optional Gloves

Unlined Over Mitts and/or Midweight Insulated Alpine
Gloves
Over mitts can be worn over your Thinsulate gloves or
wool mittens for added protection. It’s also useful to have
a pair of midweight insulated gloves that can be worn
when setting up camp.
Chemical hand warmers are optional but keep in mind
they add weight to your load even once they are used.

Pogies

Description

Thin Liner Socks

Materials

We will provide you with ski pole pogies—insulated ski
pole handle covers, like the insulated covers available for
motorcycle handlebars. These provide wind protection
and an additional layer of insulation to keep hands warm
while skiing.

Feet
Wool, Polyester, or Silk—NO COTTON

Examples

Smartwool, Bridgedale, Thorlo, Darn Tough, Injinji

Description

Toe socks are a good option to reduce blisters on and in
between toes.

Vapor Barrier Socks

Materials

Waterproof Nylon

Examples

Rab VB Socks, RBH Designs VaprThrm Hi-Rise Insulated
Socks

Description

Vapor barrier (VB) socks are worn between the liner lock
and the thicker insulating sock. They prevent moisture
from entering the sock and boot liner, allowing them to
maintain their insulating properties.
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Thick Heavyweight Socks

Materials

Wool or Wool Blend Socks

Examples

Smartwool, Bridgedale, Thorlo, Darn Tough

Tent Booties

Materials

Down or Synthetic Insulation

Examples

The North Face Thermoball Bootie, REI Down Booties,
Rab Expedition Modular Boots

Description

Insulated down or synthetic booties can be used around
camp, inside the tent, or as extra insulation in your
sleeping bag. Choose ones with a non-slip sole for trips
outside the tent.

Sleeping
Sleeping temperatures will vary drastically during your expedition. Even though temperatures tend
to be coldest during the early season, temperatures will also drop as you ski towards the Pole and
gain altitude on the polar plateau. 24-hour solar radiation will warm the inside of tents but on
cloudy days there is little passive heating. Based on these conditions, we recommend bringing a
4-season down sleeping bag with a synthetic over-bag instead of a 5-season sleeping bag which
may be too hot.

Sleeping Bag

Materials
Down

Examples

Feathered Friends Peregrine Ex -25, Mountain
Equipment Iceline, Marmot Col MemBrain

Description

You’ll need a quality four season sleeping bag rated -13°F
to -22°F (-25°C to -30°C). We recommend down as it is
much lighter and will pack smaller than synthetic bags.
Get a full body-length mummy bag with a generous hood
and full length zip. A little spare space inside is useful to
store water bottles, batteries, and other items you don’t
want to freeze.
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Insulated Overbag

Materials

Synthetic Insulation

Examples

PHD Overbag

Description

A synthetic-filled outer bag to be used on top of or over
your down sleeping bag on the coldest nights.

Foam Mat

Materials

Closed Cell Foam

Examples

Therm-a-Rest RidgeRest Solar or Classic

Description

Full-length, closed cell foam mat with textured surface.

Inflatable Mattress

Materials

Nylon, Polyester, Down

Examples

Exped Downmat, Therm-a-Rest NeoAir All Season

Description

You’ll need a full-length inflatable mattress. Look for the
warmest model available and don’t forget a repair kit!

Pee Bottle

Examples

Nalgene 32 oz Wide Mouth Water Bottle

Description

You will need your own container to urinate in. We
recommend a wide mouth water bottle that is marked
for urine or ‘pee’ and can be used at night in your tent or
while en-route on expedition. When in Union Glacier, our
staff will show you where to empty pee bottles behind
the toilet facility. While on expedition, use pee bottles
whenever possible while traveling and dispose of urine in
crevasses or communal snow pits at camp. Once inside
89°S, use your pee bottle to collect urine while en-route
and only empty it at communal pee holes at camp sites.
At the South Pole and at ALE’s South Pole Camp, all
human waste MUST be collected and removed from the
NGO camp.
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Ski Equipment
A Ski South Pole expedition is the longest ski trip that most participants will ever take. The best
boot and binding system combines insulation, comfort, durability, and skiing efficiency. While there
are several different boot and binding combinations, they are not interchangeable. Your boots
must match your binding system.
We do not recommend mukluk type boots as they are often high on insulation and low on technical
skiing function. They are also matched with a large non-technical binding. They do not provide the
skiing efficiency, durability, or reliability needed for a long Ski South Pole expedition.
Please also avoid single layer telemark boots as they are not warm enough. Mountaineering, alpine
touring (AT), and plastic telemark boots are also not suitable. AT boots are only used by kiting/ski
sailing expeditions.
If you want to use a boot or binding not listed below, please check with your guide first. Your guide
may request that all team members utilize the same type of boots and bindings.

PREFERRED BOOT/BINDING
Baffin 3-pin Guide Pro Boots
with 3-pin Bindings

ALTERNATE BOOT/BINDING
Alfa Polar A/P/S Boots with
Rottefella NNN BC Binding
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This boot combines the comfort, insulation, and easy to
break-in features of a non-technical mukluk boot with
the skiing efficiency of a 75 mm 3-pin Nordic ‘duckbill’
ski binding. It has a durable molded sole unit that cannot
de-laminate. The removable liners are soft, flexible,
super warm, light, and heat moldable.

This boot has been used by many expeditions to the
North and South Poles. It combines the quick clip in and
out advantages of a Rottefella NNN BC binding with the
warmth of a modern expedition mountaineering boot.
While the Rottefella NNN BC bindings are very easy to
use, they are more vulnerable to failure. As a result, this
is not our preferred set-up.
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ALTERNATE BOOT/BINDING
Alfa Polar Advance Boots
with 3-pin Bindings

REQUIRED LINER
Intuition Mukluk Liner

Backcountry Nordic Skis w/
Mounted Bindings

If you choose this classic style boot,
recommend that you buy the insulated
designed especially for the Alfa boots.
utilize a 3-pin 75mm telemark ski binding
Rottefella.

we strongly
super gaiter
These boots
from Voile or

No matter which boot you choose, you will also need
to purchase an Intuition Mukluk Liner separately. These
liners are soft, flexible, super warm, lightweight, and
heat moldable. Bring the original boot manufacturer
liners as backup.

Materials

Wood core skis with metal-edges

Examples

Åsnes Amundsen or Sondre, Fischer E99 or E109 Crown
Extralite or Madshus Voss

Description

You will need wood core backcountry cross-country skis
with metal edges. The width of the ski is dependent on
the boot and binding combination. The wood core will
allow bindings to be mounted very securely.
If using Rottefella NNN bindings, we recommend bringing
a spare pair of bindings and mounting the bindings using
the Quiver Killer mounting system. www.quiverkiller.com
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Ski Skins

Materials

Mohair, Synthetic, or Nylon

Examples

Åsnes Kortfell 45mm

Description

Half-length skins are recommended. Full-length skins
provide traction along the entire length of the ski which is
useful over sastrugi and other undulations but increases
drag. Half-length skins provide less traction but offer a
little more glide.
Many skiers glue and screw their skins to their skis for
polar expeditions as it eliminates the risk of the skin
coming off. Very short counter-sunk screws are needed.
Your guide will help you attach your skins in Punta Arenas.

Ski Poles

Examples

Black Diamond Traverse Ski Poles, Swix Mountain Ski
Poles

Description

You will need high quality nordic or touring ski poles.
Cork or leather handles are warmest. Ensure wrist straps
are adjustable and long enough that a thick mitt can
pass through the loop. Adjustable length (telescopic)
poles are generally not recommended as many models
collapse under load with the exception of Black Diamond’s
FlickLock design. Additionally, most telescopic poles are
not long enough, but can make a good spare set between
a team.

Optional Electronics
It is useful to standardize your electronics to be powered by AA lithium batteries as much as
possible. Make sure all chargers are USB or 12 V DC-DC capable of plugging into a “female”
cigarette lighter socket. Electronics can add a lot of weight so prioritize and research the lightest
weight and most compact options.

GPS

If you already own one, you can bring it but there is no
need to purchase as your guide will carry two.

Cameras

Compact digital cameras are light in weight and sufficient
for most people. Bring a padded case and several memory
cards. Digital SLRs and their accessories add a lot of
weight and are a luxury item. If you have professional
requirements to bring a digital SLR then please speak
with your guide to see if it is possible to share lenses
amongst team members.

iPod or Digital Music Player

We’ve found solid state iPod Shuffles or iPod Nanos to be
the most reliable. We recommend two sets of headphones
as the thin wires can become brittle in low temperatures.
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Mobile Phone

Iridium Satellite Phone

Web Posting Equipment

Solar Panel

If you have a smart phone with camera, music, e-books,
etc. it may be worth taking instead of multiple gadgets.
Can be paired with an Iridium Go! for global connectivity.
Iridium is the only mobile satellite telephone system that
works in the interior of Antarctica. You can buy pre-paid
minutes at Union Glacier Camp using US cash and use
our phones for calls during the expedition. If you wish
to bring your own phone then there are several models
to choose from. You can pair an Iridium GO! with a
smart phone or purchase a standalone satellite phone
(9575 and 955). Bring a spare battery, padded case,
and charging cable. Make sure you purchase the correct
battery for your handset.
It is not practical to carry a laptop computer and power
supply due to the weight. Also, it is unreasonable to
assume you’ll have enough power or time to post long or
regular updates during your expedition. If this is a priority
for you, then the lightest option is a Delorme inReach or
a smart phone paired with an Iridium GO! unit.
If you bring any personal electronics, the best way of
recharging them is with a solar panel. These vary in size,
weight, and cost depending on how many items you need
to charge. We recommend Brunton or Powertraveller
Powermonkey panels.

Equipment Provided by ALE
Sleds

Camping
Meals

Communications
Medical
Navigation
Toilet
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Acapulka 210 professional sleds (pulks), sledging
harnesses, ski pole pogies, kit bags, and zipped covers
for polar bedding.
Tents, insulated tent floors, snow shovels, snow saw, tent
brushes, and repair kit.
Food, packing bags, stuff sacks, stoves, stove boards,
fuel, fuel bottles, plastic jerry cans, pans, kettle, kitchen
cutlery, cooking equipment, lighters, and matches.
Two Iridium satellite phones for safety, solar panel, and
battery pack.
Comprehensive first aid kit.
Two GPS, compasses, chest compass harness, and batteries.

Toilet paper and toilet bags for use during the Last
Degree.
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SKI SOUTH POLE CHECKLIST
You must bring ALL of the items on this list unless they are listed as optional. We will look for each item on this
list at your Gear Check in Punta Arenas. These items may not be available for purchase in Punta Arenas and we will not let
you board the aircraft to Antarctica without them.

#
Item
Base Layers
6+ pairs

Underwear, sports bras, etc.

3 pairs

Light or midweight bottoms

3
1 pair

Check

Light or midweight tops
Silk leggings or shorts

Mid Layers
1
1 pair
1

Lightweight fleece top or expedition-weight base layer top
Lightweight fleece pants or expedition-weight base layer bottoms
Midweight fleece jacket

Windproof Layers
1
1 pair

Windproof shell jacket with fur ruff attached to the hood
Windproof shell pants with full side-zips

Down Layers
1

Down parka with hood

1

Lightweight down jacket

1

Down vest

1

Down skirt

Headwear
2

Wool or fleece hats that cover the ears

2

Fleece neck gaiters or Buffs

2

Neoprene face masks (can substitute for a balaclava with built-in face mask)

1

Balaclava

Eyewear
2 pairs

Goggles (1 pair with nose beak attached)

1 pair

Sunglasses

1

Optional

Hard sunglass case
Spare contact lenses or prescription glasses, if required

Gloves
2 pairs

Thin liner gloves

3 pairs

Thinsulate gloves or wool mittens

1 pair

Thick insulated mittens

Optional

Unlined over-mitts

Optional

Midweight insulated alpine gloves

Optional

Elastic shock cord to make wrist loops for gloves

Optional

Chemical hand warmers
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#
Item
Footwear
4 pairs

Thin liner socks

2 pairs

Vapor barrier socks

5 pairs

Thick heavyweight socks

1 pair

Tent booties

Check

Sleeping Equipment
1

Sleeping bag

1

Insulated overbag

1

Full-length, closed cell foam mat

1

Full-length inflatable mattress and repair kit

2

Eyeshades or eye masks for sleeping in 24-hour daylight

2 pairs

Earplugs

Ski Equipment
1 pair

Ski boots

1 pair

Intuition Mukluk Liner

1 pair

Backcountry nordic skis with boot compatible bindings

2 pairs

Half-length ski skins

1 tube

Ski skin adhesive

1 pair

Ski poles

Luggage
1

Large lightweight duffel bag (avoid heavy bags like The North Face Base Camp Duffel)

1

Carry-on backpack 22” x 18” x 10” (26cm x 46cm x 26cm). You will use this bag on your Antarctic flights as your carry-on and can leave it Union Glacier with a change of clothing for after your
expedition (t-shirt, jeans, underwear, socks, lightweight boots, shower toiletries, and a towel)

4-6

Stuff sacks of different colors to organize items in the sled and tent

Other Equipment
2

32-oz Nalgene wide-mouth water bottles (option to substitute one for a stainless steel thermos
flask)

1

32-oz Nalgene wide-mouth water bottle (marked for pee)

2

Insulated covers for 32-oz Nalgene water bottles (Outdoor Research or Forty Below)

1

Pee funnel for women (Freshette or Shewee)

1

Plastic insulated mug with lid with wide bottom

1

Large lightweight non-breakable Lexan bowl or Fairshare Mug with lid

1 set

Lexan cutlery

2

4 fl oz pack of sunscreen with minimum SPF 50

2

Lip balm with minimum SPF 50

2

Handkerchiefs/bandanas

1

Small pocket knife

1

Watch with an alarm, new batteries, and a long wrist strap

1

Sewing and repair kit with duct tape and screwdriver for bindings

1

Personal toilet bag with pack towel, Wet Wipes, toothbrush, toothpaste, anti-bacterial gel, lotion,
contact colution, etc.
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#

Item

Check

1

Personal first-aid kit with Band-Aids, super glue, blister kit, foot powder, tape, antiseptic, pain
medication

As
needed

Personal medication. Bring enough for your expedition plus an additional 4 weeks’ supply. High
quality multi-vitamins are recommended.

As
needed

Feminine products. For your reference, research on the use of the oral contraceptive pill to control
periods on expeditions: www.theuiaa.org/upload_area/Medicine/Advice-and-Recommendations/
No14-Contraception/UIAA_MedCom_Rec_No_14_Contraception_at_Altitude_2009_V1-1.pdf

Optional Electronics
Optional

GPS

Optional

DelLorme inReach, Iridium GO!, or Iridium satellite phone and case

Optional

Camera, memory cards, accessories, and case

Optional

iPod or digital music player with two sets of headphones

Optional

Mobile phone

Optional

Batteries, chargers, adapters, and solar panels to support all of the devices you bring

Other Optional Items
Optional

Lightweight journal, sketchbook, pencils, pen, e-reader

Optional

Compass with global needle or weighted for the southern hemisphere

Optional

Christmas and birthday treats and gifts

Optional

Personal treats like candy bars, photos, favorite poem

Optional

US cash to purchase satellite phone cards or merchandise at Union Glacier Camp
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SKIING & CLIMBING SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE
MR/MRS
MS/MISS

GIVEN NAMES
(AS SHOWN ON PASSPORT)

SURNAME / LAST NAME
(AS SHOWN ON PASSPORT)

NATIONALITY
OF PASSPORT

HEIGHT
(INCHES/CMS)

WEIGHT
(POUNDS/KGS)

Date of Birth
(dd/mm/yy)

Name by which you wish
to be known (if other than above)
Street Address

City

Region

Country

Home Phone

+

Work Phone +

Mobile

+

Email

What is your
first language?

Post Code

How well do
you speak English?

WHICH OF OUR GUIDED EXPERIENCES ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?
Experience Name

Check All That Apply

Preferred Departure Date

Mount Vinson
Mount Sidley
Climb Antarctica
Ski Antarctica
Ski Last Degree
Ski South Pole - Hercules Inlet
Ski South Pole - Messner Start
Ski South Pole - Axel Heiberg

3478 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 USA
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Skiing and Climbing Skills Questionnaire

You will be taking part in a demanding expedition as part of a team. Past experience and good training contribute to
your enjoyment and to the overall well-being of the team. It is important for everybody on the team to have a similar
level of fitness and skill.
Please describe your previous experience as honestly and completely as possible so that we can do our best to match
your ability with that of other participants.
In the Past Experience sections, please only list trips you have accomplished to date. Trips that are planned between
now and your arrival in Antarctica should only be included under the Training section.

PAST SKI EXPERIENCE
How many years downhill skiing?
How many years cross-country skiing?
How many years backcountry/alpine ski touring?
When backountry/alpine ski touring, what types of systems do you use?
Downhill days:

Off-piste downhill days:

Backcountry/alpine touring days:

Cross-country days:

How frequently have you been skiing
in the last 2 years?

What experience do you have of
hauling a sled/pulk?

List below any ski touring trips that you have done
Month/
Year
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Details of Region/Route

Name of Guide
(if used)

Distance Skied

Number
of Days

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS

PAST MOUNTAINEERING/CLIMBING EXPERIENCE
How many years have you been mountaineering/climbing?
Have you ever been rock climbing?

Yes

No

Lead

Follow

Top-Rope

Have you ever been ice climbing?

Yes

No

Lead

Follow

Top-Rope

Have you worked as a guide in the mountains?

Yes

No

If so, provide details:

Has the majority of your mountaineering/climbing been unguided?

Yes

How frequently have you been mountaineering/
climbing in the last 2 years?

# of 7+ day trips:

# of 1-2 day trips:

No

List below any mountaineering/climbing trips that you have done in the last 2 years.
Month/
Year

Mountain

Route

Name of Guide
(if used)

Highest altitude reached?

Did you
summit?

List below any other major mountaineering/climbing trips (single peaks/traverses/climbing
areas) that you have done.
Month/
Year

Mountain

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS

Route

Name of Guide
(if used)

Highest altitude reached?

Did you
summit?
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PAST GLACIER TRAVEL EXPERIENCE
Do you have roped glacier travel experience?

Yes

No

Yes

No

If so, where/when?

Have you climbed out of a crevasse using prusiks or mechanical ascenders?
If so, where/when?

PAST WINTER OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
How many years have you been active in the winter?
How frequently have you done winter activities in the # of 1-2 day trips:
last 2 years?

# of 7+ day trips:

List below any winter outdoor activities not previously mentioned in other sections.
Month/
Year

Details of Region/Activity

Name of Guide
(if used)

Temperature

Number
of Days

Temperature

Number
of Nights

List below any winter/snow trips where you camped in a tent.
Month/
Year
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Details of Region/Activity

Name of Guide
(if used)

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS

PAST ALTITUDE EXPERIENCE
Have you ever camped at altitude?

Yes

No

Highest altitude you have camped?

List below any times you have been above 10,000 ft (3000 m) not previously mentioned.
Month/
Year

Details of Region/Activity

Name of Guide
(if used)

Highest altitude
reached?

Number
of Days

FIRST AID EXPERIENCE & TRAINING
Do you have any first aid experience/training?

Yes

No

If yes, please tell us the organization you trained with and when you recieved your certification.

OTHER PAST EXPERIENCE
Please provide details on any other experiences you may have had which may be relevant to a skiing/climbing
expedition i.e. marathons, triathlons, endurance events, extended backpacking trips, biking (road or mountain),
multi-day adventures, etc.

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS
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PHYSICAL FITNESS
How often do you exercise? Please check the box to the right that best describes your level of activity.
In good health, but do not have a regular exercise routine.
Mainly exercise 1-2 times a week (e.g. a weekend hike, visit to the gym, short jog).
Exercise 2-3 times a week with cardiovascular sessions lasting more than 45 minutes.
Exercise more than 4 times a week with a mix of interval and cardiovascular sessions.
What physical activities do you do on a regular basis: Climbing, hiking, skiing, running,
biking (mountain or road), other?

Can you hike uphill for 6-8 hours carrying a 55 lb (25 kg) pound pack without
being exhausted the next day?

Yes

No

When did you last do this?

TRAINING
Describe your fitness routine leading up to your expedition

Type of Training

Hours per Session

Session per Week

Gym Work
Running
Cycling
Outdoor Exercise
Other:
Other:
Please list below any other trips or training you have planned between now and when you arrive in Antarctica
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SIGNATURE
I declare that the information provided is a fair representation of my skiing, climbing and mountaineering experience. I
also declare that I know of no reason that should prohibit me from taking part in the expedition or that would jeopardize
other team members or myself.
Name:
Signed:

Date:

ALE reserves the right to check your credentials.

ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS & EXPEDITIONS
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UNION GLACIER CAMP
79˚46’S 82˚52’W
2297 FT (700 M)
Our main camp is only accessible by air and lies on

the broad expanse of Union Glacier in the Southern
Ellsworth Mountains. All of our guests take their first
steps in Antarctica here, on the naturally occurring
blue-ice runway. We are a short flight from Mount
Vinson, the highest peak in Antarctica, and just over
600 mi (1000 km) from the South Pole. Majestic peaks
rise in all directions offering unlimited opportunities
for scenic excursions, technical climbs, and ski tours.

ACCOMMODATIONS

WEATHER

Union Glacier Camp is the only facility of its kind in
Antarctica. Our full-service camp operates during the
Antarctic summer (November through January) and is
dismantled at the end of each season. We can house
up to 70 guests in our dual occupancy Clam Tents.

The Antarctic climate is generally cold, dry, and
windy. Even though it is summer, the temperatures
remain below freezing at all times. Camp is typically
less windy than other areas, such as the blue-ice
runway, and temperatures range between 0° to
30°F (-17° to -1°C). Please keep in mind conditions
can change rapidly and wind chill can make
temperatures feel colder. You must bring everything
on our Required Clothing & Equipment List so
you are prepared for all conditions.

Clam Tents are double-walled sleeping tents that
are designed to withstand Antarctic conditions with
a high-tech nylon covering and durable aluminum
frame. They are also incredibly comfortable to live
in with large doors and a tall interior that allows
you to stand upright and move around easily (16 ft
x 8 ft or 5 m x 2.4 m). Tents are naturally heated
by the 24-hour sunlight up to 60°F (15°C). Each
guest is provided with a cot, mattress, pillow,
linens, towels, and wash basin.
If you have a preference of whom you would like to share
a tent with, please let us know. Otherwise we will pair
you with a compatible roommate of the same gender.

MEALS
Breakfast 8-9am
Hot breakfast is served until 8:40am
and self-serve continental breakfast is
available until 9am.

Lunch 1-2pm
Dinner 7-8pm
The Dining Tent is the heart of our camp and serves
as a gathering place for all of our guests. You’ll have
the opportunity to meet people from all over the world
embarking on everything from a Mount Vinson summit
attempt to a Ski South Pole expedition. You’ll get to
mingle with our staff, who speak 15 different languages,
and may have the chance to talk to scientists working
on a variety of research projects.
Our talented chefs utilize a fully equipped kitchen
to create fresh-cooked meals, baked goods, and
fantastic desserts. You’ll be surprised at the range of
fresh fruit, vegetables, meat, and cheese we’re able
to fly in regularly from Chile. We offer a variety of hot
beverages, soft drinks, juices, and water. Chilean beer
and wine are served in limited quantities with dinner.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner are served at set times.
In between meals, self-serve snacks and beverages
are always available. All meals are served buffet style
and vegetarian options are available upon request.
If you have made special dietary requests, please
introduce yourself to the kitchen staff when you arrive
in camp. Due to the remote location of our camp and
distance from advanced medical care, we are unable
to cater to those with severe food allergies.

SHOWERS & TOILETS
While at Union Glacier Camp, you’ll have access to
communal showers and toilet facilities. In keeping with
our mission to set the highest possible environmental
standards, we try to minimize the amount of residue
(grey) water we generate as well as the fuel we use to
melt snow in Antarctica. We provide disinfectant hand
gel in the dining tent and in all toilets and ask that
guests limit shower use to every 2-3 days to conserve
water. Towels are provided in your tent and body wash
is available in all shower stalls but you should bring any
other toiletries with you. We also provide wash basins
if you don’t want to take a full shower. Many guests
bring pre-moistened towelettes such as Wet Wipes
to use in between showers. We do not offer laundry
service in Antarctica.

Shower Hours
7-10:30am
5-10pm
All human waste is removed from Union Glacier Camp
which requires us to keep urine separate from feces
for ease of transport. For men, a stand-up urinal is
provided in addition to a sit down toilet for feces
and toilet paper. For women, two sit-down toilets
are provided, one for urine and one for feces and
toilet paper. During the night, most guests prefer
to use a “pee bottle” in their tent. Our staff will show
you the container where you empty your pee bottles
behind the toilet facility. Keep in mind there are no
toilets accessible during excursions outside of camp
and you may want to bring your pee bottle with you
in case you need it!

ACTIVITIES

You can be as active or relaxed as you like while at
Union Glacier. Each morning after breakfast we will
meet with you to discuss the options and organize
activities tailored to the weather and your interests.
There are a variety of group excursions we regularly
offer (described in your detailed itinerary) and plenty
of activities you can do on your own around camp.
Take a walk, cross-country ski, or try out one of our
fat tire bikes on the groomed 6 mi (10 km) loop. If
you’re looking for something more low-key, check out
a book, movie, or game in our polar library. In the
evenings, we regularly offer lectures and films tailored
to your experience. Please respect camp quiet hours
between 10pm and 7am.
If you’d like to experience more of Antarctica, you can
add a flight to one of our other destinations for an
additional fee. Based on the time of your visit and
weather conditions, you may be able to join a flight
to the South Pole, charter a scenic flight around the
Ellsworth Mountains, or visit Mount Vinson Base Camp.
If you’re interested in adding one of these flights on to
your itinerary, please ask our Guest Services team and
they can provide you with rates and availability.

COMMUNICATION

Satellite phone cards are available for purchase with
US cash ($35 USD for 30 minutes). Please note that
you are charged per attempted transmission, not per
connection. You can ask for a satellite phone in our
Communications Office during specified hours and
can make calls from our phone booths or your own
tent. Please do not use satellite phones in communal
areas like the Dining Tent.
There is no mobile coverage in Antarctica. Satellite
internet access is for operations only. Please enjoy
this digital detox!
In an emergency, your family may contact our
offices in Salt Lake City or Punta Arenas and we can
forward a message to you while you are on the ice.
However, we will only give out information about
you to those individuals listed on your Personal
Information Form (PIF).
Punta Arenas Guest Services
Libertador Bernardo O’Higgins #568
Punta Arenas, Chile
Guest Services Coordinator +56 9 6832 7472
Driver +56 9 9640 0135
guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com

POWER
Limited charging facilities are available in the Dining
Tent and can support USB, US 110 V 3-pin electrical
plugs, or 12 V DC-DC chargers capable of plugging
into a “female” cigarette lighter socket. Ensure your
batteries are fully charged prior to leaving Punta
Arenas, you have back-up batteries on hand, and
you leave any unnecessary electronics behind.
Please be courteous of your fellow guests and do
not leave electronics plugged in overnight.

TRANSPORTATION
All guests arrive in Antarctica on an Ilyushin-76TD.
This robust, four engine Russian jet was originally
designed to deliver heavy machinery to remote areas
of the USSR. It is well-suited for off-strip landings,
such as the blue-ice runway at Union Glacier, and
easily copes with polar weather conditions.
Each season we charter three ski aircraft to transport
guests and cargo within the continent. We utilize two
De Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otters and one Basler BT67. The Twin Otter is the workhorse of many national
Antarctic programs and is used by the British Antarctic
Survey, the United States Antarctic Program, as well
as the Argentine and Chilean air force. The Basler is
our larger ski aircraft and is a turboprop conversion
of the Douglas DC-3. We use it to transport larger
groups of passengers and cargo into the field.
We also maintain a fleet of specially adapted vehicles
for ground transportation, snow clearing, and runway
maintenance. These include two 4x4 and two 6x6
passenger vans, several tractors, SnoCat, industrial
snow-blowers, skiway groomer, and a number of
snowmobiles and sleds.

MEDICAL SAFETY
Keeping you healthy in Antarctica is one or our key
priorities. We have a basic medical clinic staffed by
doctors and medics who specialize in emergency,
high altitude, and remote medicine. The clinic is
equipped to treat minor illnesses or can be used to
stabilize more serious conditions until the patient can
be evacuated. Our field guides all hold advanced first
aid certification and are trained in emergency response
protocols. Guides are required to carry comprehensive
first aid kits when away from camp. A member of our
medical team accompanies all South Pole Flights due to
the altitude and extreme temperatures at this location.

our hearty meals and delicious desserts. Keep
your skin covered in cold and windy conditions
to prevent frostbite. Wear gloves when taking
photos and use a balaclava, Buff, or face mask.
Wear high quality sunglasses or goggles at all
times outside and liberally apply sunscreen. And
don’t forget to use the disinfectant hand gel!

If you take regular medication, bring enough with
you for your anticipated itinerary as well as 4 weeks’
extra supply. Even in Punta Arenas, compatible
prescription medications can be difficult to source.
Common ailments such as dehydration and cold
injury can easily be avoided through self-care. Make
sure to drink plenty of fluids as you can easily become
dehydrated in Antarctica’s cold, dry climate. Your
body needs calories to keep warm, so please enjoy

If necessary, we will call in a dedicated Ilyushin
flight to evacuate a patient. Keep in mind Punta
Arenas, Chile is 1,883 mi (3030 km) away from
Union Glacier and evacuation is entirely dependent
on good weather conditions. Because of this,
medical evacuation may take up to several days.
Evacuation flights will be at your own expense,
which is why we require all guests to carry Medical
Evacuation Insurance.

Tell our medics or your guide immediately if you
feel unwell or have a problem. Many issues can be
easily resolved if they are addressed early but can
become serious if ignored.

Safety Perimeter

TRAVEL SAFETY
Few people get to camp and travel on an active glacier
but this unique environment requires everyone to
be cautious and conservative. Use common sense,
stay within your limits, listen to safety briefings, and
follow instructions. Ask if you have questions.
Union Glacier is a large expanse of actively moving
snow and ice that is flowing from the Polar Plateau
towards the Ronne Ice Shelf, carving its way through
spectacular mountains along the way. Although
beautiful, this active glacier creates many travel
hazards including heavily crevassed areas.
Crevasses are holes and cracks 15 to 260 feet (580 m) deep in the surface of the snow. They are
often covered by only a thin layer of weak snow and
can be very dangerous. Assume all glaciated terrain
contains hidden crevasses and always seek advice
before traveling outside camp.
We use a variety of tools to mark safe areas
around Union Glacier and our field camps. These
include high resolution satellite imagery, ground
penetrating radar, historical knowledge of the area,
and experienced mountain guide techniques. Our
camp boundaries and safe travel routes are routinely
maintained and clearly marked to ensure safe passage
in low visibility. Our Travel Safety team gives regular
briefings to guests and staff on where it is safe or
not safe to travel.
All guests and staff must adhere to a strict CheckOut and Check-In Procedure when leaving camp and
be cleared by our Travel Safety Manager. Guests and
staff must stay on established safe routes outside
of camp or employ glacier travel techniques (ropes,
harness, etc.). Please check with our Communications

staff before crossing the skiway to use the 6 mi (10
km) loop. There may be other aircraft in the vicinity,
even if you see all of our aircraft on the ground.
If you need assistance, our Guest Services team
is always available as your first point of contact.
The Communications and Operations Offices are
open for guests between 9am and 7pm. Please be
respectful of these busy workplaces and only visit
them when necessary.

“NO GO” AREAS
We have identified a safety perimeter around camp,
identified by red flags. Do not cross the red flags or
enter any of the following “No Go” areas unless you
are accompanied by a member of our staff.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The blue-ice runway or taxiway when a flight
is due. You will be advised where you may
stand to take photos.
The back of the Ilyushin during unloading or
loading.
Radio masts, antennas, and guy lines
Ski aircraft parking area, skiways, and the air
crew tent.
Medical Clinic unless a medic is present.
Garage and Workshop Areas.

TIME

SMOKING

Even though you’ll be living in 24-hour daylight, Union
Glacier Camp time is the same as Punta Arenas, Chile,
where our flights originate. Our field camps at Mount
Vinson, South Pole, and the Emperor Penguin Colony
also operate on this same time.

Smoking is PROHIBITED inside ANY tent, structure,
vehicle or aircraft due to extreme fire danger. Smoking
is permitted outside only. Containers for ash and
cigarette butts are located outside the Dining Tent or
please use your own container with a lid should you
wish to smoke elsewhere.

Union Glacier Time
=G
 MT (UK time) -3 hours
= Eastern Standard Time (NYC time) +2 hours
= Pacific Standard Time (LA time) +5 hours.
Amundsen-Scott Station, located at the South Pole uses
New Zealand Standard Time (GMT +13 hours).

DISTANCE
•
•
•

1 nautical mile (nm) =
1.15 statute miles =
1.852 kilometers
1 degree of latitude = 60 nm
1 minute of latitude = 1 nm

GRATUITIES
You are welcome to give gratuities/tips if you wish but
should feel under no pressure to do so. Tipping rates
are left entirely to your discretion based on your level
of satisfaction with our service. Tips can be given to our
Guest Services Manager. Like many travel companies,
gratuities are pooled and shared among the entire staff
because we feel each person plays an equally vital role
in the safe and successful completion of your experience.

BOOKING NOTES
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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for partnering with us to offer the most unique Antarctic experiences to our guests. The
following notes are designed to provide you with a quick reference to our booking procedures and
trip information.
New Notes and Important Reminders
• ANI is now ALE! In September 2016 we completed the merging of our two brand names, Adventure Network

International (ANI) and Antarctic Logistics & Expeditions (ALE). With the debut of our new logo and website (www.
antarctic-logistics.com), we now operate exclusively under the ALE name. Please make sure any references to ANI or
use of our old logo are updated in your marketing materials.

• We just launched a new Media Library to provide you with compelling images that capture our unique Antarctic

experiences. Please contact leslie.wicks@antarctic-logistics.com for access to the library.

• Guests must arrive in Punta Arenas two full days prior to their scheduled Antarctic flight. Guests participating in Ski

South Pole experiences must arrive five days prior.

• We recommend that you make at least 2 pre and 2 post-trip hotel night reservations in advance due to

limited availability in Punta Arenas. Please do not prepay for post-trip reservations and do not use online
booking sites like Booking.com or Hotels.com to make reservations. Prepaid or online hotel reservations are the
most difficult for us to change in the event of a weather delay.

• Carry-on luggage is restricted to one bag per passenger and must fit under an airplane seat: 18” x 16” x 10”

(46 cm x 41 cm x 26 cm). Guests are encouraged to wear their polar boots, pants, and jacket to board the aircraft
in Punta Arenas, Chile.

• Remind guests to bring US cash with them in small denominations ($5, $10, $20 bills). US cash is required to

purchase satellite phone cards or Antarctic merchandise in Union Glacier Camp.
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1. OUR ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCES
With more than 25 years of experience, Antarctic Logistics & Expeditions
(ALE) is the premier provider of land-based Antarctic experiences. We
offer a wide range of Antarctic adventures & logistical support to suit
every guest’s ultimate goal. From our blue-ice runway and base camp at
Union Glacier, guests can venture to the summit of Mount Vinson, fly to
the South Pole, journey to the emperor penguin colony at Gould Bay, or
embark on a ski expedition in the spirit of early explorers.

UNION GLACIER
Our runway and main camp is located on Union Glacier in the southern
Ellsworth Mountains of Antarctica. We are a short flight from Mount
Vinson, the highest peak on the continent, and just over 600 nautical
miles (1000 km) from our nearest neighbors at the South Pole Station.
Our camp is only accessible by air and all ALE experiences start with a
4¼ hour flight by our chartered commercial jet from Punta Arenas, Chile.
Twin engine, ski aircraft are used for all other flights within the continent.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Union Glacier Camp is the only facility of its kind in Antarctica. Our full-service camp operates during the Antarctic
summer (November-January) and is dismantled at the end of each season. We can house up to 70 guests in dual
occupancy tents. Our double-walled sleeping tents are roomy, comfortable, and well-suited to Antarctic conditions. Tents
are naturally heated by the 24-hour sunlight up to 60°F (15°C). Each guest is provided with a cot, mattress, pillow,
sheets, towels, and wash basin.

MEALS
The dining tent is the heart of our camp where guests and staff gather to enjoy fresh-cooked meals from our talented
chefs. All meals are served buffet style and we can accommodate most dietary needs with advance notice. Snacks and
beverages are available anytime.

FACILITIES
While at Union Glacier, guests will have access to communal showers and toilet facilities. In keeping with our mission to
set the highest possible environmental standards, we try to minimize the amount of residue (grey) water we generate as
well as the fuel we use to melt snow in Antarctica. We provide disinfectant hand gel in the dining tent and in all toilets
and ask that guests limit shower use to every 2-3 days to conserve water. We do not offer laundry service in Antarctica.

COMMUNICATION AND POWER
There is no mobile phone coverage in Antarctica. Guests can purchase satellite phone cards with US cash ($40 USD for
30 minutes) and use ALE handsets to make phone calls while in Antarctica. Satellite internet access is for ALE operations
only. Limited charging facilities are available at Union Glacier Camp and field camps. Two types of outlets are available:
USB and 120V A/C (North American Type A or B plugs).

MEDICAL SUPPORT
We have a basic medical clinic staffed by doctors and medics who specialize in emergency, high altitude, and remote
medicine. The clinic is equipped to treat minor illnesses or can be used to stabilize more serious conditions until the
patient can be evacuated. Our field guides all hold advanced first aid certification and are trained in emergency response
protocols. Guides are required to carry comprehensive first aid kits when away from camp. A member of our medical team
accompanies all South Pole flights due to the altitude and extreme temperatures at this location.
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If necessary, we will call in a dedicated Ilyushin flight to evacuate a patient. Keep in mind Punta Arenas, Chile, is 1,883
mi (3030 km) away from Union Glacier and evacuation is entirely dependent on good weather conditions. Because of
this, medical evacuation may take up to several days. Evacuation flights will be at the guest’s expense, which is why we
require all guests to carry Medical Evacuation Insurance.

FIELD CAMPS
When staying at a field camp (emperor penguins and South Pole), the accommodations are more basic. Guests will sleep
in mountaineering style tents, will not have access to showers, and will need to use snow toilets, pee bottles, and Wag
Bags to collect their waste. However, even in these extremely remote areas, guests can look forward to a heated dining
tent and delicious meals prepared by our staff.

WHO CAN GO?
Our experiences are best suited to adults who enjoy the active outdoors and have a generous sense of adventure.
Anyone over the age of 16 years may participate provided that they are in good physical and psychological health.
Guests should have reasonable mobility, be comfortable walking on uneven surfaces, and be able to move up and down
steps. Due to our extremely remote location we may be unable to accommodate guests with severe food allergies. For
their own safety, guests must have sufficient English speaking skills to understand instructions from guides, flight crews,
and other staff. Guests with little or no English must be accompanied by a translator.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checked luggage allowance of 55-66 lb (25 kg-30 kg) based on experience
Airport transfers to and from Punta Arenas airport
Personal gear check at guests’ hotel
Welcome and safety briefing the night prior to their scheduled Antarctic flight
Round-trip flights from Punta Arenas, Chile, to Antarctica
Experienced Antarctic guides and lecturers
All specified ski aircraft flights within Antarctica (per experience itinerary)
Meals and tented accommodation while in Antarctica
Group excursions while at Union Glacier Camp
Use of recreational equipment at Union Glacier Camp
Celebration dinner and certificate of achievement

Some Experiences Include
• Group field camping equipment (when traveling beyond Union Glacier Camp)
• Group climbing equipment (all climbing experiences)
• Sled, harness, ski pole pogies (all ski experiences)
• Skis, ski boots, ski skins, ski poles (Ski Last Degree)
Not Included in the Trip Cost
• Commercial flights to and from Punta Arenas, Chile
• Airport transfers outside of Punta Arenas, Chile
• Meals and accommodation in Punta Arenas, Chile
• Expenses incurred due to delays
• Personal equipment and clothing
• Excess weight fees for luggage over the specified allowance for the experience
• Additional flights within Antarctica (other than those shown in itinerary)
• Satellite phone charges in Antarctica
• Insurance coverage – personal, medical, evacuation or otherwise

DELAYS
All flights are dependent on weather, runway conditions and aircraft serviceability. We cannot stress strongly
enough that delays are a normal part of Antarctic travel. All guests should be prepared for delays of days or weeks
and not make any firm plans for at least one week after their return Antarctic flight. While we will not cover expenses
incurred due to delays in Punta Arenas (additional hotel nights, meals, etc.), we do provide meals and accommodation in
Antarctica for any delays on the return flight, at no additional cost to guests.
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2. BOOKING PROCESS AND FORMS
Our Guest Reservation Checklist gives you an overview of our booking process:
Due Immediately to Secure Reservation
Medical Information Form
Personal Information Form
Skills Questionnaire (if required for your experience)
$5000 (USD) Deposit
Due ASAP
Terms and Conditions
Waiver
Clothing Rental Form (optional, only available for non-technical experiences)
Passport Copy
Please email a scan of the face page of your passport. These details are used to prepare the passenger manifest for
immigration officials for your Antarctic flight. Visa and health documents may also be required for travel to Chile but
do not need to be submitted to our office.
Due 90-120 Days Before Departure
Ink Signature Originals of Medical Information Form, Terms and Conditions and Waiver mailed to Salt Lake City
office
Medical Evacuation Insurance Policy
All guests are required to hold Medical Evacuation Insurance for the duration of their experience and at least 7
DAYS BEYOND their return Antarctic flights.
$150,000 (USD) required for Mount Vinson, Antarctic Odyssey, Ski Antarctica, Climb Antarctica, and Ice Marathon
$300,000 (USD) required for all other experiences and expeditions that travel outside the Ellsworth Mountains
Mountaineering: Guests on mountaineering experiences must hold specific coverage for roped travel and
climbing.
Skiing: Guests on ski experiences must confirm that their policy covers skiing in Antarctica.
Races: Guests competing in the Ice Marathon must confirm their policy covers races and/or endurance events.
Trip Cancellation Insurance (optional)
We enforce a strict Refund Policy and strongly advise you to purchase Trip Cancellation Insurance to protect yourself
against an event which may force you to cancel your trip or leave an experience early. We do not require this
insurance and you do not need to provide a copy of your policy to us.
Final Payment
Due 30 Days Before Departure
Flight Details
Email your airline, flight number, and arrival/departure dates and times in Punta Arenas, Chile (PUQ).
Hotel Details
Email your hotel name, reservation name, reservation number, dates of stay, and room type.
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AGENT CONTRACT AND LIABILITY INSURANCE
All Agents must have a signed, active Agent Contract and current Liability Insurance Policy on file with our Salt Lake City
office before they are able to initiate a booking.

Guests will not be permitted to board our aircraft and travel to Antarctica if we have not received all
of the required documents, insurance, and payments detailed below:

MEDICAL INFORMATION FORM (MIF)
As soon as your guests confirm their interest, please email us a completed MIF for each individual. Each MIF will be
reviewed by our Medical Director before we can accept a booking. Please note our Medical Director may request a Guest
Medical Report (GMR) from the guest’s personal physician, especially if the guest is 60 years or older.
Guest Medical Report (GMR): ALE’s Medical Director may send a follow up letter to the guest’s personal physician in
the event that more information is necessary. The Report from the physician is intended to involve him/her in our medical
process, and confirm that the chosen experience is best suited to the guest’s current health conditions. Our goal is to
identify any medical concerns early so we can ensure everyone has a safe and enjoyable experience while in Antarctica.
Our policy is to facilitate guests with special needs or disabilities rather than to bar them from traveling. Let us know
of any special needs via an accurate medical form early in the booking process, so that we have time to work with the
individual and put in place any additional support that will be required.
Withholding or providing false medical information can present a significant risk to the individual, his/her group, other
field parties and our staff. It may also invalidate the individual’s insurance.
All medical information received is confidential and securely stored. However, any or all of it may be shared with our
guides, other company personnel or third parties, if deemed necessary for the guest’s safety or the safety of others.
The original MIFs with ink signatures must be mailed to our Salt Lake City office.

PERSONAL INFORMATION FORM (PIF)
Each guest must complete and return a PIF. This form gives us important contact details in case of an emergency. It also
helps us make special accommodations for guests in regards to their language, dietary, filming, or other needs.

SKIING AND CLIMBING SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE (IF REQUIRED BY EXPERIENCE)
We require a Skills Questionnaire to be completed by all guests participating in a technical experience. If required, please
submit each guest’s Skills Questionnaire along with their MIF for review.

DEPOSIT
Once guests have had their MIF and Skills Questionnaires reviewed, and no further information is requested, we will
issue you an invoice to collect their deposits. A deposit of $5,000 USD per person is required to reserve space on any
experience. Payment dates and details appear on the invoice. Please contact our Salt lake City office by phone or Skype
for the full account number. Please note that a charge will be added to cover bank transfer fees. Reservations are
confirmed only upon receipt of deposits.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS (T&C)
This document details our agreement with the guest. You are responsible for ensuring that they have received, read,
understood, accepted and signed the Terms and Conditions for their experience. The original T&Cs with ink signatures
must be mailed to our Salt Lake City office.
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WAIVER
We require all passengers to sign our Waiver and Assumption of Risk Agreement. Ensure all guests read and understand
the document fully before signing. The Waiver must be signed, witnessed and, if necessary, counter-signed by a
translator. No changes to the form will be accepted. The original Waivers with ink signatures must be mailed to our Salt
Lake City office.

CLOTHING RENTAL FORM (OPTIONAL)
We offer polar insulated parkas, pants, boots, and sleeping bags to rent for an additional fee. These items can only be
rented by guests traveling on non-technical experiences. Please submit rental forms for guests interested in these items
and we will adjust your invoice accordingly.

PASSPORT
Please email a scan of the face page of each passport. These details are used to prepare the passenger manifest for
immigration officials for the Antarctic flights. Visa and health documents may also be required for travel to Chile but do
not need to be submitted to our office.

MEDICAL EVACUATION INSURANCE POLICY
In accordance with the Antarctic Treaty requirements, all visitors to Antarctica must have adequate insurance or other
arrangements in place to cover any costs associated with medical care and evacuation.
All guests must hold Medical Evacuation Insurance for the duration of their experience and at least 7 DAYS BEYOND their
return Antarctic flights.
$150,000 (USD) required for Mount Vinson, Antarctic Odyssey, Ski Antarctica, Climb Antarctica, and Ice Marathon
$300,000 (USD) required for all other experiences and expeditions that travel outside the Ellsworth Mountains
Mountaineering: Guests on mountaineering experiences must hold specific coverage for roped travel and climbing.
Skiing: Guests on ski experiences must confirm that their policy covers skiing in Antarctica.
Races: Guests competing in the Ice Marathon must confirm their policy covers races and/or endurance events.
We have included a list of insurance providers to assist you in researching the policies available to Antarctic travelers. As
our expertise lies in Antarctic operations – not in the nuances of insurance – we strongly recommend that your guests
address specific questions to their insurance agent and take time to thoroughly understand the policy they purchase and
its exclusions.
Once purchased, please email a copy of their policy to our office.

TRIP CANCELLATION INSURANCE (OPTIONAL)
We enforce a strict refund policy and strongly advise your guests to purchase Trip Cancellation and Interruption Insurance
to protect against an event which may force them to cancel or leave an experience early. We do not require this
insurance.

FINAL PAYMENT
Final payment is due 90-180 days prior to departure based on your individual Agent Contract. In general, we will issue
one numbered invoice for each group. Do not let guests send payments directly to us.

CANCELLATION
Cancellation of individual bookings must be received in writing. Please refer to the cancellation terms and penalties
outlined in your individual Agent Contract and our guest Terms and Conditions.
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3. HOTEL RESERVATIONS
We have provided a list of recommended Punta Arenas hotels for your reference and a map showing their proximity
to ALE’s office. We recommend guests stay in either the Rey Don Felipe or the Isla Rey Jorge as they are the most
accommodating in the event of a delay.
We strongly recommend making hotel reservations in advance for at least 2 pre-trip and 2 post-trip nights.
While flight delays do occur, it is the busy season in Punta Arenas and hotels are often booked to capacity. Making posttrip reservation in advance is the only way to guarantee space in a specific hotel upon a guest’s return from Antarctica.
In the event of a delay, our team in Punta Arenas will ensure all guests have accommodation and will make changes to
existing reservations for you. We cannot guarantee we’ll be able to keep guests in the same hotel if they are at capacity,
but we will do our best to ensure they stay in the same or equivalent hotel.
To facilitate reservation changes, please follow to these recommendations:
• Use ALE to make hotel reservations. We have developed good relationships with a number of hotels in Punta

Arenas and are happy to make reservations for guests. Additionally, reservations made directly by ALE are the easiest
for us to change in the event of a delay. Please provide us with the hotel name, the type of room(s) required, a
rooming list showing who will share, the check-in and check-out dates, and a credit card to hold the reservation.

• Do not use online booking sites like Booking.com or Hotels.com to make reservations. Online reservations are the

most difficult for us to change in the event of a delay. Instead, make reservations through ALE or the hotel directly.

• Make sure the reservation can be canceled or changed without penalty, otherwise the guest may be

charged for unused hotel nights.

• Do not prepay for post-trip reservations. Prepaid reservations cannot always be refunded in the event of a last

minute change. In addition, prepayment can cause confusion for the guests if their original hotel was prepaid by the
agent and due to a delay, we have to move them to another hotel, where they will be asked to pay upon check-out.

• Send ALE the hotel details. Please send us their reservation details at least 30 days prior to departure. We will

need the hotel name, reservation name, reservation number, dates of stay, and the room type so we can assist with
extensions in the event of a delay.

4. FLIGHT RESERVATIONS
Guests must arrive in Punta Arenas two full days prior to their scheduled Antarctic flight. Guests participating in
Ski South Pole experiences must arrive five days prior. We recommend you book a return date that is 7 days
beyond their scheduled return to Punta Arenas. Ensure you purchase a full-fare, completely flexible ticket
of sufficient duration.
Antarctica is a unique destination and travelers must adapt their plans to allow for a flexible return date. Delays of days or
weeks are possible given the unpredictable conditions in this extreme environment. Additionally, guests will be traveling to
and from Chile during high season and possibly over the holidays when seat availability is extremely limited. We recognize
making airline reservations given these circumstances is challenging and have prepared the Advice When Purchasing
Airline Tickets guidelines to assist you.
Once flights are booked, please provide us with guest arrival and departure details at least 30 days prior to
departure. We will also need a 24-hour contact number for your agency so we can advise you when the guests’
return flight to Punta Arenas is confirmed and you can proceed with changes to return tickets. Keep in mind that flights
may be dispatched late at night and your agency may be in a different time zone than our Chilean office. You may need
to make changes on very short notice (4 hours). Please make a plan with the guests in advance on how you will change
return flights for them. Communication from Antarctica can only be done via Iridium satellite phone, which can be very
expensive for the guest.
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5. PRE-TRIP PREPARATIONS
VISAS AND GOVERNMENT ENTRY FEES
No visa is required for travel to Antarctica; however, each guest should confirm well in advance whether they require
a visa to enter Chile. The visa application process can be lengthy and sometimes requires a letter of invitation. We will
supply a letter of invitation only to guests who have paid a deposit for their experience. We assume no responsibility for
visas that are denied or issued too late. Any visa should allow for multiple entries into Chile as guests may be stamped
out of the country when they depart for Antarctica and re-enter Chile on their return. To allow for delays returning from
Antarctica, the visa should have duration well beyond the experience end date.
“Reciprocity fees” must be paid by nationals of some countries, including Mexico and Australia. Amount varies
by country. The fee must be paid prior to passing through immigration at the Santiago airport. Information on visa
requirements and entry fees is available on Chile’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs website:
http://chileabroad.gov.cl/londres/en/2015/02/16/tourist-visa/

IMMUNIZATIONS
Although no immunizations are mandatory for entering Chile, guests are advised to consult the World Health Organization
website for information about international travel and health, http://www.who.int/ith/en/ and to discuss their particular
circumstances with their physician if they have any concerns.

LUGGAGE
We cannot hold Antarctic flights for guests who have lost or delayed luggage. However, our Punta Arenas staff will work
with the airlines to locate and retrieve guests’ luggage.
All luggage must comply with international air transport regulations. Fuels or other hazardous substances are prohibited
on flights to Antarctica. Spare or loose lithium batteries are prohibited in checked luggage and must be packed in the
carry-on. For the safety of our staff, individual bags must not weigh more than 66 lb (30 kg).
Each experience has a set weight allowance for checked luggage on Antarctic flights. Please verify the limits for each
of your guests. Any checked luggage in excess of this amount will be charged at $34 USD per lb ($75 USD
per kg). Guests can pay in US cash or we can invoice you for excess luggage. Rental sleeping bags do not need to be
packed by the guest and will be delivered to their tent in Antarctica. Carry-on luggage and clothing worn aboard the flight
are also not included in this checked luggage allowance. However, the Ilyushin-76 does not have overhead bins, so their
carry-on bag must fit below the seat in front of them. Carry-on luggage is restricted to 18” x 16” x 10” (46 cm x
41 cm x 26 cm).
For fragile items, like camera equipment, that need to be hand carried by the guest or other carry-on items that do not
fit under the passenger seats, we will issue Gate Check luggage tags. These items will be carried aboard by guests and
stored behind the last row of passenger seats. Guests will need to retrieve these items before disembarking the aircraft
in Antarctica. Gate Check items are considered part of checked luggage so they will be weighed and subject to the total
weight allowance for each experience.
Guests can leave luggage in Punta Arenas if there are items they do not need in Antarctica. All left luggage will be stored
at their hotel and we will provide luggage tags with a claim receipt. In the event they stay in a different hotel upon their
return, our staff will move the left luggage accordingly. ALE is not responsible for lost or stolen luggage.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
We have included a copy of our Required Clothing and Equipment List for non-technical experiences. It is essential that
guests receive this information and bring all of the items listed. Our staff will conduct a Gear Check of each guest’s
clothing and equipment prior to departure. Individuals who arrive in Punta Arenas with clothing that is inappropriate
for Antarctic conditions may be required to rent or buy additional items, or will not be allowed to board the aircraft to
Antarctica.
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CLOTHING RENTAL
We offer polar insulated parkas, pants, boots, and sleeping bags to rent for an additional fee. These items can only be
rented by guests traveling on non-technical experiences. A Clothing Rental Form is enclosed. As we have limited stock,
we suggest that guests return completed forms to us as soon as possible. We will add the clothing rental charge to the
final invoice.

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCES
We have specific equipment lists for all climbing and skiing experiences. If you have a guest participating in a technical
experience, please ask us for that specific equipment list. All equipment should be tested prior to departure from home
(e.g. crampons are fitted to boots, outer layers fit over top of inner layers). Be aware that technical outdoor clothing and
equipment is difficult or impossible to purchase in Punta Arenas.
We strongly suggest that all climbers carry their boots in their carry-on luggage on all commercial flights. Climbing boots
are impossible to borrow or buy in Punta Arenas and if they do not turn up in time for the Antarctic flight, the individual
may be forced to cancel his/her trip.
Ski Last Degree guests need to notify us if they wish to use our boots and what size to reserve. If guests plan on
bringing their own boots, we will need to know the brand, model, and size to ensure our bindings are compatible.

DON’T PACK A PEST
Antarctica is an isolated continent and is almost free of introduced alien species and diseases. Visitors could accidentally
bring alien seeds, pests or diseases (as a group, called non-native species) into Antarctica or transfer them between
different Antarctic ecosystems.
Please ensure that each guest receives a copy of the Biosecurity and Equipment Cleaning Guidelines to ensure that
equipment, boots and clothing are clean and free of non-native species before departure to Antarctica.
Advise guests to check clothing and equipment prior to leaving home to make sure they are free of soil or plant matter.
As part of their Gear Check in Punta Arenas, our staff will inspect clothing and equipment and if necessary have guests
wash boots or other soiled items.

ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
We are a Member of the International Association Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO.org) and fully subscribe to the
principle of safe and environmentally responsible travel to the Antarctic. Antarctica is governed by the Antarctic Treaty and
a strict environmental protocol regulates all activities within the Treaty area and all visitors to Antarctica. We’ve prepared
a short document to ensure that visitors are aware of and comply with Treaty requirements to act in an environmentally
responsible manner throughout their time in Antarctica. Please ensure all guests receive and review the Guidance for
Visitors to the Antarctic. We will supply additional wildlife guidelines for guests visiting emperor penguin colonies. All
guests must attend our Welcome and Safety Briefing the evening before their Antarctic flight where we will review
environmental practices.

SPECIAL REQUESTS
Please let us know well in advance if any guests have special needs or requests such as physical disabilities, dietary
restrictions, or roommate preferences. If a guest wants to film commercially or utilize a drone (UAV), we will also need
notification pre-arrival.
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6. ARRIVAL IN CHILE
We ask guests to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile at least two full days prior to their scheduled Antarctic flight in order to
fully prepare them for their upcoming Antarctic experience. These days also allow a buffer for flight and luggage delays
should their travels to Chile not go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for delayed passengers or luggage.
Remind guests to pick-up their luggage before clearing customs in Chile. Arturo Merino Benitez Airport in
Santiago will be the point of entry into Chile for most visitors. Upon arrival, visitors pass through immigration, claim their
luggage and clear customs before taking the elevator to the third floor of the terminal to check-in for their domestic
flight to Punta Arenas. All visitors must claim their luggage and clear customs in Santiago, even if the luggage is checked
through to Punta Arenas. If a guest’s luggage does not arrive in Santiago, advise them to complete a missing form for lost
luggage before leaving the Santiago airport.
Upon arrival at Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo International Airport (PUQ), an ALE representative, holding an ALE
sign, will be waiting for guests at the exit from the luggage claim area to transport them to their hotel. Please notify
our Punta Arenas team if they are delayed or their arrival time changes:
Driver Mobile +56 9 9640 0135
Guest Services Manager +56 9 6832 7472
Guest Services Email guests.punta@antarctic-logistics.com
Office Address Calle Bernardo O’Higgins 568
Guests will receive a Welcome Pack which includes their Gear Check time, their Clothing Rental time (if applicable),
their Luggage Pick-Up time, and the time of the Welcome and Safety Briefing. These events are mandatory and
very important steps in preparing guests for arrival in Antarctica.

7. PRE-DEPARTURE DAYS IN PUNTA ARENAS
We will come to each guest’s hotel at the specified Gear Check time to review their clothing and equipment. They will
need to lay out all of the items on our Required Clothing and Equipment List in their hotel room so we can go through
each item. Once the Gear Check is complete, our staff will either escort guests back to ALE’s office for their Clothing
Rental appointment or explain to guests how to get to the office if their appointment is at a later time.
On the morning before their Antarctica flight, we will come to their hotel at their scheduled Luggage Pick-Up time to
weigh and collect their checked luggage & equipment. We collect luggage the day before the flight to preload the aircraft
and to be ready to depart as soon as the weather is suitable. Guests will not have access to their checked luggage until
it is delivered to their tent in Antarctica, even if the flight is delayed. They should not put anything in their checked
luggage that they might need during their stay in Punta Arenas, on the flight, or for the first few hours in Antarctica (ex:
passport, medications, money, cameras, spare lithium batteries, perishable food, sunscreen, sunglasses). Guests traveling
on Emperor Penguins or Emperors & Explorers will also need to bring their carry-on items, including camera gear, to the
Luggage Pick-Up so we can weigh them, but they will not be collected. These weights are used to calculate final payloads
for the ski aircraft flight to the colony.
Guests will keep their carry-on luggage and polar clothing (base layers, jacket, pants, gloves, hat, eyewear, and boots)
with them. Rental sleeping bags will be delivered to their tents and will not need to be packed by the guest.
The evening before their Antarctic flight we invite all guests to a Welcome and Safety Briefing at our Punta Arenas
office. At the briefing, we will describe the flight dispatch process, update them on the current weather, and prepare them
for their arrival at Union Glacier. They’ll also get to share cocktails and hors d’oeuvres with the other guests traveling to
Antarctica.
Based on weather forecasts, Antarctic flights may depart Punta Arenas as early as the evening prior to the scheduled
date. Our staff will stay in close contact with guests, giving them regular weather and schedule updates for their flight.
Hotel check-out time is generally 12 noon. If the flight has not been dispatched by noon, we recommend paying for an
additional night. This guarantees accommodation in case weather remains poor and the flight is not dispatched, or in the
event of a turnaround flight (due to poor landing conditions in Antarctica).
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8. ANTARCTIC FLIGHT DAY
We will provide transportation to the airport when the flight to Antarctica is called. Guests should be in the lobby, with
hotel bills paid, ready to board the bus at the agreed pick-up time. Guests should bring all of their essential personal
belongings in a small backpack and wear the boots and outer clothing they will need for their arrival in Antarctic to board
the aircraft. The temperature onboard the aircraft will be cool. Guests can leave behind luggage in Punta Arenas if there
are items they do not need in Antarctica. All left luggage should be marked with the provided luggage tags and stored at
the hotel. Guests will give the left luggage claim receipts to an ALE representative as they board the bus.
Punta Arenas is a military and commercial airport. All passengers must pass through security prior to boarding the
aircraft. Please only film in the permitted areas. Any commercial filming must be arranged well in advance and is subject
to fees. Guests will need to write a letter to the Airport Manager explaining what filming they wish to do; how long it will
take; and whether the filming is for personal or commercial purposes. Please let us know guests’ needs before they arrive
in Punta Arenas.
Once on board the aircraft, all passengers are under the direct control of the Captain and must follow flight crew
instructions. A safety briefing will be given before take-off. The flight to Antarctica takes about 4¼ hours. We provide
in-flight food and drinks. Basic toilet facilities are available on board the aircraft; however, we encourage all passengers
to use the facilities in the airport prior to boarding. At a specified time, our staff will instruct guests to put on their polar
clothing in preparation for landing. If a landing is not possible for any reason, the aircraft will return to Punta Arenas, or
(if necessary) an alternate airport. Return fuel is carried on all flights.
Upon landing at Union Glacier, the aircraft will taxi to its parking position. Guests should stay seated until the plane has
come to a complete stop and all engines have been turned off. Guests will take all of their carry-on luggage with them
and be transported by specially-adapted 4x4 vans from the runway 5 mi (8 km) to camp. Once at camp, guests will
receive a Welcome Tour and Briefing, be directed to their tent, and have their checked luggage delivered.

9. EXPERIENCE ITINERARIES
Please make sure you have received our most up to date itinerary for each experience. We will be sending a Final Pack for
each guest 60-90 days prior to their departure date.

10. GRATUITIES/TIPS
Guests are welcome to give gratuities/tips if they wish but should not feel under any pressure to do so. Tipping rates are
left entirely to the guests’ discretion based on their level of satisfaction with our service. Tips can be given to our Guest
Services Manager. Like many travel companies, gratuities are pooled and shared among the entire staff because we feel
each person plays an equally vital role in the safe and successful completion of the guests’ experience.
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11. ENCLOSURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add-On Flights
Advice When Purchasing Airline Tickets
Biosecurity and Equipment Cleaning Guidelines
Clothing Rental Form (optional, only available for non-technical experiences)
Experience Dates
Guest Reservation Checklist
Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic (available in various languages from our Salt Lake City office)
Hotel List
Medical Evacuation Insurance Providers
Medical Information Form (MIF)
Minimum Age Policy
Personal Information Form (PIF)
Punta Arenas Map
Required Clothing and Equipment List (each climbing and skiing experience has a specialized list available from our
Salt Lake City office)
Skiing and Climbing Skills Questionnaire (if required by experience)
Terms and Conditions (T&C)
UAV Guidelines
Union Glacier Camp
Waiver
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GUEST RESERVATION CHECKLIST
Due Immediately to Secure Reservation
Medical Information Form
Personal Information Form
Skills Questionnaire (if required for your experience)
$5000 (USD) Deposit
Due ASAP
Terms and Conditions
Waiver
Clothing Rental Form (optional, only available for non-technical experiences)
Passport Copy
Please email a scan of the face page of your passport. These details are used to prepare the passenger manifest
for immigration officials for your Antarctic flight. Visa and health documents may also be required for travel to
Chile but do not need to be submitted to our office.
Due 90–120 Days Before Departure
Ink Signature Originals of Medical Information Form, Terms and Conditions, and Waiver
mailed to Salt Lake City office.
Medical Evacuation Insurance Policy
All guests are required to hold Medical Evacuation Insurance for the duration of their experience and at least 7
DAYS BEYOND their return Antarctic flights.
$150,000 (USD) required for Mount Vinson, Antarctic Odyssey, Ski Antarctica, Climb Antarctica, and Ice
Marathon.
$300,000 (USD) required for all other experiences and expeditions that travel outside the Ellsworth Mountains.
Mountaineering: Guests on mountaineering experiences must hold specific coverage for roped travel and
climbing.
Skiing: Guests on ski experiences must confirm that their policy covers skiing in Antarctica.
Races: Guests competing in the Ice Marathon must confirm their policy covers races and/or endurance events.
Trip Cancellation Insurance (optional)
We enforce a strict Refund Policy and strongly advise you to purchase Trip Cancellation Insurance to protect
yourself against an event which may force you to cancel your trip or leave an experience early. We do not
require this insurance and you do not need to provide a copy of your policy to us.
Final Payment
Due 30 Days Before Departure
Flight Details
Email your airline, flight number, and arrival/departure dates and times in Punta Arenas, Chile (PUQ).
Hotel Details
Email your hotel name, reservation name, reservation number, dates of stay, and the room type.
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MINIMUM AGE POLICY
ALE does not accept guests under the age of 16 years old. Antarctic travel poses serious physical and
psychological risks and persons under the age of 16 have unique medical considerations that amplify
these risks in a remote environment.
This policy was developed in response to the following medical, logistical, and ethical considerations:

MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Children under 16 years of age are not physiologically the same as an adult: “The spectrum of diseases they suffer from is
different and their responses to disease and injury may differ both physically and psychologically” (Advanced Pediatric Life
Support Manual: The Practical Approach; Advanced Life Support Group, BMJ Publishing, 1997).
• Exercise Tolerance: During weight-bearing walking, oxygen consumption of children averages 10-30% higher than

in adults making normal walking or skiing more physiologically stressful in children compared to adults.

• Hypothermia: Children have a larger surface-to-weight area and less subcutaneous fat. As a result, children are

physiologically at greater risk than adults of hypothermia in cold environments and the younger the child is the more
at risk he/she is likely to be.

• Response to Trauma & Illness: While most children do not have chronic medical conditions and can compensate

for illness and injury extremely well (by maintaining their blood pressure for example), when they reach their limit,
they deteriorate very quickly. The window for medical intervention can be very short. Due to the remote locations we
operate in, rapid medical evacuation is not possible.

• Altitude: While children are not more susceptible to altitude illness than adults, the risks associated with serious

altitude illness such as HAPE or HACE are amplified due to the remote location in which we operate. Rapid access to
medical care for juveniles is not possible.

• Psychological Considerations: Children may not be fully able to understand and consent to the risks associated

with Antarctic travel. They may also lack experience in dealing with physically and mentally challenging environments
and situations that require critical decision-making. In crisis situations, their reactions are unpredictable and can
potentially endanger themselves and other parties as a result.

LOGISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
• Response Time: Children with emergent medical conditions can deteriorate rapidly and require immediate medical

evacuation and treatment. Due to the remote locations in which we operate, evacuation is entirely dependent on
weather conditions and aircraft accessibility and can take up to several days.

• Equipment: Children require pediatric medications as well as pediatric-sized airways, cannulae, splints, and other

equipment which we cannot stock in our emergency kits or clinic. In the event of a medical emergency, juveniles
require specialized care and instrumentation which is not readily available at the remote locations where we operate.

• Staff: Children require specialized care by medical professionals with pediatric expertise and experience. While

many of our medical staff hold these qualifications, we cannot guarantee access to a pediatric specialist in the
event of an incident.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
As an Antarctic tour operator, ALE adheres to the Antarctic Treaty (ATCM 27 Resolution 4) which confers the responsibility
on ALE to ensure “that all participants are medically, physically, and psychologically fit to undertake the activity in
Antarctica”.
ALE is fully aware of the risks inherent in Antarctic travel and has an ethical duty to manage these risks for our guests.
Even though a parent may feel it is safe to expose their child to these risks, we are not comfortable allowing a child under
16 to travel to Antarctica under our authorization to operate.
Our operation adheres to strict safety and environmental standards to help safeguard guests and protect the continent
for future generations. Antarctica will always be here and we at ALE eagerly welcome guests back once they’ve reached
adulthood.
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ADVICE WHEN PURCHASING AIRLINE TICKETS
Antarctica is a unique destination and travelers must adapt their plans to allow for a flexible return date. Delays of days or
weeks are possible given the unpredictable conditions in this extreme environment. Additionally, you will be traveling to and
from Chile during high season and possibly over the holidays when seat availability is extremely limited. We recognize making
airline reservations given these circumstances is challenging and have prepared these recommendations to assist you.

How to Book Your Ticket
Recommended: Travel Agent
We recommend that you work with a full service travel agent, who can advise you on the most suitable fare and be available
to make changes to your reservation on short notice (4 hours).

No matter which agent you choose, make sure they are aware of the likelihood of delays and prepared to assist you in
changing your ticket while you are in Antarctica. Please give us your travel agent’s contact details so we can advise them
when your return flight to Punta Arenas is confirmed and they can proceed with changes to your return ticket. Keep in mind
that flights may be dispatched late at night and/or your agent may be in a different time zone than our Chile office. We will
need a 24-hour contact number for your agent. Tickets that are subject to change fees may require payment at the time
the reservation is changed. Make sure your agent has your payment details and your authorization to make changes while
you are in Antarctica.

Alternative: On Your Own
Be aware that making your own reservation changes from Antarctica can be very expensive and time consuming. Iridium
is the only phone network that services Antarctica and airtime costs are high. ALE sells pre-paid phone cards at $40 for 30
minutes (US cash). We do not want the end of your Antarctic Experience to be hindered by you having to make difficult
changes to your commercial flights from the ice. If you do not choose to use a travel agent, please have a friend or family
member on call that can make flight changes for you and give our office the contact details for this person. ALE staff
members are unable to make ticket changes on your behalf directly with the airline.

What Type of Ticket to Book
Ensure you purchase a full-fare, completely flexible ticket of sufficient duration.
Check the restrictions BEFORE you buy. Airline restrictions get more difficult every year and you or your agent can
only make changes within the rules that apply to the fare that you purchase. There are some types of tickets that are only
valid for a specified period, others that do not permit changes, and many that only permit changes by the ticket holder on
payment of a penalty. Some fares do not even permit you to fly stand-by. Make sure the rules of the ticket are included on
your itinerary and easily accessible to you and whoever will be making the changes to your reservation.
In our experience, the cheaper the ticket you purchase, the more difficult it is to change a reservation on short
notice. Travelers often do not think about the implications of buying a discount fare through a consolidator or a ticket using
air miles or frequent flyer points. These types of tickets are usually heavily restricted and have limited space availability.
Also, keep in mind that change penalties and the cost of additional hotel nights may end up being more expensive than
buying a higher-priced more flexible ticket to begin with.
3478 South Main Street
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Choosing an Arrival Date
Required: 2 Full Days Before Your Antarctic Flight
We ask you to arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile two full days prior to your scheduled Antarctic flight in order to fully prepare you
for your upcoming Antarctic experience. These days also allow a buffer for flight and luggage delays should your travels to
Chile not go as scheduled. We do not hold Antarctic flights for delayed passengers or luggage.

Choosing a Return Date
Recommended: 7 Days After Your Return Antarctic Flight
We recommend you book a return date that is 7 days beyond your scheduled return to Punta Arenas (e.g. for a scheduled
return from Antarctica of December 20, select a flight home on December 27). With this option, you or your agent will be
able to make changes to your return date without the risk of losing your ticket due to a “no show” or other difficulties. If your
ticket is subject to change fees, you will only pay for one change to move your reservation to the date that you want to fly.

Alternative: 3-4 Days After Your Return Antarctic Flight
You may opt to choose a return date that is “likely,” say 3-4 days after your scheduled return to Punta Arenas, but this is
a gamble and can be expensive if your ticket incurs a penalty for each change to the reservation. Keep in mind that some
airlines and types of tickets do not permit “no shows” so if you are delayed, you are committed to making changes to your
ticket while in Antarctica or risk losing your ticket altogether.

About LAN
LAN Chile is the main airline that flies to Punta Arenas. Purchasing a ticket through LAN Chile or a LAN Chile partner can
ease the ticket changing process. Ticket changes can no longer be made in person at the LAN Chile office in Punta Arenas.
Changes must now be made online or over the phone.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF UAV AND SIMILAR SYSTEMS
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) (also called Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV); Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS); drones; or quadcopters) and GoPro® or similar versatile flight and camera systems are increasingly popular. Their use in Antarctica has raised concerns, particularly about privacy,
interference with scientific work, use in controlled airspace, and potential impacts if lost.
You do not need pilot certification for non-commercial use of your UAV, provided it is below 55 lb (25 kg) total weight.
However, you must have a basic understanding of air navigation, airworthiness, and relevant regulations.
The following requirements are designed to ensure the safety of all people, aircraft, and operations, to help protect the
environment, and to prevent interference with other activities.

PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN CHILE
• Inform ALE’s Salt Lake Office as early as possible if you intend to use a UAV.
• Provide the make and model of the UAV.
• Provide a detailed plan on where you plan to use the UAV.

PUNTA ARENAS, CHILE
• Your UAV will be inspected for suitability during our normal gear checks in Punta Arenas, prior to departure for

Antarctica. UAVs must be of strong construction with suitable safety features for use in the polar environment.

IN ANTARCTICA
• Pilots will be required to make a successful test flight at Union Glacier, before further flight clearance will be granted.

All users must demonstrate to ALE that they have adequate training or, where relevant, certification for operating a
UAV. ALE will log and keep a record of all UAV flights.

• Pilots must get clearance from ALE Operations before each and every flight, to avoid interfering with wildlife, local

aircraft activity, communications or electromagnetic frequencies in use in the relevant area.

• Flights over hazardous areas, such as crevasses or steep terrain will require prior discussion with ALE’s Travel Safety

Manager. Such flights will only be agreed where adequate recovery systems, such as homing UAV devices or a
suitably qualified recovery team, are in place.

• Pilots must be aware of other guests or staff who may not want to be filmed, or who may be irritated by noise or

sight of UAVs. If any doubt, ask first.

RESTRICTED AREAS
• UAVs should only be flown in areas where recovery of a downed vehicle is possible.
• UAVs must not be flown at Union Glacier Camp during camp quiet hours, 10pm to 7am.
• UAVs must not be flown in or near to wildlife or any Protected Areas or Historic Sites or Monuments, where “near”

means any possibility of the UAV accidentally flying or drifting into the area.

• UAVs must not be flown in or closer than 15.5 mi (25 km) to ASMA No. 5: Amundsen–Scott South Pole Station, South Pole.
• UAVs must not be flown at any point on Mount Vinson above the altitude of Vinson Base Camp
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ANTARCTIC TREATY RECOMMENDATION XVIII-1
GUIDANCE FOR VISITORS TO THE ANTARCTIC
Activities in the Antarctic are governed by the Antarctic Treaty and associated agreements, referred to collectively as the
Antarctic Treaty System. In 1959 the Treaty established Antarctica as a zone of peace and science.
In 1991 the Consultative Parties to the Antarctic Treaty adopted the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic
Treaty. The Protocol sets out environmental principles, procedures and obligations for the comprehensive protection of
the Antarctic environment and its dependent and associated ecosystems. The Consultative Parties have agreed that, in
accordance with their legal systems, the provisions of the Protocol should be applied as appropriate. Organizers and
operators will continue adherence to existing regulations and provide leadership in new and improved efforts.
The Environmental Protocol applies to tourism and non-governmental activities, as well as governmental activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area. It is intended to ensure that these activities do not have adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment,
or on its scientific and aesthetic values.
This Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic is intended to ensure that all visitors are aware of, and therefore able to comply
with, the Treaty and the Protocol. Visitors are, of course, bound by their own national laws and regulations applicable to
activities in the Antarctic.

PROTECT ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE
Taking of, or harmful interference with Antarctic wildlife is prohibited except in accordance with a permit issued by a national
authority.
•
•
•
•
•

Do not use aircraft, vessels, small boats, or other means of transport in ways that disturb wildlife, either at sea or
on land.
Do not feed, touch, or handle birds or seals, or approach or photograph them in ways that cause them to alter their
behavior. Special care is needed when animals are breeding or molting.
Do not damage plants by walking, driving, or landing on extensive moss beds or lichen-covered scree slopes.
Do not use guns or explosives. Keep noise to the minimum to avoid frightening wildlife.
Do not bring non-native plants or animals into the antarctic, such as live poultry, pet dogs and cats, or house plants.

RESPECT PROTECTED AREAS
A variety of areas in the Antarctic have been afforded special protection because of their particular ecological, scientific,
historic, or other values. Entry into certain areas may be prohibited except in accordance with a permit issued by an
appropriate national authority. Activities in and near designated Historic Sites and Monuments and certain other areas may
be subject to special restrictions.
•
•

Know the location of areas that have been granted special protection and any restrictions regarding entry and
activities that can be carried out in and near them.
Observe applicable restrictions.

Do not damage, remove, or destroy Historic Sites or Monuments or any artifacts associated with them.

RESPECT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Do not interfere with scientific research, facilities, or equipment.
•
•

Obtain permission before visiting Antarctic science and support facilities, reconfirm arrangements 24-72 hours
before arrival, and comply with the rules regarding such visits.
Do not interfere with or remove scientific equipment or marker posts, and do not disturb experimental study sites,
field camps, or supplies.
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BE SAFE
Be prepared for severe and changeable weather and ensure that your equipment and clothing meet Antarctic standards.
Remember that the Antarctic environment is inhospitable, unpredictable, and potentially dangerous.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know your capabilities, the dangers posed by the Antarctic environment, and act accordingly. Plan activities with
safety in mind at all times.
Keep a safe distance from all wildlife, both on land and at sea.
Take note of, and act on, the advice and instructions from your leaders; do not stray from your group.
Do not walk onto glaciers or large snow fields without the proper equipment and experience; there is a real danger
of falling into hidden crevasses.
Do not expect a rescue service. Self-sufficiency is increased and risks reduced by sound planning, quality equipment,
and trained personnel.
Do not enter emergency refuges (except in emergencies). If you use equipment or food from a refuge, inform the
nearest research station or national authority once the emergency is over.
Respect any smoking restrictions, particularly around buildings, and take great care to safeguard against the danger
of fire. This is areal hazard in the dry environment of Antarctica.

KEEP ANTARCTICA PRISTINE
Antarctica remains relatively pristine, the largest wilderness area on earth. It has not yet been subjected to large scale
human perturbations. Please keep it that way.
•
•
•
•
•

Do not dispose of litter or garbage on land. Open burning is prohibited.
Do not disturb or pollute lakes or streams. Any materials discarded at sea must be disposed of properly.
Do not paint or engrave names or graffiti on rocks or buildings.
Do not collect or take away biological or geological specimens or man-made artifacts as souvenirs, including rocks,
bones, eggs, fossils, and parts or contents of buildings.
Do not deface or vandalize buildings, whether occupied, abandoned, or unoccupied, or emergency refuges.

These internationally agreed guidelines apply to all visitors to Antarctica, including scientists and support staff working for
governmental research programs, as well as participants on organized cruises and other expeditions, and individual visitors.
The essential provisions are reflected in national laws, so violations may be subject to legal sanctions including fines or even
imprisonment.
The leaders and staff on this expedition are familiar with these guidelines and will explain the reasons behind them. They
will help you to adhere to them. But you, too, have a part to play. By encouraging your fellow visitors to follow your own
environmentally-conscious behaviour, you will help us to ensure that Antarctica will remain pristine for the enjoyment of
future generations. We appreciate your cooperation.
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ANTARCTIC BIOSECURITY

Equipment, Boot and Clothing Cleaning
Introduction
Visitors could accidentally bring alien seeds, pests or diseases (as a group, called non-native species) into Antarctica or
transfer them between different Antarctic ecosystems. There is no conclusive evidence that tourists have introduced nonnative species or transmitted diseases to Antarctic wildlife but there is indirect and circumstantial evidence that raises
concern.
To minimize the chances of bringing non-native species into Antarctica, the International Association of Antarctica Tour
Operators (IAATO) recommends decontamination practices similar to those used by quarantine authorities in many countries
to prevent the introduction of alien pests and diseases.
At the end of this note is a Biosecurity Self-Audit Check List to help you check whether your clothing and equipment is
thoroughly clean.
1.

2.

3.

Before Leaving Home
1.1 Antarctica is an isolated region and is relatively free of introduced diseases. We can each help to keep it so by good
preparation before we leave home.
1.2 All equipment, boots and clothing must be clean before you depart for Antarctica.
1.3 Take special care if you go trekking, hiking, backpacking or visit a farm before your Antarctic expedition. You must
clean your equipment, boots and clothing thoroughly to remove all soil and organic material.
1.4 Equipment such as ice axes, camera tripods, sleds or vehicles can harbor soil or seeds and should also be cleaned.

In Punta Arenas
2.1 Your equipment, boots and clothing will be checked by our staff before your flight and, if necessary, you will be
asked to clean them again before departure.
2.2 Industrial pressure washers and steam cleaners will be available for those needing to clean equipment and vehicles.
2.3 Certain food products, such as uncertified poultry, must not be taken to Antarctica to reduce the chances of
introducing diseases.

Visits to Wildlife Areas in Antarctica
3.1 As far as possible, avoid walking in organic material such as guano, seal placenta or seal feces, in order to avoid
moving this material between sites.
3.2 Before moving from one site to another, scrub the sole of your boot in the snow to remove as much material as
possible. If there is a simple brush scrubber, use this to clean the welts in the sole. Check that other equipment,
such as camera tripods and backpacks, are clean.
3.3 Do not feed wildlife.
3.4 Do not eat near bird or seal colonies and watch out for scavengers such as South Polar Skuas.
3.5 Protect camp food caches and garbage so that scavengers cannot get at them.
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BIOSECURITY SELF-AUDIT CHECKLIST

Complete this check list before you leave for Antarctica
Have you inspected all of your clothing for soil, seeds and insects?
Especially cuffs, Velcro strips, pockets, seams, headwear and jacket hoods.

Have you emptied, vacuumed, and inspected the inside of any bags
that you plan to take to Antarctica to check that you are not carrying any soil, seeds or insects?

Is all your equipment and luggage clean and free of soil and seeds?
This includes walking sticks, ski poles, skis and camera tripods or other equipment.

Have you scrubbed your footwear to remove all soil and organic material,
especially if you have been walking on farmland?

Do you understand that you need to repeat the Biosecurity Self-Audit Check List
procedure before each new site you visit in Antarctica?

Share this information with others and if you see anything which causes you concern
please speak to one of our team in Punta Arenas or Antarctica.
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PUNTA ARENAS HOTEL PRICES
Hotel
Hotel Rey
Don Felipe

Isla Rey Jorge

Diego de Almagro

Hotel Dreams
del Estrecho

Cabo de Hornos

Best Western
Finis Terrae

Tierra del Fuego

Condor de Plata

Description
ALE’s preferred hotel, based on their excellent service and willingness to accommodate
reservation changes in the event of a delay. Comfortable and tastefully decorated boutique
hotel located only 2 blocks from the central plaza. Rooms equipped with hairdryer, mini-bar,
safe, phone, Wi-Fi and cable TV. Room service, laundry, and fitness room available. Breakfast
buffet included.
Smaller hotel that is often able to accommodate reservation changes in the event of a delay.
Good value, cozy atmosphere and comfortable rooms. Room service, laundry, free Wi-Fi.
Helpful staff. Excellent restaurant serving regional and international cuisine. Breakfast buffet
and welcome drink included.
Located on the waterfront, this large hotel is preferred by guide companies due to the number
of rooms available and their ability to extend reservations in the event of a delay. Bright rooms
with climate control, mini-bar, cable TV, Wi-Fi, and electronic locks. Exercise room and heated
pool. Breakfast buffet included.

Room Type
Single

230

Double

260

Triple

330

Superior

335

Suite

370

Single

119

Double

143

Triple

172

Single

160

Double

160

Triple

243

Single/Double - City View

172

Most luxurious hotel in Punta Arenas, featuring a casino and a spa. Located near the pier.
Amenities include large rooms, a restaurant overlooking the Magellan Straits, pool, and fitness Single/Double - Ocean View
center. Wi-Fi available. Breakfast buffet included. Due to limited availability, this hotel is
Junior Suite
usually unable to extend reservations in the event of a delay.
Suite
Large, full-service hotel on the central plaza. Big, bright rooms, some with a view of Magellan
Straits. Ultramodern, chic lobby, bar, and restaurant. Regional and international cuisine.
Breakfast buffet included. Free Wi-Fi.

Hotel located in downtown Punta Arenas with 64 rooms, restaurant and bar. Free Wi-Fi access
and in-room safe. Breakfast buffet included.

Punta Arenas Hotel Prices 2017-2018

215
253
220

Double

245

Triple

310

Single

162

Single Superior

195

Double

201

Double Superior

293

Triple

266

Suite

389

Single

165
200
250

Suite

265

Single

78

Double

90

USD prices are provided as a guide only. Prices may increase without notice or vary with fluctuating exchange rates.
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200

Single

Mid-range hotel in a central location. Good value. Comfortable rooms. IDD phone and free Wi- Double
Fi in room. Helpful front desk. Pub and restaurant in hotel. Breakfast buffet included.
Triple
Economical hotel with good location and service. Rooms are simple but comfortable. One
internet terminal located in lobby with Wi-Fi available. Continental breakfast included. Often
used by expeditions. Limited English.

Price USD $

Phone, Email, Website
(Dial + 56 61)
2295000
reservas@hotelreydonfelipe.com
www.hotelreydonfelipe.com

2222681
reservas@islareyjorge.com
www.islareyjorge.com
2208800
centraldereservas@dahoteles.com
www.dahotelespuntaarenas.com
2204594
reservas@mundodreams.com
www.mundodreams.com
2715000
reservas@hotelesaustralis.com
www.hotelcabodehornos.com

2209100
reservas@hotelfinisterrae.cl
www.hotelfinisterrae.cl

2222681
reservas@islareyjorge.com
www.islareyjorge.com
2247987
reservas@condordeplata.cl
www.condordeplata.cl
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Südpol per Ski -verschieden lange Strecken- via Basecamp „Union
Glacier“ ex Punta Arenas / Chile
Tourübersicht
Südpol per Ski - der letzte Breitengrad
Legen Sie 111 km per Ski zurück und erreichen Sie den Südpol durch eigene Kraft und die
Unterstützung Ihres Teams. Meistern Sie diese polare Herausforderung, um Fuß auf den
südlichsten Punkt der Erde zu setzen!
Diese einzigartigen zwei Wochen treffen den Kern polarer Erkundungen. Erleben Sie aus erster
Hand die Herausforderungen, denen sich die frühen Forscher stellen mussten, während Sie sich
selbst auf Skiern einen Weg über die antarktische Landschaft bahnen, die zugleich gnadenlos und
unvorstellbar schön ist.
Ski Last Degree ist die ideale Wahl für alle, die die wahre Herausforderung einer polaren
Expedition erleben wollen, aber nicht die Zeit oder Ressourcen haben, um sich einer kompletten
Expedition ab der Küste zu widmen. Die Reise beginnt bei 89° Süd, wo Sie per Flugzeug
abgesetzt werden. Sie legen dann per Ski und Schlitten die letzten 111 km zurück, um am
südlichsten Punkt der Erde zu stehen - dem geographischen Südpol.
Die Belohnungen Ihrer Anstrengungen sind deutlich - Freundschaften, gewachsen aus
gemeinsamen Herausforderungen und das Wissen, dass Sie den Südpol, das ultimative Ziel, aus
eigener Kraft und Entschlossenheit heraus erreicht haben.

Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Hercules
Schließen Sie sich einer Elitegruppe an, die eine der extremsten vorstellbaren Expeditionen
abgeschlossen hat und erreichen Sie den Geographischen Südpol - zu Fuß.
Lassen Sie sich ein auf ein Vorhaben, das Ihre Stärke und Ausdauer testet und Sie an Ihre
Grenzen bringt. Ski South Pole ist die ultimative Herausforderung - eine Reise, die eine komplette
antarktische Saison umfasst und auf der Sie von der Hercules Bay über den gefrorenen
antarktischen Kontinent bis hin zum geographischen Südpol 1170 km zurücklegen. Sie reisen per
Ski, immer im Angesicht eisiger Winde, Sastrugi und Schneestürmen.
Für den wahren Abenteurer, für den Training, Herausforderung, Teamwork und Ausdauer das
Erreichen des Ziels versüßen ist Ski South Pole - Hercules eine fantastische Expedition - mit
enormen Belohnungen!
Die Route für „Ski South Pole all the Way“ beginnt immer bei der Hercules Bay an der
Antarktischen Küste und klettert sanft auf mehr als 2800 m Höhe, während Sie sich über die Pässe
der Eiskappe und windgeformten Schneegrate Ihren Weg nach Süden bahnen. Die Tage werden
begleitet von 24-stündigem Tageslicht und intensiver Einsamkeit und Ruhe; keine Pflanze und kein
Tier sind so weit südlich zu sehen, nur Schnee, Eis, Stein und Himmel. Die Expedition dauert
50-60 Tage, abhängig von Wetter, Schneebedingungen und Verfassung der Gruppenmitglieder.
Während der Expedition werden Sie sich 7-9 Stunden täglich per Ski bewegen. Dabei erwarten Sie
unvorhersehbare Wetterlagen und unebenes Terrain sowie die Mitfuhr eines 50-60 kg schweren
Schlittens, auf dem sich Vorräte und Ausrüstung befinden. Wie auf allen Expeditionen ist Erfolg

eine Teamleistung und jeder Teilnehmer hilft dabei das Camp aufzubauen und am Ende des Tages
zu kochen

Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Messner
Behaupten Sie sich gegen die Elemente auf einer nur selten bereisten Route zum Südpol. Ein
Abenteuer polarer Erkundung.
Nehmen Sie eine Reise in Angriff, die den wahren Geist polarer Forschung verkörpert, eine
extreme Expedition, inspiriert von Reinhold Messners epischer Antarktis Durchquerung im Jahre
1989.
Ski South Pole - Messner ist einer fordernde 934 Kilometer lange Durchquerung abgelegenen,
unerforschten Terrains vom Ronne Eisschelf am Rande des gefrorenen antarktischen Kontinents
bis zum geographischen Südpol. Die landschaftlich eindrucksvolle Route verläuft an der westlichen
Flanke des massiven Foundation Eisstromes und dem transantarktischen Gebirge bevor sie sich in
Richtung des Pols ausrichtet. Dies ermöglicht eine kürzere aber gleichzeitig forderndere Alternative
zu Ski South Pole - Hercules.
Diese Expedition eignet sich für alle, die die ultimative Herausforderung einer Ski Expedition der
kompletten Länge auf einer nur selten bereisten Route suchen.

Reiseverlauf

Südpol per Ski - der letzte Breitengrad
Reiseverlauf
Tag 1 Flug in die Antarktis
Abflug Punta Arenas, Chile. 4 1/4-stündiger Flug mit privatem Transportjet in die Antarktis.
Landung auf der Eislandebahn und Niederlassen im Union Glacier Camp.
Tag 2 Einleben in der Antarktis
Heute ist ein ruhiger Tag, um uns an die antarktischen Bedingungen zu gewöhnen und uns mit
der Expeditionsausrüstung vertraut zu machen. Wir besprechen logistische Aspekte der
Expedition mit unserem Guide, erkunden erstmals die beeindruckende Umgebung und bereiten
uns auf unsere Mini-Expedition vor.
Tag 3-4 Mini-Expedition
Auf unserer Mini-Expedition inklusive Übernachtung bekommen wir einen ersten Eindruck vom
Schlittenziehen. Wir machen mehrere Märsche und errichten unser Zeltlager auf dem Union
Gletscher. Dies gibt uns die Möglichkeit, uns mit dem Tempo und Navigieren in der Antarktis
vertraut zu machen und letzte Handgriffe an unserer Kleidung und Campingausrüstung zu
tätigen, bevor wir uns in die tiefen Schneefelder aufmachen. Am nächsten Morgen kehren wir
zum Basislager zurück.
Tag 3-4 Mini-Expedition
Auf unserer Mini-Expedition inklusive Übernachtung bekommen wir einen ersten Eindruck vom
Schlittenziehen. Wir machen mehrere Märsche und errichten unser Zeltlager auf dem Union
Gletscher. Dies gibt uns die Möglichkeit, uns mit dem Tempo und Navigieren in der Antarktis
vertraut zu machen und letzte Handgriffe an unserer Kleidung und Campingausrüstung zu
tätigen, bevor wir uns in die tiefen Schneefelder aufmachen. Am nächsten Morgen kehren wir
zum Basislager zurück.
Tag 5 Flug nach 89°Süd
Per Flugzeug fliegen wir nach 89°Süd, 111 km vom Südpol entfernt. Während sich das Flugzeug
außerhalb unserer Sichtweite entfernt, erleben wir erstmals die Schönheit und Leere dieses
Ortes. Schnee und weite Horizonte allein erstrecken sich in alle Himmelsrichtungen. Wir legen
eine kurze Strecke per Ski zurück oder zelten

Tag 6-10 Per Ski zum Südpol
Als genügsames Teamziehen wir unsere Ausrüstung und Vorräte selbst in Richtung Süden. Wir
starten in gemäßigtem tempo, um uns an die Umgebung zu gewöhnen und steigern unsere
Reisezeit allmählich auf ungefähr acht Stunden pro Tag. Die Reise fordert körperliche
Anstrengungen. Unsere Schlitten wiegen schätzungsweise 30 kg und der Schnee kann durch
den Wind hoch aufgeschoben sein und sogenannte „Sastrugi“ bilden. Wie auf allen Expeditionen
ist Erfolg eine Teamleistung. Die Gruppe reist gemeinsam und von den Teilnehmern wird
erwartet, dass Sie beim Zeltaufbau und der Zubereitung des Essens am Ende des Tages helfen.
Die Amundsen-Scott Forschungsstation ist aus ungefähr 24 km Entfernung zu sehen - diese
letzten Kilometer können am längsten erscheinen!
Tag 11 Der Südpol
Heute legen wir die letzten Schritte bis zu unserem Ziel zurück - der geographische Südpol.
Spüren Sie die Befriedigung, diesen Ort durch eigene Leistung und Durchhaltevermögen erreicht
zu haben und reflektieren Sie wie es sich vor 100 Jahren anfühlte, an diesem Ort zu stehen,
einzig und allein mit dem Pfeifen es Windes und der endlosen Weite weißen Schnees. Wir bauen
unsere Zelte im dafür vorgesehenen Bereich auf und warten darauf, von unserem Flugzeug
abgeholt zu werden.
Der Südpol wurde zu einem besonders verwalteten Gebiet der Antarktis (englisch Antarctic
Specially Managed Area – ASMA) ernannt, um den Umwelt-, Wissenschafts- und Geschichtswert
der Gegend zu bewahren. Wir bitten Sie um jederzeitige Kooperation bei der Einhaltung von
Besucherrichtlinien während unseres Aufenthaltes am Südpol.

Tag 12 Rückkehr zum Union Gletscher
Der Rückflug zum Union Glacier Camp markiert das Ende dieser unglaublichen Reise. Zurück im
Zeltlager genießen wir ein feierliches Abendessen und stoßen auf unsere Leistung an. Wir haben
den Pol auf dem Landweg erreicht und können uns damit zu der Expertengruppe zählen, die die
„wahre Antarktis“ herausgefordert haben. Im Lager haben Sie Zeit, sich zu entspannen und von
der Expedition zu erholen. Alternativ können Sie an Exkursionen und Aktivitäten um das Camp
herum teilnehmen.
Tag 13* Rückkehr nach Punta Arenas, Chile
Das Flugzeug aus Punta Arenas landet mit einer neuen Gruppe begeisterter Entdecker, während
Sie die letzte Etappe Ihres antarktischen Erlebnisses antreten. Unsere Belegschaft erwartet Sie
am Flughafen von Punta Arenas und bringt Sie zu Ihrem Hotel.

*Ablauf
Keine Antarktis Reise gleicht der anderen. Dies ist Teil der Spannung und des Abenteuers
antarktischer Reisen. Der oben genannte Reiseplan beinhaltet typische Aktivitäten und
Erfahrungen. Der exakte Ablauf und Details variieren von Reise zu Reise. Die Länge der Reise
ist weiterhin abhängig vom Abreisezeitpunkt.
Bitte stellen Sie sich auf Verspätungen ein und planen Sie mindestens eine Woche nach
geplanter Rückkehr keine wichtigen Termine. Erlauben Sie sich diese einzigartige Erfahrung
ohne den Stress anstehender Verpflichtungen zu genießen.

Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Hercules
Reiseverlauf
Tag 1 Flug in die Antarktis
Flug von Chile in die Antarktis mit einem privaten Transportjet. Landung auf der Eislandebahn.
Niederlassen im Union Glacier Camp.
Tag 2-5 Union Gletscher
Letzte Vorbereitungen und kurzer Trainingsausflug in der Nähe des Camps, um letzte
Änderungen an Kleidung und Ausrüstung vorzunehmen sowie Eingewöhnung an das
Schlittenziehen.
Tag 6-34 Von der Hercules Bay zu den Thiel Bergen
Flug zur Hercules Bay, wo wir unseren Marsch in Richtung Süden beginnen. Nach einigen Tagen
haben wir uns an die tägliche Routine von einstündigen Märschen mit anschließenden Pausen
gewöhnt. Jeder Tag ist eine Herausforderung. Wir sind konstanten Winden ausgesetzt und
ziehen unsere Schlitten durch unebene Felder, übersät von Sastrugi. Allein der gelegentliche
felsige Gipfel weist uns den Weg, während wir durch die weißen Weiten zu den Thiel Bergen
marschieren, die die Hälfte unserer Strecke markieren.
Tag 35-58 Von den Thiel Bergen zum Südpol
Auf dem urtümlichen Plateau sind unsere Sinne geschärft und wir sind stundenlang allein mit
unseren Gedanken. Die Herausforderung besteht nun genauso auf der mentalen Ebene,
während wir uns durch endlos weiße Weiten kämpfen. Die freudige Erwartung steigt je mehr wir
uns unserem Ziel nähern und dann unsere letzten Schritte in Richtung des Südpols tätigen.
Wir sind angekommen. Unsere erschöpften Körper können entspannen und in unseren Köpfen
tummelt sich nichts als pure Freude während wir Fotos machen und das komplette Ausmaß
unserer Leistung begreifen. Wir haben uns der letzten großen Wildnis gestellt und waren
erfolgreich.
Tag 59-60 Rückkehr zum Union Glacier Camp
Rückkehr zum Union Glacier Camp. Wir sehen den siebten Kontinent aus der Vogelperspektive
und sehen uns selbst, klein und unbedeutend, wie wir diese unendlichen Weiten bezwungen
haben. Gemeinsam stoßen wir mit Champagner auf unsere Leistung an und genießen ein
feierliches Abendessen. Im Anschluss warten Ruhe, Entspannung und der Komfort des Camps.

Tag 61* Rückflug nach Punta Arenas, Chile
Das Flugzeug aus Punta Arenas landet mit einer neuen Gruppe begeisterter Entdecker, während
Sie die letzte Etappe Ihres antarktischen Erlebnisses antreten. Unsere Belegschaft erwartet Sie
am Flughafen von Punta Arenas und bringt Sie zu Ihrem Hotel.

*Ablauf
Keine Antarktis Reise gleicht der anderen. Dies ist Teil der Spannung und des Abenteuers
antarktischer Reisen. Der oben genannte Reiseplan beinhaltet typische Aktivitäten und
Erfahrungen. Der exakte Ablauf und Details variieren von Reise zu Reise. Die Länge der Reise
ist weiterhin abhängig vom Abreisezeitpunkt.
Bitte stellen Sie sich auf Verspätungen ein und planen Sie mindestens eine Woche nach
geplanter Rückkehr keine wichtigen Termine. Erlauben Sie sich diese einzigartige Erfahrung
ohne den Stress anstehender Verpflichtungen zu genießen.

Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Messner

Reiseverlauf
Tag 1 Flug in die Antarktis
Flug von Chile in die Antarktis mit einem privaten Transportjet. Landung auf der Eislandebahn
und Niederlassen im Union Glacier Camp.
Tag 2-5 Union Gletscher
Letzte Vorbereitungen und kurzer Trainingsausflug in der Nähe des Camps, um letzte
Änderungen an Kleidung und Ausrüstung vorzunehmen sowie Eingewöhnung an das
Schlittenziehen.
Tag 6-20 Vom Ronne Eisschelf zu Thiels Corner
Flug an den Rand des Ronne Eisschelfs, wo wir unseren Marsch beginnen. Wir brechen von der
Küste aus auf und halten uns westlich, um Gletscherspalten zu umgehen, die vom Foundation
Eisstrom verursacht werden. Nach einigen Tagen haben wir uns an die tägliche Routine von
einstündigen Märschen mit anschließenden Pausen gewöhnt. Jeder Tag ist eine
Herausforderung. Wir sind konstanten Winden ausgesetzt und ziehen unsere Schlitten durch
unebene Felder, übersät von Sastrugi. Die monotone Routine wird unterbrochen von Ausblicken
auf die Pensacola und Thiel Berge. Wir erreichen Thiele Corner bei 84°30’S und marschieren
weiter nach Süden, in Richtung des Pols.

Tag 21-46 Von Thiele Corner zum Südpol
Wir umgehen die entfernt liegenden Thiel Berge und besteigen die Steilhänge des
transantarktischen Gebirges, das Ost- und Westantarktis voneinander trennt. Mittlerweile sind wir
an unsere einfache Routine und die physischen Anstrengungen der Reise gewöhnt. Die
Herausforderung besteht nun genauso auf der mentalen Ebene, während wir uns durch endlos
weiße Weiten kämpfen. Der Rest der Welt mitsamt seiner Farben, Düfte, Eile und Sorgen scheint
weit entfernt. Die freudige Erwartung steigt je mehr wir uns unserem Ziel nähern und dann
unsere letzten Schritte in Richtung des Südpols tätigen.
Wir sind angekommen. Unsere erschöpften Körper können entspannen und in unsern Köpfen
tummelt sich nichts als pure Freude während wir Fotos machen und das komplette Ausmaß
unserer Leistung begreifen. Diese Reise, mit all ihren Höhen und Tiefen, die Kameradschaft
neuer Freunde und das Wissen, dass wir uns einen Traum erfüllt haben, wird uns für immer
begleiten.
Tag 47-48 Rückkehr zum Union Glacier Camp
Rückkehr zum Union Glacier Camp. Wir sehen den siebten Kontinent aus der Vogelperspektive
und sehen uns selbst, klein und unbedeutend, wie wir diese unendlichen Weiten bezwungen
haben. Gemeinsam stoßen wir mit Champagner auf unsere Leistung an und genießen ein
feierliches Abendessen. Im Anschluss warten Ruhe, Entspannung und der Komfort des Camps.
Tag 49* Rückflug nach Chile
Das Flugzeug aus Punta Arenas landet mit einer neuen Gruppe begeisterter Entdecker, während
Sie die letzte Etappe Ihres antarktischen Erlebnisses antreten. Unsere Belegschaft erwartet Sie
am Flughafen von Punta Arenas und bringt Sie zu Ihrem Hotel.
*Ablauf
Keine Antarktis Reise gleicht der anderen. Dies ist Teil der Spannung und des Abenteuers
antarktischer Reisen. Der oben genannte Reiseplan beinhaltet typische Aktivitäten und
Erfahrungen. Der exakte Ablauf und Details variieren von Reise zu Reise. Die Länge der Reise
ist weiterhin abhängig vom Abreisezeitpunkt.

Basislager
Basecamp Union Glacier
Inmitten des spektakulären und abgelegenen südlichen Ellsworthgebirges!
Unser Hauptlager in der Antarktis liegt im südlichen Ellsworthgebirge, an der weiten Seite des
Union Gletschers. Die Umgebung ist spektakulär, die Unterkunft geräumig und komfortabel. Die
Mahlzeiten werden frisch zubereitet und unser Service und Support ist beispiellos. Majestätische
Gipfel ragen in allen Richtungen empor und bieten eine Vielzahl an Möglichkeiten für
Wanderungen, technisch anspruchsvollem Klettern und Skitouren. Im Lager selbst herrscht nur
wenig Wind. Hier bietet sich Ihnen eine komfortabel Umgebung zum Entspannen und um die
Eindrücke in sich aufzunehmen.
Wir befinden uns 3010 Kilometer von der südlichen Spitze Chiles und einen Steinwurf vom Mount
Vinson, dem höchsten Gipfel der Antarktis, entfernt. Unsere nächsten Nachbarn befinden sich am
Südpol, rund 1000 Kilometer entfernt. Unsere geographische Lage ist 79°46’S 82°52’W, unsere
Höhe 700 Meter über dem Meeresspiegel.
Ausschließlich aus der Luft erreichbar
Das Union Glacier Camp ist ausschließlich aus der Luft erreichbar und Ihre Reise beginnt mit
einem 4 1/4-stündigem Flug aus Punta Arenas in Chile. Unser Flugzeug landet auf einer natürlich
vorkommenden Eislandebahn auf dem Union Gletscher, wo Sie Ihre ersten Schritte in die Antarktis
setzen. Klettern Sie an Bord unserer speziell angepassten Vans, die Sie in das 8 Kilometer entfernt
liegende Lager bringen, wo Sie ein herzlicher Empfang erwartet.
Die einzige Einrichtung seiner Art
Union Glacier ist die einzige Einrichtung seiner Art in der Antarktis. Unser Vollzeit-Service Lager
wird während des antarktischen Sommers (November bis Januar) betrieben. Wir betreiben
außerdem die Eislandebahn, einen separaten Skiway und einen Logistik-Hub, um private
Expeditionen und nationale Antarktisprogramme zu unterstützen.
Hinter den Kulissen laufen eine ganze Menge Aktivitäten ab, um Ihre Sicherheit und den Komfort
auf dem Eis zu gewährleisen. Kommunikationsexperten stehen in ständigem Kontakt mit der
Außenwelt. Mechaniker halten mithilfe einer Auswahl von Geräten die Eislandebahn in Stand.
Unser Meteorologe versorgt die Flugcrew mit aktuellen Wetterinformationen. Erfahrene Piloten
fliegen Sie an Ihren Bestimmungsort. Hilfskräfte halten das Lager jederzeit in einwandfreiem
Zustand.
Schlafgelegenheiten
Unsere doppelwandigen Schlafzelte sind geräumig und komfortabel. Sie sind gut an die
antarktischen Bedingungen angepasst und im Design an Shackletons Endurance Expedition
angelehnt. Jedes Zelt bietet Platz für zwei Personen. Sie schlafen im Polarschlafsack mit doppelter
Matratze, Kissen und Bettwäsche, bereitgestellt von ANI. Die Zelte werden von dem 24-stündigem
Tageslicht natürlich beheizt und die Temperaturen im Inneren liegen zwischen 4°C und 20°C.
Verpflegung
Das Speisezelt ist das Herz unserer Lagers. Es verfügt über eine voll ausgestattete Küche und
einen Speisesaal und ist der Treffpunkt zum Essen, für Aktivitäten und Gespräche. Hier können
Sie herzhafte, frisch zubereitete Gerichte, Backwaren und Desserts genießen, die unsere Köche
für Sie zubereiten. Snacks und Getränke stehen jederzeit zur freien Verfügung. Wir fliegen

regelmäßig frische Früchte, Fisch, Fleisch und eine Vielfalt an Beeren und chilenischen Weinen
aus Punta Arenas, Chile, ein. Wein und Bier werden jeweils zum Abendessen serviert.
Aktivitäten
An jeder Ecke wartet eine neue Erfahrung. Bestaunen Sie die weißen Weiten vom Charles Peak
herab. Erkunden Sie Eisbecken im Elephant Head Valley. Wandern Sie entlang der Berggrate, die
in vielfältigen Farbtönen schimmern. Überqueren Sie mit Skiern gefrorene Sastrugi Felder. Halten
Sie windgeformte Wolken, außergewöhnliche Schneeefekte und tausende Weißtöne
photographisch fest. Navigieren Sie via GPS. Bauen Sie Schneefiguren. Oder entspannen Sie und
lassen die Gegend auf sich wirken. Für die Abenteuerlustigen bieten wir Eisklettern am Charles
Peak und Mount Rossmann oder Zelten auf dem Polarplateau.
Bei schlechtem Wetter haben wir Zeit für Unterhaltungen und Vorträge zu diversen antarktischen
Themen. Sie können sich bei einem Puzzle, Spiel oder einer DVD in unserem beheizten
Mehrzweckzelt ablenken. Zeichnen oder malen Sie. Lernen Sie andere Expeditionsteilnehmer aus
allen Teilen der Erde kennen. Lesen Sie ein Buch aus unserer Bibliothek. Wofür Sie sich auch
entscheiden, nehmen Sie sich die Zeit, die unglaubliche Weite und Abgeschiedenheit der Antarktis
zu erleben.
Medizinische Versorgung
Union Glacier verfügt über eine kleine Klinik mit einem Doktor und Mediziner. Sie stehen im Falle
kleinerer Verletzungen und Krankheit sowie medizinischer Notfälle zur Verfügung. Wir lagern eine
Auswahl an Medikamenten und wesentlicher medizinischer Ausrüstung für die Pflege und
Stabilisierung von Patienten.
Kommunikation und Meteorologie
Gute Kommunikation und Wetterinformation sind ausschlaggebend für einen sicheren Ablauf.
Daher überrascht es nicht, dass unsere Kommunikationseinheit das Zentrum unseres „Eisbetriebs“
ist. Wir nutzen ein Satellitentelefon sowie VHF und HF Radio, um regelmäßigen Kontakt mit
unserem Büro in Punta Arenas, Flugzeugen und anderen Stationen zu halten. Sie können IridiumTelefongespräche vom Union Glacier Lager und dem Vinson Basislager aus führen. Pre-Paid
Karten können im Union Glacier Lager oder im Vinson Basislager gekauft werden. Unser
Meteorologe arbeitet mit lokalen Beobachtungen, Informationen von unseren automatisierten
Wetterstationen und Satellitenbildern, um Wind- und Wettervorhersagen für Piloten, Kletterer und
Expeditionen zu treffen.
Elektrizität
Unsere Systeme sind solarbetrieben, um Umweltfolgen zu minimieren. Wir können unseren
Gästen limitierte Solar-/Ladestationen zur Verfügung stellen. Sie benötigen ein 12V DC-DC
Ladegerät, das an einen Zigarettenanzünder anzuschließen ist, oder ein 110V Ladegerät mit
nordamerikanischem Anschluss.

Flugzeuge
Flug Punta Arenas - Antarktis / Basecamp Union Glacier
Der 4 1/4-stündige Flug von Punta Arenas in die Antarktis wird mit einer ILLYUSHIN 76 TD
interkontinentalen Transport Maschine durchgeführt. Das Flugzeug landet in der Antarktis auf einer
durch die Natur geformten Eispiste im Ellsworthgebirge.
Ausgestattet mit vier Jet-Turbinen ist die IL 76 ein Cargo-Personen-Transportflugzeug, dass auch
unter schwierigen Bedingungen operieren kann. Ein besonderes Merkmal der ILLYUSHIN ist die
Laderampe am Heck der Maschine mit einem automatischen Fracht Lade- und Entladesystem
über welches auch Güter im Flug abgeworfen werden können. Der Innenraum kann je nach
Einsatz umgebaut werden. So werden bei Flügen in die Antarktis bequeme Sitze für die
Passagiere im großen Frachtraum installiert. Für erhöhte Sicherheit ist die IL 76 mit SOS-Beuteln
ausgestattet, die Erste-Hilfe-Sets sowie Überlebens- und Signalequipment beinhalten.

Detaillierte Spezifikationen der ILLYUSHIN 76 TD
Maximales Ladegewicht
Maximale Passagieranzahl
Flugreichweite bei max. Ladung
Reisefluggeschwindigkeit
Reiseflughöhe
Startlauf

20 t
80
6.500 km
760 km/h
10.000 m
2.000 m

Antarktis / Basecamp Union Glacier - Startpunkte der Ski-Expeditionen
Für die Flüge ausgehend vom Basecamp Union Glaciar wird eine mit Skikufen bestückte DC3
BASLER TURBO-BT-67 oder DE HAVILLAND DHC-6 TWIN OTTER Maschine eingesetzt.
Die Basler Turbo 67 ist eine verbesserte Version der legendären DC3. Die Maschine ist mit zwei
Pratt und Whitney Turbomotoren und zwei Hartzell Propellern mit je fünf Propellerflügeln
ausgestattet. Diese spezielle Konfiguration führt zu einem erheblichen Leistungsschub und
verbessert gleichzeitig die Zuverlässigkeit, erhöht die Geschwindigkeit und erlaubt höhere
Ladekapazitäten. Je nach Bedarf kann die Basler Turbo 67 als reine Cargo- oder
Passagiermaschine eingesetzt werden.
Die DHC-6 Twin Otter zeichnet sich durch ihre zwei Turbomotoren und modifizierten
Landevorichtungen aus, die es ermöglichen auch auf schwierigstem Terrain sicher zu landen. Ob
auf Skikufen, Tundrarädern oder Wasserkufen - die Twin Otter meistert jeden „Take Off“ und bringt
Sie wieder sicher zurück auf den Boden.
Bei antarktischen Flügen werden beide Flugzeuge mit Passagiersitzen und SOS-Equipment
bestückt, dass Erste-Hilfe-Sets sowie Überlebens- und Signalausrüstung beinhaltet. Zusätzlich
sind Überlebenssets mit an Bord. Diese „Survival Bags“ enthalten Polarzelte, Gaskocher, Treibstoff
und Proviant um die Crew und Passagiere eine Woche lang zu versorgen.

Detaillierte Spezifikationen der DC3 BASLER TURBO-BT-67

Maximales Ladegewicht
Maximale Passagieranzahl
Flugreichweite bei max. Ladung
Reisefluggeschwindigkeit
Türgröße
Innenraumgröße
Innenraumvolume

3t
18
2.000 km
300 km/h
1,6 x 2 m
13 x 1,9 x 2,1 m
34,3 m3

Detaillierte Spezifikationen der DE HAVILLAND DHC-6 TWIN OTTER
Maximales Ladegewicht
Maximales Passagieranzahl
Flugreichweite bei max. Ladung
Reisefluggeschwindigkeit
Dienstgipfelhöhe:

5.670 kg
19
1800 km
340 km/h
7.620 m

Transport-Fahrzeuge
Speziell für die Fortbewegung auf den antarktischen Schnee- und Eisoberflächen ausgerüstete
Offroad-Vans übernehmen den Transport von der Eispiste ins Union Glacier Camp und stehen dort
für Ausflüge in die nähere Umgebung des Camps zur Verfügung.
20 Schneemobile stehen ebenfalls als weitere Transportfahrzeuge zur Verfügung.

Infos

Leistungen:
eingeschlossene Leistungen:

• Transfers zum und vom Flughafen in Punta Arenas, Chile
• Briefing inklusive Erfrischungen in Punta Arenas einen Tag vor der Abreise
• Hin- und Rückflug Punta Arenas - Antarktis
• Alle Flüge innerhalb der Antarktis wie sie im Reiseverlauf genannt sind
• Essen und Unterkunft in der Antarktis
• Expeditionsguides, Naturexperten und Lektoren
• Nutzung des Freizeit-Zubehörs im Union Glacier Camp
• Offizielles und personalisiertes ANI Leistungs-Zertifikat
• Gruppen-Zeltausrüstung
• Reisegepäck bis 25kg auf dem Flug von Punta Arenas zum Union Glacier Camp (Reisegepäck
bis zu 30kg für Ski South Pole Hercules Inlet, Messner und Footsteps of Amundsen)

• Schlitten, Geschirr, Skistock-Überhandschuhe (alle Ski-Expeditionen)
• Skier, Skifell, Skistöcke (Südpol per Ski - der letzte Breitengrad)
nicht eingeschlossen:

• Flüge nach und von Punta Arenas
• Flüge innerhalb der Antarktis, die nicht im Reiseverlauf gelistet sind
• Essen und Unterkunft in Punta Arenas
• Flughafen Transfers außer denen in Punta Arenas
• Persönliche Ausrüstung und Kleidung (Polarkleidung kann gemietet werden)
• Kosten, die durch Verzögerungen in Punta Arenas entstehen
• Kosten für Übergepäck, das die bestätige Gepäckgrenze überschreitet
• Kosten für die Nutzung des Satellitentelefons in der Antarktis
• Reiseversicherungen (Kranken-, Rücktransport-, Rücktritts-Versicherungen)

Reisebedingungen:
Zahlung: Anzahlung 5.000 USD, Restbetrag 90 Tage vor Reisebeginn

Stornierung / Stornokosten:
bis 90 Tage vor Reisebeginn: 1.000 USD
weniger als 90 Tage vor Reisebeginn: 100% des Reisepreises

Reiseversicherungen:
Krankenversicherung mit Evakuierungschutz
Für die Teilnahme an der Expedition ist eine Krankenversicherung mit
Evakuierungskostenschutz erforderlich, diese Kriterien erfüllen i.d.R. alle gängigen
Auslandkrankenversicherungen. Im Zweifel können wir eine entsprechende
Auslandskrankenversicherung der Hansemerkur Reiseversicherung anbieten.Die Prämie für
diese Versicherung liegt je nach Teilnehmeralter zwischen 39 und 79 EUR.

Reiserücktrittkostenversicherung
ab über 30000 EUR Reisepreis pro Person erfolgt eine individuelle Kalkaulation der Prämie
durch die HanseMerkur Reiseversicherung in Abhängigkeit des Teilnehmeralters. Prämien
liegen erfahrungsgemäß zwischen 6,5 und 11,5% des Reisepreises.

Teilnahmevoraussetzungen:
Anspruchslevel der Expeditionen:
Südpol per Ski - der letzte Breitengrad: schwer (3 von 4)
Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Herkules: extrem (4 von 4)
Südpol per Ski - Startpunkt Messner: extrem (4 von 4)
* Gesundheit: Durch die Anforderungen aus großer Höhe bis 4000 Meter und extremer Kälte ist
eine uneingeschränkt guter allgemeiner Gesundheitszustand erforderlich. Das Ausfüllen eines
medizinischen Teilnehmerformulars und dessen Evaluierung durch die Organisatoren ist
Teilnahmevoraussetzung.
* Fitness: sehr hohes Fitnesslevel erforderlich. Sie werden 8-12 Stunden pro Tag unter
körperlicher Belastung stehen. Hinzu kommen die sehr kalten Temperaturen sowie große
Höhe. Diese extremen Bedingungen werden Sie körperlich und mental gleichermaßen fordern.
Körperliche Stärke und sehr gute Kondition und Ausdauer sowie Durchhaltevermögen sind
daher Voraussetzungen für die Teilnahme. Als Richtwert sollten Sie 3-6 Monate vor
Expeditionsbeginn ein Trainingsprogramm absolvieren um ausreichend vorbereitet zu sein.
* Erfahrung: Sie sollten bereits Ski- und Camperfahrung bei kalten Temperaturen haben. Alle
Teilnehmer müssen vor der Expedition eine Übersicht Ihrer Skierfahrung („Skiing Skills
Questionaire“ ) einreichen. Mithilfe dieser Übersicht kann Ihr individuelles Erfahrungslevel für
die Expedition berücksichtigt werden und Sie erhalten Vorschläge für die Gestaltung Ihres
Vorbereitungstrainings.

Ausrüstung:

Kälte-Stiefel, eine isolierende Daunenjacke, eine Überhose, Über-Handschuhe und ein
Daunenschlafsack können leihweise zur Verfügung gestellt werden (300 USD).
Eine Übersicht über weitere benötigte Ausrüstungsgegenstände und Kleidungsstücke,
welche selbst mitzubringen sind, finden Sie in der Ausrüstungsliste.

Zubringerflüge nach Punta Arenas:
Gerne organisieren wir auf Wunsch Zubringerflüge von Ihrem gewünschten Abflughafen zum
Ausgangsort der Flug-Expedition in Punta Arenas/Chile. Die genannten Preise dienen zur
Orientierung (aktuelle Preise und Verfügbarkeiten sind tagesaktuell gemäß
Flugdatenbankenangeboten).

• Frankfurt/Main - Punta Arenas mit LAN CHILE in Economy-Class inkl. Steuern ab 1500 EUR
• Frankfurt/Main - Punta Arenas mit LUFTHANSA in EconomyPlus-Class inkl. Steuern ab 2100
EUR

• Frankfurt/Main - Punta Arenas mit IBERIA in Business-Class inkl. Steuern ab 3500 EUR
Andere Airlines & Flughäfen buchen wir gerne auf Anfrage.

Hotels für Vor- und Nachübernachtungen in Punta Arenas:
Eine Auswahl von empfehlenswerten Hotels haben wir im Folgenden zusammengefaßt.

Die genannten Preise verstehen sich als Orientierung (aktuelle Preise und Verfügbarkeiten sind
tagesaktuell gemäß Hoteldatenbankenangeboten). Diverse andere Hotels buchen wir gerne auf
Anfrage für Sie.

Hotel Cabo de Hornos
Das elegante Cabo de Hornos Hotel erwartet Sie in der historischen Stadt Punta
Arenas. Kürzlich renoviert verfügt es über eine Innenausstattung im AvantgardeStil, stilvolle Zimmer, kostenloses WLAN und ein Gourmetrestaurant.
Die komfortablen Zimmer im Hotel Cabo de Hornos sind mit heimischem Holz und
luxuriösem Teppichboden ausgestattet. Sie verfügen über private Bäder, eine
separate Badewanne und einen TV.
Regionale Köstlichkeiten genießen Sie im À-la-carte-Restaurant und entspannen
bei einem Glas Wein vor dem Kamin. Morgens stärken Sie sich am
Frühstücksbuffet.
Das Hotel Cabo de Hornos bietet Blick auf die Meerenge von Magellan und liegt
nur 18,3 km vom internationalen Flughafen Presidente Carlos Ibáñez del Campo
entfernt.

Hotel Rey Don Felipe
Das in Punta Arenas, der südlichsten Stadt der Welt gelegene Rey Don Felipe
befindet sich nur 2 Blocks vom Hauptplatz entfernt und bietet luxuriöse Unterkünfte
mit kostenfreiem WLAN.
Die Architektur des Hotels Rey Don Felipe ist an die Tradition und Geschichte der
Provinz Magallanes angelehnt. Die komfortablen, geräumigen Zimmer sind beheizt
und verfügen über Kabel-TV und eine Minibar. Einige Zimmer sind zudem mit
einem eigenen Whirlpool ausgestattet.
Morgens erwartet Sie ein reichhaltiges Frühstücksbuffet mit Brot, Obst, Müsli und
Joghurt. Abends werden regionale und internationale Gerichte sowie erlesene
chilenische Weine serviert.
Das Rey Don Felipe Hotel liegt 22 km vom Flughafen Presidente Carlos Ibañez del
Campo entfernt. Ihr Auto stellen Sie gerne kostenfrei auf dem hoteleigenen
Parkplatz ab. Im gesamten Hotel herrscht Rauchverbot.

Hotel Dreams del Estrecho
Neben einem großen Innenpool mit Blick auf den See erwarten Sie im Dreams del
Estrecho eine Sauna und ein Whirlpool. Alle Zimmer bieten einen Panoramabalkon.
Das WLAN nutzen Sie kostenlos.
Im Hotel Dreams del Estrecho trainieren Sie im Fitnessraum und finden
Entspannung bei einer Massage. Besuchen Sie auch den nur 2 km entfernten Park
Maria Behety.
Die hellen Zimmer sind mit einem Flachbild-Kabel-TV, einem Schreibtisch und einer
Minibar ausgestattet. Sie sind in eleganten Naturtönen gehalten und mit dunklen
Holzmöbeln eingerichtet.
Das Regionalmuseum ist 450 m und das nationale Naturschutzgebiet Magallanes
20 km vom Hotel entfernt. Am Tourenschalter erhalten Sie Tipps und Ratschläge.
Vom Flughafen Presidente Ibañez trennen das Dreams del Estrecho 6 km. Sollten
Sie mit Ihrem eigenen Fahrzeug anreisen, können Sie kostenfrei am Hotel parken.

OFFLINE-KATALOG-ANFORDERUNG
Sehr geehrte Reise-Interessenten. Vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse und den Download eines
digitalen Kataloges im PDF-Format.
Gerne senden wir Ihnen zusätzlich bei weitergehendem Interesse die ausgewählten PDFInhalte als gedruckte Version auf dem Postweg.
Bitte nennen Sie unten den gewünschten Katalog und senden Sie dieses Formular
per Post oder Fax an uns zurück.
Bitte senden Sie mir den aktuellen Katalog für folgendes Schiff/ Tour:

Bitte senden Sie den ausgewählten Katalog an folgende Adresse:
Vorname + Name

Telefonnummer

Strasse + Nr.

Faxnummer

PLZ + Wohnort

e-mail-Adresse

Bitte per Post an:

oder per Fax an 04131-54255
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